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PUBLISHER’S SPECIAL NOTE 

This title Special Note is warranted by my doing the trans¬ 
lator’s duty Let me explain Ever since the author’s 
Rig Veda Bhashya (First Ashtaka) was published, now two 
years ago, there has been a persistent demand for an 
English rendering of the work Academic circles and 
others who are interested m this approach to the subject 
but are not sufficiently conversant with the Sanskrit 

language, have asked for at least the Bhumika—Introduc¬ 
tion to the Commentary Siddhdnjana—to be made avail¬ 
able m English, since it comprises the mam thesis of the 
Esoteric Interpretation of the Veda However, due to 
preoccupations the author was not minded to consider 
the proposal The nature of the Sanskrit work made it 
difficult for anyone else to undertake the task. The dexte¬ 
rity with which modern thought and ideas are woven into 

the texture of this ancient language, the harmonisation 
achieved between the present methods of research and the 

traditional mode of approach and what is more, the felicity 
of expression m the original prose and verse—these and 
other unique features of the work call for an equally singu¬ 
lar proficiency m both the languages and mastery ovei 
the subject on the part of the translator Only the author 
could do justice to the work. 

In the meantime when he was conducting informal 
classes on the subject, before the publication of the 
Bhashya, I used to note down the substance of the talks 
and it occurred to me that with the help of these notes I 
CGuld myself break the ice. Besides, a dozen years of close 
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study and life with him had sufficiently attuned my mind 

to his charactenstic vibiations m more fields than one 

Otherwise, I was of couise, painfully conscious of the 

inadequacy of m\ equipment foi the purpose, yet if I had 

the temerity to commence and persist m the undei taking, 

it was because I could see no other way for the work 

to appear m English, I was sure that howevei pitifiil and 

bare the effort might turn out to be, Sastnji would not 

allow it to go waste And so it happened As he saw the 

translation when I had co\ ered considerable portion, 

he, as usual with him, expressed satisfaction and en¬ 

couraged me to proceed When the draft was somehow 

completed, he applied himseli to it and revised it tho¬ 

roughly— some portions were revised by him as many 

as three times—,recast it in many places and after a 

labour far exceeding what he would have had to put m 

normallv, he gave the present version I am naturalh 

gratified to find that my intrepid venture did not end 

in a blind alley, for, with all its restrictive handicaps, 

the first draft provided the groundwork for the author’s 

edifice wrhich the present translation assuredly is. 

The translation keeps close to the original but without 

violence to the idiom of the language m which the render¬ 

ing is made Doubtless, it will enable the reader whose 

knowledge of Sanskrit is insufficient, to follow' the text 

line by line, and it will be also of substantial help to 

those who have a working knowledge of Sanskrit, for 

deepening their knowledge of the language and broaden¬ 

ing their acquaintance with the techmque, Panbhasha, m 

works of this kind The author has added Notes of expla¬ 

nation at the end of the book which would be helpful 

particularly to readers not famUar with the Indian 
background 

I should like to take this occasion to lecord our grateful 
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appreciation of the warmth and generosity with which the 

elite of learning and culture, including Indian scholars 

specialised m Vedic studies as well as Pundits of the 

front rank renowned for Vedic learning, have welcomed 

g.nd acclaimed the publication of the work Their opinions 

(Sanskrit and English) have been collected and issued 

m a separate brochure The striking unanimity of 

welcome has more than justified our faith m the .ntrmsic 

power of this ccie of the national heritage and m the living 

sense of responsibility on the part of the custodians thereof 

This is not to say that the Thesis of Esoteric Inter¬ 

pretation of the Rig Veda has been accepted in toto by the 

world of scholars and Pundits without exception all over 

the country and elsewheie The author is under nc 

delusion that such a thing is ever possible m these case-*, 

especially when its acceptance involves the rejection of 

cherished notions that ha\ e dominated for centuries the 

indigenous Pundit on the one hand and on the other 

hand the modern scholar for over a centurv All that 

is meant is w hen a front rank specialist scholar 01 Pundit 

welcome5 and accepts the proposition that the Rig Veda 

is a document of esoteric wisdom kept under the seal of 

Symbolism of the M} sties, that is more than enough foi 

the present to begin with, for it rings the death-knell of 

obscuiantist obstruction to that extent among sections of 

Pundits, as well as a soil of superstitious peitmacity 

that is fashionable among certain circles of modern 

scholarship 

But the ungrudging tribute and response from the 

general reader as well as from the learned specialist to this 

work do not blind the author to the existence of some 

learned people who do not like to be disturbed m their 

walk along the trodden track An instance may be cited 

here A Pundit of recognised merit wrote to the author 
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eulogizing his critical acumen, seuatility, distinct manner 

of hi> piose-vuitmg ea cut he «a, aggrieved at the posi¬ 
tion accoided to the Biahmanas and laid baie his aveision 

toi this woiL Well, this is the position with Pundits at 

least m some qua.eis Mo amount of authonty, reaso 

nine, intei no 1 evidence no persuasive words of under¬ 

standing ieadniu to the path oi light and iiee air can 

onm.mrp rme who is determined not to rnove, to change, 

to be com tnced 
Anothei mailer of romoi mipoitancc has to be men¬ 

tioned here, necessarily Decause it pel tarns to the author’s 

way of raising objections and answering them m the 

thesis An eminent linguist and scholar specialist m 

Vedic studies whose welcome and acclamation of this 

Vedic work has gone a long way to influence others ol 

cmulai persuasion and m fact have made themselves felt 

b\ the learned m general, let slip a light remark, m the 

couise of a long letter reviewing the hist hundied pages 

of the Siddhanjana Bhashya, that the objections laned 

and answered by the author were laigely imaginary But 

this is not correct Perhaps the authoi could have pie- 

vented room for such misappi ehension if he had chosen 

to reveal the identity of the person whose book contains 

these cobjections’ The reason foi net mentioning the 

name of the work is found at the end of this book (Vide 
Notes 17 & 18) Now it is necessaiy—and no harm will 

be done—that the souice of the objections is mentioned 

m older to show that they aie not fancied by the author 

In fact the author came auoss the following passage 

in the early twenties when the Indian Philosophy by Dr 

S Radhakrishran first appealed and he made a note of it 

A few years ago, when the Rig Veda Bhashya began 

to be w ritten the 1 elevant passage was utilised It is found, 

unchanged, in the latest (Indian) Edition of the book 
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Mr Aurobmdo Ghosh, t] e greet Inriirn sclolai-mvstic, 

1S °Pinion that tiie Vedas are replete with suggestions of 
seciet doctrines and mvstic philosophies He looks upon 

tue gods of the hymns as symbols of the psychological 

functions Surya signifies mtelhgence Agm will, and Soma 

eelmg The Veda to him is a mystery religion coires¬ 

ponding to the Oiphic and Eleusmian creeds of ancient 

Greece ‘The hypothesis I propose is that the Rig Veda 

3S principles (Arva X ol I p 60) When we find 

that this view is opposed not onlv to the modern views of 

European scholars but also to the traditional mterpreta- 

tions of Sayana and the systems of Pui\a-Mimamsa, the 

authority on Vedic interpretation, we must hesitate 

to follow the lead of Mr Aurobmdo Ghosh, however 

ingenious his point of view may be It is not likely that 

the whole progress of Indian thought has been a steady 

falling aw?ay from the highest spiritual paths of the Vedic 

hymns It is more m accordance with what is known of the 

general nature of human development, and easier to con¬ 

cede that later religions and philosophies arose out 

of the crude suggestions and elementary moral ideas and 

spiritual aspirations of the eaily mind, than that they 

were a degradation of an original peifection ” (Indian 

Philosophy by S Radhaknshnan, Vol I, pp 69-70). 

The publication of this small Volume of ti anslation, it is 

hoped, would stimulate interest m Vedic studies on the 

lines of the Esotenc interpretation Also, certainly it 

would enlighten, justify and strengthen the ancient 

faith m the Veda as the undying scripture of Mystic 
Wisdom and Divine Knowledge 

23-10-1952 M P Pandit 
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mx r sn^ferfe g^fere?- 

snw^ftfe r i srafro- 

5rr^-fe^R^n73TT i srran «tt|j-rtr#- 

xMwn Tffirsfter-few, srtt § 5RT^iTRrf^-smcTT*- 

tRTd^RfacTTR. OTRcT TW^'SqT R^-R5RTfR*R fe^FcT- 

*RR I ^RRttfa *TFRt ^Rtfe f|<Rrc cTRf | * f% 

sTRRrm^fe* ^rPt dTd^VMdhfe^-sRn gf^rrferR H^rsrfe, 

STTf^gR^farT VRfe l m SR ^fefTTRfeRRR- 

TtRS 5TTfR-5f5TT R?RTR| cTRT*R «*§cf JTTcRT 3TSRRHH1 

arnRST-sR^PTfe' *ii^»uRt M$fe w wW4'dr P<"fe dNi i r ^rt- 

w 
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STWr^-^Tf^MfoTT W*§cr#TOftc[ cfc^ W TO5OT 

srgTO-^k ?j$roftECcWT f^Hfsrfw %*?fflr i ^feTO-csspwfa 

3ror sset# ?t %f?r, spsank %a %?r sm^nfc sr, srTOcsrfro 
<L C, N ^ 

q>TTO to^w TOsfq ^far|r trofc-RfFar m *i^tot- 

rjjt%e? t( fcfrogrr Tf#r ftxMm *wm. i sror 

TO^cW, *W TO ^ rTTf^ <TTO fCTcW tfe? m 3?fTO% 

toWc? %#TOrter*n TOrkTOk T^kfswr ^rfro, %3*ffarr 

fFiq^to i sr. #sfqr to§ ^#?-wr< , mm toto 

wr tt^t mro i arc#Mr 

srfrofw t^rfro i to#TO5T fnrfarfo ?r 

aptscsn^) ^ TOtem^rTOkfcr to* srfep* 

SflRcfT TOH^TOfTOfe, *W TO#*# TO#^5?ff#%TOfTOI- 

kffc^cfr TOrorwkT tow WFfrfcW? %TOTOta mm 

TOTOWfecTT ^^4TOTOi# #TT?TOH#^-^TO 

wn*4?wr %% \ TOTOpT^^#roftcr srffarf^R-^EJT^- 

qnCTO mMs TOT TO*T? 
<g» O o N 

w-^pfcq w^rwwfafrfTOw to, qxfrorw kk to 

Errf^iTOfcRT%5rr fefck t *tot, 

TOT EfTOTTOm WTOTO I ? | 1 5CT#TOTOfe*r %^kw 
S) O S> o 

W TOkt TOfc* TOW TO# <#CTOJ, TOW *F^f?WT 

TO-^kw TOffeTO^-Tto^wrf^-?rfTO. sm# 

TOk totow n 
O N 

5* FTRTO TOfro 3TTTO 3TT§—“TOTO, 3TTO 

WFifTO, STTO-TOFTO ^W&TfcTTO-W, kmW %W- 
cv o C ' 
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w fk§ snfcfw i spr 
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stam apatfe-jisrrq fa-wnwai; i 

smFi iii^w-^f aa qqqyraq i tfe% stf qsq>it arer&kite 

1 ^^fTfe-w^gir hiw? \ m snr^nRf- 

mzFS-Wm STFcT^F %^Tftr Fife <q^fafa:, ^ fesiTT-fgsnfe- 

st^t m^fm srfcTT. crc«re sVrcsgrR' i ^ 

3T?cr^T#f srpjR 5TT^JTTfqr ^stf%cr cT <rc*r fm$ 
g^jcrr (%3W^rr) tp^: i ^ 

TFSPlt^T-^Tt^ k^-td^r ^SSR \ ^ WcTTfF 

5}^rr gnr far § tf^ntfcT^ngg 

q^-ST^5FRf^r, ^RT^cHTT 3FcT S^rTFfltr 

^nfR 5 f^c ^ w srtmw- 

farGHC STFcTT SRTT ?TcT: ^ ^ ^T»Fcf^| 3FcT:^r^t“ 

i^kV^eKl^^ufr ^cfgcEf ^n^Tf^WcFT SRTF 
A 

r*."\ ft „„£* t. 

mr^cf ^TcT U 

5^: fm=gTc% swr ^-wnt^r^crtsftr 

sTfcTr^T tor i ffr- 

3ffFR* STpfcr F § gpTcRq--^Tf^ ^T 

^sTsff^rr ^ 

faR% » 3RT ^ ^m: 

^TTf%.^TT^: qf<3FTTfacTr I f*f ^ ft~W ctFF? I ^WcTfFT- 

^brttt^t cFnf^m vffrmtwm i ffsrt 

%fcTfFT-feR cTTfSft SfcftfcT 5fOT f^WrTT ( 3FR ^ 

'qF^afTFTf^-w^ srsn^sr 

STHlfar, %5T!#fsRTT-gT%,3T ^TRcT-^Tr ^TSrfw-^FFrffe’- 

$*r i cF? ^HT^rw-sFTf^rf 

I [srT^fgfer *TFT?fa*fcr VTT^TR^- 
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^ * wm ^fcr ?mt 
iri * ILX7 {> j^Kj*r SiRlt^KICU 

w*rt 3T, ^rr ^f%cfTfir <m ^tcTt: 

srffersmqTTTt^^ i ^^rwTT-snr*^ 

cfe^rr ^rmt ?r tps&fa § a*mp 

sraggTFraTfeq- wmFu srrcHrw >rfe-?TFreft ^-th 
•o \5 C\ s> Cv 

^ i f#rare ^cw^r crwr#sr*T- 

qrnwr it 

rfl^TT ^ f^T^T cfT^H r-fwfacPRT I 

^SuaEi^licKSKKanuSmKSiEiwHuwnu 

wnxfr ?r <rfe?^r ferwfq^ i snrfq 

%srrf3FT* srf^-srrfsR ^PTFT-TTTte f^^-fe^ra^Fre srrs^sr 
« « «o 

srcfN% 3T fCFT^f SET#* *T szr^JTfe> #3ffaR?, cFTTsfo 

%?feT-feT^ cFTtf**F SFcftf# *F* *foj*T I f^3T 

3*fecTf*** w^r~5sng7' *rFJ*f% 

*m § * sr$q% tfw^nri m **% %fNrer ^ 

* f^-f^^e^srn-^T^fs^ grr 37*?# i htttst* <j 3* 
V3 C -o O 

qr^rT^RT srfo, t src#qRT ^rrsarr, #f%*rcfwcr ^ %*far- 

^WTET-%^RT, <m fw-^cTR; 1 f* *t#~ 

irorar %^^^-tRT^-^^f^R f%f^;* i 

& srfcmferr *#wrwr ^ Nfo, srtf^ ^-grT^Tfer- 

«reNrfe* ifa ^fac^rEr i 

3T|r^TR^-^ferr 3*te5T#, TTf*wq-*T*<*T 

^TT^m^r i ^Tr^sf^rr * 

sTff# ^^r^K-srfffm i 3tw En?#r 3crr%m i m =ar sr**r 

fesr^RSTM *iWI* ^SfTcr, *cF *#Tfa *c*-*FRT %*T*- 

f^7?rrw Traaftro' i ?r*Tf* 
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****^™fo ^TcT-^Tftr 

. 5 ***** ^r pcfl!^ ^T^T- 

W& craTf^T few i ?fj^f f^c[^jq-| | 

f ^ ^+,|r,,'1( ^TWf^-^FTT # ^fqm?rR c^f^mcf 

cfTcW ^i%rT SITfefc? 

i&mti ?nw|fcr, 5jwcT; % * ^r* gjfer^cr, ^mmKw- 
sqfaq^j ^nFTgcgq- 

f^Wf^cSRT^PTO1 {} 
\ 

ffcT * 

“3TcnrfrCTr cpto: mkWt (M^) ^ tt^w rf^ ^ 

*T|r, * PWWT 5T^%T 

S^HFTFcft S9#, s^cftrTFn TT3?t 3T^^RftcTO^ qrfcq^ I 

5fefyiM^ f^^TFTT^T cTTf^HT ^TRFRITRSTT TTf^P 

PfK? ^T5TcTfq$[5t*-^rfq'EgT | SFq^f^T f^gppf \ q^fqsr qof^TFTt- 

q|%tsa^, T|W ^q- tpT§^TR 5TTW% i qWT SFT^R^vy 

3* ?fer M srto fe*! 

mmt cTTf^ft iR-HTTTT?^cqf^^ ^3-fem, fo ^ sn^T- 

fH’ffr? ^TSTSRTn? SHTTcf, cT^ qf^ofcT f%?T, 

f% ? ’TTfofecT ^ll+iRr OTT ^f?§^T, “«T t«qif?r srfTRcft 

^rrf?rn '%cF* sre” (?-?W, 3) ^wrfe*F=r- 

qfqT^oT-HTfw 

3?sr *rfe sw q%qfcqifafcsr «^t 

^T5TqcT f%T?rFRf?TSr arf^^cft ferTT-^5^n 
c 

hst ssgrcft ^ wr^, %s-f?cTTfr * *m- 

snfer-qrfsR^TfftffT sqcsHTwta , ^~spt*rre:. ‘tmwt:’ 
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^ i qfe ^ ^ttoto srfNhr, 

prr to^c ^rvr sfc* sro* i q?rordfq?TrFq TOqq%-TOTfw 

sRfifcrtfif qgqfrorftr w \ fwrrfrfq ffwrtfo sgfa 

wm grofa ^ i to sqf^cft sm, totto*§ to*? i 

TO-qfTOTTOicq-q^q^, f^rf^rf «Tf?r to, ^toftt 

stof, ic^rW^t to% to* \ TOfrog TOfrosTOw 

i v» W sy*R*»<w*ii«i*n 

^roro-qM*, qg-TORTm^q to TOtro wfo * to> 

i^rf^xr TO?TO-M*1«NOTRTO#I feW5 I cTS*T- 
\ « 

?TOTOT qg*T TOd* FPT-^c^ H | fc(^RT qfWTOTO4^q-%TOTTOf 

f*TTHt *TO: I %q-fTOT% TOTOfa fcT-f^FTT fti^HRCW 

wt f^wrf^rr^Tt %to<toto 1% to: 

TOTO: II 

sm fgcfk TOTO* Twem TOsfo& I TO^I^THTOFT- 

^i^ifroror qf^wtert ^-t^rtto if* fiTO \ fipfro 

TO# ^TTOFTcf q>*fq ^rTOTTOTO^®^ TOT<JTT TO*jftq-3qTTOT 

TO*!, TO, ®TOTOTr TO* TOT# TO^* %^W-#R/TO* 

TOxqfqTO-TOTTO TO * TOl't>d ^T q#* ? TOTOq^fTOT- 

fTOcft TOcTO TO. I TOt ^TOTTOTOXf TORTO %TOT 

to^^tot totototo# tort: i qqfro qhrfro 

£j(d£lR(<t> ^TOT-^TTOtTO* *T TOSTTOTOTO^ l tt^-oTORTTOT 

^tot qrro-qro frorte qf^rr-ro* fcr. toto#t fafrorc* \ 

TORT^ srrrofq qTO**^-TT%* TOT-^TOSR-SRRTT ST TO*^, 

TO TO-qro-^TTfro q#TOTTO*T*TO *3*#** TO-fTOfcT 
o c 

*TOTtf* I TO ^TOf^Tfef^r: TO-WTOTC f%*fq ^TOfTfcT 

TO qfTfTOOT cTTTO-TOWr TOE3TTTO ^TOTOTTO^qfTOT 

WE® TOT*q TOTO-f^0|T3; TOTTOnCTO STOTW qrqfs5*^ 
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f*iji-otsRr i aaa s^Fifa "asasia*, ^ptt %arar 

,«IM(J«iWWMl HSHfe-Wra | $ -a a fw«rt# 

few ffw stfcNKyfa aTaarraiaia “wnw faaTaiaia 
waaaa aasafara.. ” sfs aaa i rrw-^^-a^rar-^sFTmfe 

awr»n awf %ffm>TOTTRf5F g?rem i aar a gsrfersFT 
aaaaa*s ‘arcs araia1 sfa gw hi fafaam asa i “agis^ 

««<34i!i^ awia fsfiRna fgaafaa i aa ‘sift araia'anliitav 
q^TfWtf^ SFFT Sate” ffa gfaaa I *|H nmM 

WH f»a*s sraaaf «nroro» gar assafc toto i “ga 

TOtarfa srsaiw-aa?iaT siafaa aasa i aarsfa gaaaretnnaia 
awffefaa-wsa a ffessit i aa- ‘si gaaf' sarcf FcsaT- 

WTfeaat fta: aafaff aa afaaream- i aa awf arefea 

wiaanr: (fa. *-^)” sfa i ‘area araw’ sarest ara: 

awira-aaai aroarai fas, ‘si gas? ^anfog apaar srw 

arcatfa awTcs-asaas aansnaa i acw ss-qaaas sarema- 

ang gmaariaiifiwsff a *araai arsgiftcsfaaTs: aiaafa 
was: I gasifas *alsa fenfaiai saifa atia^ffem aror- 

aifiiai aaass*«s ana^, safas gara-sai aafaigTiaaFa- 

awsa a i ga apr; ?ifa aariHifa afear-aafaiTwaifaaT 
laais-Ttnar a«. a aaaa. aaairoaii i fasffars aafar- 

faafan^iaa gaa^-fa^Fafarta aissssroaa st a-aiai 

i?f3?rffep-a«TS(aaa sftfa ssiaarsa i aa %sa=aaa-faaria- 
amaafea afsafaa gaa snug ’fferf sfssaifaai gaifer- 

a« asafssaRaga ? wig aisfsssrfa as-aai 3FSTfa 

a gnaaifa aiata^Ht^a aFaaaraas i fasjarea aifaas- 

ia^g ssasraa ww^m-anaa gsa araaatwiifca aar- 
^na: i “aataiar apan: aaaa aaasa: i aaarfa aaf- 
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***:” n sqiwr# hot ^-‘^r 

f?r Hcfrw sot oth^tTct s pr ^ *tfa*fT.” 

f% i m wcf i m*& o^t^trtt 

l?r^c^?rr-f^gTfirRT *RWfWRT OTTFf5m 

®mm fegsrR u 

cTfef qftfecOTiT ! Wt WT *T*SRtR HT^Rr^rf^: ? 

w$m tT%f?r otctspr i hoti^ wiFisf 

WVmt f^feTOT: ffcT HTW m? 1 <R f 3?Rfq- %rr#f%WR- 

wwrni srRRsrr^rr srRfwfa- w^-^sfq ^ wfcr i r*#r 

gf&faar hTr ^r <t$tt i srfTfRf^t^^TrR^Hr:, trfcr- 

3TFT ^rr^SRT sfcr HTT^-f^^T^l'^ I ?T 

mfe vmm ^mrMt rr? i qswr»c- 

*R<T fCRF? OTTOfrOTW I f^RTSTTW^I f?RfcT-f||^7- 

feRSTR 3R#R2T i#J ^-*TOT f=C*f^W ffa ftferRW» 

f^T^RR^cTT VTOT^rTT HTOTfWT *R*-T^r ^cTT-TfRT *TT 

srrj RWcftfar 3OT>>r ?r wfisrcr, sfrtWfRr, 

TOFfohTft R%f$R f% f^5R I cTCRR 

^OTT 3?^ kH^d IRrRf^fRRr %? ffcT f^RRWfcT|r 

f5TOf^ i w-ipM *3*. «mrcw, m ^rsr. 

H^fcar ffo srr H#3Rfa hsrr i ?rerfa 

HOTTR-WRt sn^F^ST HWJcT, ?RTsfa 3fwn^-^- 

WTfitTOWT HOTT’HT amflc^fd f%5R?Tt' f%f?cf^T: srpSTT 

fafST* 3R TR *OTT*TT %^3WRPR5TT 

gTTcR-RWf^T^ fTRf^T*R 

rfRRT fa^fj fe$WR I !RW 

*TOTTcT * %^Trfq %?RT W*$ sjnftcR I s^cTfafo 
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m^3 wmr T^mt wt rtc? i ^mm %s- 

?r%fHT riwh ^V-tott ^ftt tot- 

¥TW RTCTcTT HTSTWT^T^. I cRRRR WcNfeT- 

*r*3SRR#*Rlfo R^r I f% § HI#r: ^PSRR 

i^ar f%rc?cRt lefk srqwfqcr srflrw- 

fi|N'RSR n 

3R 5RRtR <Rk 3TT8R. I qfR^fsFR^ STR'fl^THT ^R- 

#RT*RTRT feFcTFT ^RTOR-W ffa I 

SRtTT:, rTO RRT^fSTRnfcar 

fwftSTO^, *T WT^r^-^WTR I <: SR g ^^’R-faROTT: 

MWlftPET ^5 *TRf I SrTfPJTTfa RRT^-f%aRWTf7r cR cR 

q^Mfgr ^cftfcr |cfto *trw srsmr art^r mom cR: 

rc cR^n^r RTWFnrr^ i r rrrsr—“3t§t*t- 

R ^J^RR^Rtf^TRTcT 3TT?r 3T^T WWCTSqfp RT- 

RTcR, 3R <R <R RfRteTfRR ‘ *rRTc*R7: H%fT^RTt RT- 

RRTR*” ffa I cRW SJRrfcRgFcT ifcf 

arre gwte: i ^RRnrgr ?r ^RTfa ifw-h%trt rtrt 

^nffrfar «r^, ^ rs^rcrr: t wT^^-armrRRR 

CTflr^TTOTf^r anr RfcreretR arraRR^^TRRk Rftefrr rfr* 
c 

qf^fRcrt I cRT RT-faRRTT *TRT, ?T RRR- 

jfomt \ 3R q^r ar ^f^arcfa g^arrRsr: %^-h%tt &tmm, 
RTfarwifirer an i sRrft i 

* R 5RTRT# cT^rFRRT' I RTfq- *T£RST: I f^R SRcTR 

3T^RffaRaR MfcRf^fcT \ ^rRR 5R^ aftRW-feTR- 

RSTfRU'W ^ScTRRRnRcR RT*TR: I W^RWiMI fpf- 

afoTRRI STRTtsfWRt R 5T5tf^5rRT-Ht?TR RSTcT ?R5f 

H#T: I ^fe^far^f%-W#ET: wfo^S 3-TT#T: II 
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^mmk: qsqrs-ffcTT s%rr ^rr *t %^f$rciRf 

rnm-ymmet i t^sr ^r 
3T^WT, 3FTO^fl irgrT^f^RT %3TO-**TOTt- 

ssnw»ty %^F<n#T^-^^Tsfq |fes¥rf^rq s ctftrt srersRfo 

fcWcRl 5Wtoi“iTfw mvCFm l??3fq3qT5-Sr^^q^^ 

i qr s ^Tf^-qK«r asfe sra^sf^rc 
w o <a n 

5ETTWR fe-srpr. ^wftSfRFTTfq 3RnR5Uqy 3FR, q?«T[ TOT- 

q^-qTcPST cqTWHiq areafcsccr ffa gqremre 

cm *mrf4**rt* F^^rferfcT i ar^^M^c^ sftq 

i qrter **m-HTcqq 

STfsTOT ? H5RT H^FTT WXFQH f^TtWc^ amfa 

qrjfeicq aTcr t^r qrqqrqrm *rrfqcFr i am fq? q>f<?5cm ? 

q?3TTcmfefr cT^TcT, %g-qiwim arf^ssr 

fopScfT, 3TSErT?5Rcl'r«J-^ci i^rTcTqn^Tfe-^y^w Pf#rt 

Mifo f^F3R>T-feTOFr fTOSTPCcTT I f^^rH-^FTf^fRTt- 

*mfsfq ^rr<35- 

qrfx^ii^^eHj qr^qf^q^ qr^r i 

4M<4+i, cTtT %^RTTOT5 t TF^Tc*# qjlf- srsa^m, cTtt V ^ 
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^ m <m. * 
gfe gfe f|mr hr? few arcfem- 

fe^-^^^fe? , m^-smv- 

""** *mt tt fWta* ,fc 
^ m*fe*feT -jTOr Mg ^ ^ ^ 

wfc *rto 

^ wfe rto *sfef cpmwfe, ^ srfer^-^, 

- ww <n^w-<ft^?5nr?&wTOrarrfrir, wife mfen 
srtfrcwwTfwt tot wsferor, *m> mwim 

?WWRW *rfw aftsn-jf sR$fe?<ftfe TOrrmw , ^ 
f? ^TfWtt fW Rijofes-HTITOTTOW | sfet mis r, 
TOWT-fe™ mtft SRlb , qr g q^TOftqq^j^ 

sw-wwrfe arjsm-wirre^^m^nrrrw^srfq qr&w- 
mf«w tmrpfe-^mfeFar flgBrfev-^ srgcrrfewRfe ^^3 
frnrn fefeqr? few q? qRnrorett* ^ 1 wr afe, 

^ jS^-fesra? qr fssrwfer “wfm %sr. 
%?RTfii?ms *rrg<T” wfe ^RTOwsftwmfe |tor w- 
RRwmfwffem fmfetfe fern few ? 

wrwr?totct 1 wjm irr fewr-few: 1 

3RS'rr Mini wr wto feferRfe 1 ipnwi ’tfwrsff 1 

s <fe %?gwwr ^feswroro *r strr. qmfew wfe 1 

srm TOwrfeqrfetft wwi v^fbmnfefem ?fe sfefe 
mfir, am-«nwi mfeww ww qjfet qj 

'roiwtmwrPr wg, *n mg, 

^ fREifTftffr srqf TOfn srr wg 1 amfemfe 
RRifR TOW? ?fww I TO g f? HWTOWim I 

Fwr?rr a?fe stow 
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rT^T TTr3T-oH |^HHcW-WWT^BnT I W^WU 

3TFcrrr^ w} ^ «rcfrR i ^R«w?r%TRT 

5n^fWHT W5c2FcT5TT#T WT l ^TT ’TfJRcTr^- 

fer vz-mmt ^ftfq^rmr Tfr^rFrr ^t i ^srr se^thc 
sijsnraSR ^l?-H%rwR^r| t cTTf^r g*r: ^?nf^ HTW^rfrf^rrr- 

?rta ^^rr^frr sfoapr j sicker, rsttci^-^Wt wft'w «R*rr- 

%mw% fw%T ffe f^?R i 
5TTf^fW5RRcr 5T^cfts% ^FTT ftfew 

fScr^c^Rgr * gsr%t t ^4^-ror«i^[ ^ gw#-R«RT- 
w? ffcr RRR^nraf^rT m stft^ftcR \ 
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t^STT SRU^TT §RR flcT STFTfcR I cR SRRq 3TTRT- 
5jW 3TTt4nfcPTR 3T qw^-R^r I I? =5T TfRJRFTT RRcT, 

cff^ssrrqT ^ TRwrt ^tm hsrt srh^t- 
^«RRSRTf?f^r 3RR5RW flrfSRT., *#T W9T 

rrt # srfe^TRRFT 3TRrg*n'«f^wr 
5TT5- II 

3T?msm ^ ^r^irn^q^Tqrq-fFTcT% ^TO- 

?TT#PRG5mHf| ^fcT | ^ 3T#-gXRR STf- 

®R 5T5?t wr* i ?t ^tqrq vwm^sm, m 

WRTfeP SRfsr^Tf^Tft Tforcrc I 3*^* 

«R 3RRT? ff^rf%q^TT§rr ^nrf^T-5TT«ERTT R TjjTRT^r- 

R^TTcT HfR qtfR. » m % m *&- 

^FTTR 3T&4lc4f-fHeM«taiM 3TTRR-«f^pTR Wt 

mfam ^?r? 

W sripra^^pforaresjT fiwrrcg#?! ^RraisPr. awro^ 

fwnrfeftfer srtew i sr^-sra^ %j m 

^rraa. «w-f^5 Mfen snfirfo *m fraMr 

>n ^ i ®iw ^ 
^ C 
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*9“* 5^rr snjftrftftr srrfw-f^r-^. 
ss*j *t mv$ *t srar asSrfa^ mfe, anfaj* 

^woit «mr * *psm wsSshtot ^-srRrf^swftfir 
«pa®nr i s «t w%w SRfrcrssntf-SRRm , 

3tfar «s,sw srsftw ferats^ wrcrenfwsro. i iraftr 
fern wfir «n«nMflx *rro»^n*<w, 

?rarsfir *51** ?Rt sra#f HWRT 3TW 5JSOT 3^ ^ 

asM f^rofferf ^crr i 

as%w 3T ?iarg, »Tip3R-fai>ffcft su *rwg, ^*pj- 

fomw m*tf-*f**m j m^j- 

i zrimm s* 
^ sc^arftrfo 5f %^rfqr fwft f^, 
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*** ’ T^rr ft*, 

J1' % *" ^:? w ** *« *% fafe* 
^r-srmft mfroifir snrr , « ^ w %wq^ft. 

^ ^ rmrrfir rrsrffer' ?fir i $ sjfirn&Nr ,>. 

*" * ^ ** ** smrw 

*Z?r* “ ' ™ ^ 
5fenft wfoRm fferf *&{ *m«Nr5R trr^ra^TT» <f^ 

“ ** **** (* miw»), R 

^ «wr s^rfingT:, ^ ^ «miPr, finer, ^r- 

*” ^ f5T5" *•"&**«* ^ , 
T\J^ ****** ^ w 

ara^: , *gfi sr^^rpr ^ ^ , 

h ipi> wfe , 5^%T-qferr ^ sr^ 



[fefk TO 

qsq% \ mt qsprfq ^fqqrrfq, q q ^n. 

TOW^RmitaT qfftqqfeq fWT I %^5T^foi^RT 

5w4qrqqqfq a^w^FcprrfiT qtefcct \ m q Iqwcq- 

frfq: i qq q§qf Hf^nsfcr %q-qf||#q ?iqfq i str? qfqssT 

W% IcffcR I rT^TT qqq%sfq qqfqq I SPRT- 

ffsr%rrsrr Ri^miqT qicqq qqfcr s 

srqfwTqT srr^tfw^-^F^rr sqiwqTq ?mm, qqrqqqtfq- 
S3 

RTq? mw s^qf^TqrrqqT^r ^%cT-^Tc^5r \ qTfqqqr 

*r%rTFTT q^q sir qqf srfq w^mT^xm ffq qrq%q: qqs; 

q fqqR^ i srTw qq. \ qf? qqqqtsq q fqqwt, qRT- 

ftcf fiWT l S^qf^STR qqiMqqTTR SF^TR q*S ^f^- 

Rq i fq*q*§ qiqtar 

5T^T^W *M TfR R-fqqriW, ^TRT ftrq, RqqR STFcf- 

RcRT q^fq^fafqfqfe q$qq i 

qfef^RW^R qqfq I qqq^q-qRR%qrqq> q qqq ^TRT: 

gqT^T 3T Wqfqy I STRqfccT qrcs: qqfqqr^ I qfrRtqtqf 

fcq-qqqi?: qR-WT^TTcq^:, m*m § %qqq*RRR fqqre 

SRa% \ q § ^TfqqqT T%TR q%TR qr qi^FTR j q^- 

qt 5 qmlqqWwffnq fRT qsq% qyqr: I 3RTT 

5CTfqq%TT ^q qq #%dqFqr TR>U«U^q qf|qT l qRqiffi- 

WMT *RqR>sfq q%TT-Rq^ qq% \\ 

qT^TTfq ^q-qrqqT wwm f^vm qq#R qfo q 

fqqtq I qsrfq ^rr fqqrq-qqrrdsfq q%qrq%q Rqr fqsftq- 

qfe, cRTsfq qrfqqqqg fqfqqfrlRq qfqr qfqr ffq ^qf 

qqMr fq?Tq ^f^cliTHw I 3R qq qyqq: qT^RifetR 



icffa: W/ gSWcggfgqjT 

Tl^rpt-f^niT ^fTR I g^T gftf paq-girgt 

.agFgStafWTO gwq-TOq gr^WPTCT I g^IWTfg % 

wmm wfagtfggr qg fg^qgfgr, g g^fsrrcfa i softer 

fggg, gfe ?g^g wgwrgfwr i gfgg ggT&rNzRt i g 

f| iTTW^TOflTf^sftcf qggg qT% STcqFqggTg I ScWgigt 

^fgrfgrfT=gwgT fg% i ggnr gq#^ s gifsr-ggggT gq- 

qT^rfe?. STSraRFcT^ STggWcqsF SIW qgqg 

W I rfcfRT W^gg-g^gT f^cTT I fqgfT-ggrfgq W 

q§tWt, fqcargpCTOT gfq?cRT ST^W (^) J gTfgqrq$*- 

%ggf|gtf Wq q WcT fc5TT5T€ft qig- 

gwrcgfg g?gTg| i grfg%g gwqr f%fir«ft«rrcr gT^rqrfg 

gsg gm, 5 qqqr g?§ gqrRgT^gw^qTfq gg?gw 

gF^gn-g. qqqg ggqr i gfg w-<re gT^rq freg-ggreg^gigT 

ggg gjsgg, q^qqWgqgfq fcft g ^rf^rnr^r wgfgqTfgfg 

grqqTqq f?TRIW^qT t?#q gff^qfqqg ^g-qqrgf^rTqr q? 

qq I ^ ^%qr pqf qwgF??giqT WT^T^ETFcT^M q qqg 

fRT^^Tfcrfeqqq^ 355 1 gffrdq-g%rTqr gfirqrerqfgeg q>fgg 

|T~SfgTqqg l ggwn^rqT- 

^ %g ffrr gm-fg^pg. srfgssT giggi srgg sftg 

qqqgc-qq%g tBfggsg wqTTsg-fggrereg, ggqgr^q wmR- 

wwmft **, v4vw gg^gf %ggwgf^grgw, otww 

gqfggfgfg gw ^g-q>ra*n gqggmwwqTqfqT greRtagr ffg 

fgfggraR 11 

m f? qrwgsrrgf^gTf^ ^r ggqfq gsrfqgr sn^m g 
* N. O "O 

gggrg ffg gi g«B3?CT i gq<gfq gw.., qg wffgf 

%s g^gg gigg sgggfqq? m i gff[ f-ft q grqcft 

g;=r-gig> gr fggrgg ffg %fsg3r « ^qf|$r?g>qTq-qgt g 



[fefta. otj. 

n ferc i * » stwt 

snws^f tfe fesnwferfn ^^fe-w^sRiwr arq-qmwwtfe 

^jqfETIcft Wtfe cFWT snFWRWrfa W?W-WFTn TOWcW- 

^^Tfe-|f63-5|%c^^5T^ I 3TW fecfT 

^srr suwwr tr%% swrww u 

3T4 4ff5rT?rr wfpw feet fsrarrc*£r i w crrwcrr %s- 

^^FcRT’TO^: SfFTT^fri f^ § WFTW 3T*tfeTT WW? WFRft 

sjfefe sfet, ww siasT-sw^ 3W3WT-WTwfe, w ^ ffe 

WTfefeSffewW W |%, 

feRT cffW W ffe-RfR l SRRfef W*R apKWW \ 

fed *fe srfe, ^ ^ 5f wfe*riwwrg*» ***rrw 

5C^t sttswr mmx qwTwnfe-“*rf mw wtrt warm ffe 

fafe cR WfWT cT? ffe ffcF (VV?°) I ft 

TO3HWI fewHF| fen HTRTf^T W nfe fetl ^fe- 

m nfe fcnrnfe qfcr^fe ww stcr i ^rerf^wr^ 

Wfsn m^TJ wfe*dsfe l fe fe WTfe SsT: I 3PWT 

an fen w fen feswR fefer m m\ 

Sffen wm fetft fe, cTSTT FTFTTfw W 

fewn swfersfn grssn* snm wfe» sn w TOtOTarew| i 

wtnr few nw fe wffen-wfe fewr- 

fenrfw nr^rfe nfew^-fnfe w^rfe?n-^fe^g| 

3£ttc ^wwfewwiw %?wrs?nfe ffa fet wfewn f%w 

wfcr^ fenrerewr wnfer sfe swfe wrfefe 

WWcftfcT I fe feff, fe *Rn wfe, 

tycrefafen fefefe fers>nfe qwwi'drw wwfe 

sjcTO w?w-fewr sewt mr*n fefer feu <* % 
3?n wfe-anw* wfefefe 



fefar ms:] 

i *to wm igrijt fr^Tm’ %sr *fa 

^ ^ srorro?* ^ 

^ *T-^"l<!^‘Tf%c^‘ ^TO*' 
STTf^k TOTfer ifcT I fa f^f?HcW ? S?^ ^ ^ 

q%TO-fwqwrcr*r ^f^rsft %<fr ic^nr, srsr wsm 
I^Fnr few* SfcRTSRt , 3?f^%T iTOrq^TcTT, * to*. 

sfa^TO #imT rr^TT ^T5fTOr|K: TO %TOf *to: 
cTr^rrf^T sR»ftM_*%, ^tostot to ^-. 

#ffcf€FT*q$ \ STTfer TOTOfaTO q^feT, ^ TOrtfqfa, 
TO-TOS-Hq-faTO^^ ^ f^. 

3f?rfcr \ ^rvrirt: ^n^n-q;sRrfrsr- 
q^k: frosq^ft q^fqqqq-qqq TOftfer \ ^ 

^TTO I 3TcT XT? vsm TORT q# TOfa I q£frq: 
TOTf^grffr^. TOT fqqtq^, toMtoR- ^ 

N 

qi^q ^T^q-SF^qq qsrfq TOcn qqq fqro^_ 

^feTOTStftfeT TOIg \ qq ftwft tarc 3TfTO?^TfTO 

ffet, qT^r ^teTT TOTOTOT ffeT ^TO: q^qqgqrHT 
o 

hitcrijWstsr i ara^ <TOT«fS n?r- *T%m?*tcm ^r-^ra 

^tf^rFrfsr^ifrort sf^fefa^sresnfqH sfa ^jwnr ,, 

suNffarffr 

TO-qr^Wqt^~TOTO q %q** TOT: Iq-oqq^f qTO 

5% fTO ^-q>TTTO %q*fSTO-qcT qifTOTO » ^TO- 

WP* W ^qftrTTq^arT gBffTOI qifq TOTTOlfTO qgFT- 

q%cT-q^s^ro feraft ^rr qftroTr qqta: %spq i qq 

TOnirr top* totto|, wt^twrt 3 toWiRm to- 



. -. „r^_ 

C\ 
Vo 

m^m i *Fsr«sf^#=r te^sFcsrr# sfar ^r*r s sf^pI- 

fsRRu^r %^T^-fH»wTf»F5wam \ ^t^w- 

^Tfqr^-f^rrfr^, ?rerctf fe^-^grprr, 

ciwTsfcr mi fwsmrnTf^fFr c^rfef fafs^fgwsm i 

%?tsf?sFSt sw-Tfwfafa **FTcft W-faWFTr SFtrfT# %?- 
C\ c 

f^Rir i ^rt spl-wc^cft ?rrfer fere i sferrer#- 

H fpr qifeFfesr Ftoi s SFrerxnfe wFr *Frf*r fere 

feron-*?sfe feFcr i sre ^ fftri 

TR —%STT%^ «rfe sfFT, H ^ fet *pi s^-pfet %% 

srfeTfe i wrfe fef jre-csnRT fe^ ?ferefa 

feet fefefe I fe^TT fe-W SrnRtfcT 5T3FTR I Stff 

q^rere, cT^sr feref*£ fesF^^referererTf i afecrrere 

fe%<re^-wfeT \ ferererFiT *£fere fefe-erre: sf 

m felt fe<? m sfsij?«r: s feprffe Itar srfere:, mrni 

fefeg>rerfq, %s-fere ferre*, srfew. *fefa 

life tf-feffert ^F3T-fe§re gp^WdWft, wmt feFfT 

Wi feT-ffe?¥FTT, 3FTcT fefe 

mfo fefwfeferr. n 

m *rnm*3v%$, mt mm fe: *rre mm fefe sfer? 

refe mm fet fe ^t^prffe fe fe w * fe 

refefeor ^^ttwt mm mm mrnmt ^rcWgT i q^r 

fe wsssre sfetrerewfefrefe^ ifefe fe ^ i 

jrm afew^re^fecfe m rewrefe q=r, * fe- 

sslfe:, r wmmt fe mmxmm i qcrrest fere^fe 

$5fefefe i tf| sF^fer ^qrere WTffefeferesr- 

fereTfei wim«rr fefere ftrfere fe ffe- 

feoffe fetfere I 3TcT. ^TTFFTTc? fecT 



..-. -.f> 
<s 

fsrfw-wfrrew ^wrwrftwsr TR-wwkwsw sgrT§#nifk-^TOT- 

ferwfcr-aww^w srrtMw %?-g5!WT mm ?wp:wt *rwg 

to < to f| $wwt m gwffi^car-stcqwt 

fwswcfcprt mro fk wto-^rw^www 1 <r g to- 

WT§^>%TOrwwfafo fcWT aro swwto ^rre-^ww wgsRs- 

WOTTOfWWt TOTOMw TO STSTW I H Wife*?. ^^TR-fcft 

swfTOft WTfTOcr:, W ^ftfkrT- I ST f| aqfcppq- gw, qw 

^qg Twttotot gw *fwt., to-wtto stowtw gw 

to wirofw tow* %wrw-fwwiRmi fwww qw %w \ fwr- 

wtfww fw5R w%g ww swk wR%wTfw-wfpTf wfcnftw- 

wf|TOt%WTO%W WT^TORWfw. TOtWTOPT ffw » TO 

wfw^wro wto t|rtw* gwgqror: i w*rer ^-wto wt^t- 

wto wFwwkqfrrftfw f^rfcT* TOTkcfT \ m gw towSr 

srrfgcfT: totw-pwt: swsfq qn^TOf^TO>wqTO 

to-w%ttwt qrq^T^RWWcWHfw?w wqfwwwT^w TO-qqa^q 

totoww n 

a*w wTfwwJ to *wto%w-toto w mmfwmj sfcrwT 

WTO %cT MteWW, TO TOT TO^TOcW TOFTT W5#W » K N 
WT: 5FST TOW TOT: gw: TOFTO arqfqcWT WW-TOW 

toe totTcwsw tofttw gwtw tot 1 3Trrts^rT qrr wr 

fwwsrr gwgww-TOTTO ? wsrfq gwwgwcr-TOT TOgww-wrc- 

TOkTO srrww gro to gw ffstw! w TOfw, wwrsfq 

ww gqwf% gwcr si^to^wto! wrromr, ww wro 

t^w-wto gfcsfqsftww fcwraFfr \ ^w w wRreft 

W^WFTRTRTWW W5WFT —WtfwWWT %^W‘ TOWtW f%qfq 

WWTfa, *T %W WTWWT cWTWW TOR TOfTOfWTOT TOcW?TOTWtT 

ffcT I ^WT f| TO WTOTO TO^Wterr^ TFWW WTWW- 



cv 

<? ctw srrpwfR » *mt sptott 

?Rfk %h towiitr w tot TOron- TORfrorfa 

TfcBf %?fk to i wro wro? 

\ ?#c trw i srftro Wtot-to 

*nrot fiiw^r, ^wrtrrt, frwfa^T frorfw i “wtort 

TO*!” ffcT tPRW %^TcTF TRSrtWR^ 
^qr* rctctpto: ®?tot srtF ffer tow i 
^-cTr^ ^T^=r ?tto w%-TOt ^TOR-WTtrRmfear #w- 

%t-^t qpcppr rt ^TfRtfwar fear frofrocrr ^-%ti 

srt* §ftaR wrofw » tot srItor vpr 

Wtsf^gTOW5> tl ^TR TORcTRW H IWT TOTTO W I 

to toito *®r qp^rw u,! (V?«-U) wfcr f§ 

#Gf# N 

tpr %=9ft —^tpc-^i^; TOrtfww- 

f^roTOwroi^ ^rowfww smwrwf^BcR, to^r- 

?ftcrrg; srfrofert TOTOroff ar wr§cft wfe% sw ^wr 

I TOTO I cTRfe wflfWTOT WF#R%SFTOrT 

%grete toto w4wfa ^RmTT-TO wR^farr i qw- 

1 ^ I fa4 MWTOgTOqreTOT S^fecTT TOT 5RT, WTO* 

£#p:, |S: TORT W WTOfaTOR Wtm, TORT 

fc=r^T i araw srfrofcr wtopf? w wr§wt %w>r-to- 

<TrWfTOP5WcT, TO WWT-TO cTTOTTfR WT TO&faTOcT: 

TOTi TO-f^TOTR TTTp TOTO ^ WT TTO: RTf|- 

tft:? *R?fa TRW TORTW-tRTOt #<3>T&T, cPTTSfq 

qSW * TORPTORTO l fTOT fWarfH Wtewfw W #TO I 

TOlt TOTOxftfe WTOT. ffTOt TOT wfwqfRcfl TOcftfct 

TTOf i TO- 



fa?afa (r^r), 

mvfi a afe-#? Raaracaafaftfa ($-R%), 
aafa, wi aarar aakaraa-snfa^a aaatatar ffa araafa 

>o 

(?V?H) i srfa % a %a*? atef-aa %a-^areaaa m- 

aaa fafatatfa rrtrr i ^qr^-^4fa??iFr“^:i| aaaareasafa 

afa^-aRRf air^R-afaaca afaaT?ra7a asara \ aa*aal 

“lar^na” r “afa% aJaaVr § aafraarareTaa: s 

3Faaaf?a Rarer aftaa aftaa fwfaat” n ( 

fc^FcTR I arRRT EftRRTSR-^r^Raca^W Sfn 

? Rfcn-Wfa ^##T-5T3? qa *Rat 5Raa* I SRfa- 

ataat: q^rof^rd aTasaaftsa i aifrrfa araffa sn^Fa^r 

aTaaR areRanpfta fNarratcaaatTreTR ?cacfTaaaf*a*aa n 

qa afaar*a yafca^R mwFdd. aaa garereaRR 

ai*vFra grraa r|trk^ a afaa ifa an ara fafa- 

f^TT ? M 3 aR-TO: aT^TRT TTR FTFT 

*Rt qaa-tea fasaR aiasr aaafcffeaa aar strpr: 
fralcR^ ^ ^ # 5R Safest ta ffa RR: I 

Rawa-faTtaTa %aaa-T^aFnRTf?aR \ w%rm a#*wR>siaca 

<1 %ai ate ?a a qsfaaa i ^-atara^waa-am^ 

a^ai^Mca*R ^R-arawr srfawrPrdrar, aRaraTa-q’w^aHt- 
arfa aafaaFF%a aiaifa^R ?cpwm: i sr a aatea 

srFTWcr: » asrfa sircataa ar^ aa^-RKR%a %t srfa- 
qrrfaafafa aatfa, from a arrsfa ataraar a^ar rtr. 

gwa: arenaa wr fta aRfa t aa qa wtrr- 

arfaa. smFaa qa ^-a^rraqa «nar § ^aifw saftaanaa 
aafar t qa fatara-aR fafta atatafacE-fa^^TR^R- 

fa^FaT«RRR afa$af*a t area, aa g sn?: g#a^- 



ftcrfa: OTf: 

T#crf h sr to! to, to wft 
%TOTO4 rfFfT^WTcT WTOTOfT, W> |pT 
fw?f 5ST fearr. TOPI 3T, TO£§fcHTCT M^- 

TOT %TO TOTcT U 
e\ *\ 

3f^r ^mo^m i 

TOtf% \ ferssTO m 9 *9 9 -O 

■wtv$ ^dTcnfcr ^totto i Itotto- &TT TO^STOTO-WlT# d^cAfd fofTOTTO I ^TOTTO- 

qTO^-fTOcTTfeRT ^7 ! rTW %^TOR-^ITOT^cfiV 

sr^Krai TOsfa to! fror sfa ^frorofR i to? ^H%t, 

%t §TFfrf-f^5fT«TT TTTO- 

TOTO I STfq- | TOST «Tplt TO% TOTTOfa, TOT 

tototototTt i to tosr ft&t frorer 

^ TOTT W TOTO^TOg l “TOT 

STS^^fiHfrmcTn TORT STTOT-TORT TO TO* TO-$W- 

^^I^TOdT %TOfcT %cT ?T TOT-tR TOT-^TOTO?t TOT- 

5RlfTOT I 3TT| TO^T—W7T W|?T% H TOTgf*r TOT 

ffo TOTO^fcT, ^FT *?> fTO TORFtTOt TO^ srfTOcT*” 

(4 f. 'm t 5T3TO# TOT-5T5? *TOf 

5TOTOW I fTOTOTOsTO-TOR TOSRTTT-fTOTW-WTfTt faffr- 

5TR| l 'SRTqfcTTTTOt ^Rta1 fcTORfccT (?.- 

^pferro: srrofk sro tott^t snfrot wr i tt srr^RTt 

TOT^?tfTOTTO cpT TO TTTO 3TF t TOFT? STFT^TcT 

sttM ^r%% ^r i TOtssr to*? to i tot- 

<TO TOTOTO TOT TTO TOMHw <Tt*TT TO^f” (^H-*o) 1 

$* ^°feTO TOfcf #TOTTOT ^irfTOTT-^TOTO I TO* 

%#tortoto#5T TOffp#, rrWr ^frorrfTO' ^tt-tot to*t- 

fjppf TOT 3T TO^T fTOTTOTOT «TOTOT fR-fcTO 



fgcfto: 

WcT I S3 few 1 3Wf^rRT3^fe3 3?RFs3RRt 

^%cT-WTfe fert 3r3T sfereqftr i %^Ffe-fer^jf3 

ts-qrawtr ^fe^-srT«rF33 fefefferw feft qferwfe i 

TT^r fW3¥35k 1 STfT *£* ^feRW-^ 3£%- 

cf?4, siw§ stfcr wf4?n^r^FrwT fe^nw t 

^TTo¥?r¥w-srr4w srafer fecff Tffe sfet ^rfe7 ift 

fefaft. fBST^-WrrmW W H^TTfe pcT^-fe^fwf^ 

^4^WW^-feT^ferfWT g^TT333-33cT5gPTT^VcT I ^T^fenf- 

^H>RW*q# sntrfq fem^RT fer- 

fe, % ^fesr-feTR^^rife It 3Tfe T^r hs&- 

fef 4ft ^ srfefe sRTFifq scRW sm srmft? i 

rf^rrfe sftssw 5 3ft 1st wf? sTTenfe sn^r, ?F3r-w%f 

3T^RT W3f% cRT qfcTT 

fWfefe fefelt SFTFT FTR I ffe4 3TW STT^TWq 

fet 3wf4 3T qcsmrar tr ^rRqfer-ferwqfe' 

3R^-3i^fe sfef, rT3T ^4-fenrR 

33 5TRTW WftfWfft l ^WIWT-feTTfTT 33T 3T^fe-tfe?T 

€3^3TT3TT?3rr?:^ f «nTTf^-T^Erf^^n I 

q^fe-feciKfel fefRT4-qffe3T 3R 3T3Tfe4 cffe- 

3tptr srftf^nw ? 

*R: 

3C3t R3T^5fe^T ffet 33fe i ’qwfesqTO 

333 3^“3T3TWc*33 3£33, 3 3 ferwnfel SHcR- 

^ffelHT 3 ft 33WT3 5Tc3qT333, tts4* cR 





fgTO* W*g ] 

?r m^mfy f% , ^ 
p^fe^T^fTO ^TO* ^ ffo 3m 

^ 1 cT«T? ^T| ^if 

**” *fr * ** ****** to ^ ^ p 
^ ***f*ir *o#? w-fkms 

f^ferxfejfm i sreroi^ti. m- 

&| 51TO ?fe k TOI *g tfrfm SrSf^T spfrt- 
#!T- W skk prof: OTfsraT- wfrk 
^srm i sra <?* smr sfsfa ^ jrrik Wmk sm 

3Tft 3f5T: «mnrHT5r MroTOFOT snpret I tisr n^pirt 

>T?IcHT * feVrHH JtftfeWT I k g 3^-115^ 

t am d^srimf TWH^-kr- 

*mm i *rcga*§ k^rr Hcsnfvrfsr-swTOm ?%• 
uf5T-kfwr i ^rsrr ^ amrw <mr ark 

*** ^T!Tr 3n,gfTW> *^T TOTfa m ^uf 
* TOtfeUiffaT sfckurcft «rs=r.?fokf^_«^ ^ ^ 

kftig mTh-i tm arfa firk ft%: i k ftapr 

kkrfa !r is a3 ftfsr kr wmi%” (*-?vf-H) i 
rrferor gksaj^f^fir—“wuR gro irftfkn TOrfrr 

mk fei^f^niiT $ wHtm: i n^r aftk k%tx fferofk 
§tW atrat »RtqT ^5fk” (?-?v*-*H) t q^rkfsi ^:| 

’•'**'** kar: f?roq^mw33TTOfr gflm<w aro kwf 
^fTc^cir ^gjr tot*#t shot wt^toto «r# 5r«|. 

3TTf^rtfcT I TOrftfHM«U4TOlcT TORT ^=^cTOT*??T TO: 
TOTft FTFTTfw r i m TOTf?r *t§t- 

^-^^TOTO>rorw cTFTOfsff S^TO^r-^ TO^fr 

TO ! TOT#? TOTOTf^f %%rtf JRRtfTO* fkfc- 



sm 

cnf^r, i ^ w^m snssrr srR-$r?r- frr 

* ^qqrorg, fa? 5 3731^ ?far srto* i ^tt 

fssftr-sfcFst ^dwwivdw ato asr* 
cv «\ > 

toe? ^TSR^ i ^'#*R 37W 

$# qr ?■ fato? q^r saffar i cR-nrer a*FR?tofcr 
c 

ton, q^rtor f toto? tom tor *F?^sto- 
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5FT?Tf5F2: TFHT? SHFfTT 1 3TTfaT fTRlTT 3?TTfpTTTT 
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SJlsnFT ^^rUT'J-T^TT3? tataR 
atsaica-asn afasa fe-firarm *raHT aftm a*R 

feqs! i^afa 34d*tfnfo %«a m 1 *a® arfmaifim aaa- 

tn^ ?tat fa-arm qfer aft aaNftr arm a 
^^r-?feTr 1^-^-fNfir-^nft-W^ saSftfa a asaft- 

grfftgarwfa^ aa-dWH^a-^a-fa-awea aW*4 ?& 

^nnl | q<ft mrm aifnamaareqa-a-H iuRwiaa saart 

i arfrra «!* aa amwtfafa aft I a^- 

(hwt^ i %s a aftrcar araa aaRaafafa a 3aR<[taift i 

a^ra aia- amr aa argrra srfsrra af3** '’R*'^ > 
sn^m-aafa-asrnmOT-rasWHuiaia aT «RsiR^-WKl-aRnaT 

^ftRcaama i aar a, ftmp- 

tj^raq-ftfe ataftn *5TC-qaa»wmW w 

5m- m, qm-ftiaafftafftfwa sd|-5w-mqft«t ar ii 

m ^aftaarnm-famrarr aftaaraa-aaafatm qream- 
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<ma, aa m snar-aft®* afiaararTfe=a a*at aaa ma- 

Tim. xpra <!*f taar-faaT Tfaft, ama a^fa-faqa stffa- 

arafmftaaiaTftat taaa wft %aa i i^aaaaa-ftaTfaat ta- 

r«w’5m agaT feafaaar arasaft i aaa ?a > ’ftT RR*11" 

at toht sRamiaRt a ftraa fft atqqa& afi^a i a*r- 

pat lamt aa-RataT aaiat arfaat ?ft wa^aa i aar 
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sc w » 
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^TeT PR l 3T^u^fs[fcpi5* STT f^-sm^sf^cTHT TOT- 
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r^^cstft 5TRcftS%^ qxi^^rm- 
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qTSfqqqfRT RTI Hq 

3cff WT pw. *<fcfr ^rf?n trq ST^TRftRT *§cTTqfq 3F?qTSrfa- 
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cgrmfwm^cTR^ farFFm: 1 smq qnrw qqfq 1 

Mt$dN*qwT ^-'fi^mr w, w sm-q^q ^crrmr- 

fWw arfeiMi ^tt wi >raw-tef^ 3 ^r--wt- 

5#rr q%q-^qm q^mftsfq- qfqcqiqRT w 
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|%t| ^TRT TO ^ gftcHTH TOT ^Hft% 3?TO TOT- 

to i7 3W tofto? tot^t i ct^ts^t RTc^rr Rfarcr ffcr 

HTTO SRW t cff| TO t 

tos*to ^fcwfw a^g^dr g^w-^fTW# tow \ 

stftr^t ttow tot szftfa. i to 

TOfw omTOfcfRTO TOW ^Tfft ftff * fafte 

sfa toii 
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srrirr ^rfesrl tot ^ tro ^ to> ^qw ffa srst- 

Tm r to 

WgTCR I TOS%TORT S£R: ^rfTOT qftSTFRt: l ^5: 

fw^Tf^Tfiypnr %TOT TTWT 3Rr-TO5rT%sf f^SW TOR- 

to*t 9fer tow ^t fograro wfo srefan srerfa trarfaro 

3|fWTOTW TTOfaR cT5T cRT WTWTTO^faT TOT 3RTO 5TT*, 

TOsfa srp wiwf^ i totw?to^w § tto TOsssreq qft- 

RvT ¥Rf?T—^ cTWR WfT TOW RT Wtd 3T?|TO 

(?o-HV!) i stw toRr 5rr§—'cRpr ^ to 

K^ to*, tot ttttot sfer <rfwsft w rt arr^sR' ffwi fwp 

cTTO WfT pPfl WcT 3|# ?R WJl' » %* 
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fTOfTORTfRR^ri 3TO3TTOR :3cT ft W 3TTg TO WTt «P|- 

TOT 3T5R U* (V^o-^) I TO- W^ftfTO TO-5fe » TO 

TO:—‘cRRTO TfR TO 3T^ 3T3TTO I facRT TOR 

Mfdww 5 TOarrotsg <to arfwTOf^ri w? tot 

3R TORT 5TO 3TtpTO I ^5cftsfRT, %Rt 5FT SRt«r- 
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to*tI 7m, m 5 toi ?rt *Ff to *t 

^J-TOTO %f5^[fa7 sftR <fT 3RT^ ? TOTOT 
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f^r tot f% to stto-^rt toTtt, JRfq flreNcfl' ^j- 

smin tmr sr? ^r fc^rem1 

rmrrsfq aTTOrfaTTror, toft* tsrt, tort 

rcrotfr to^stor^ 1 3R>r> t$tr tor* 
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TOT 5TTTOT 'STTOSTcT7 < Rfe TOTt Sff|oqfqR| 5^ 

5Rmf%, ^toto-fto-Tt TOrfn josrrftrr ^ sr^-itott- 

WT^ft TfecTTfo TO§ I TO ^T %cR-RWTO TO-TTf5Fft 

5lf^w4ffT TOf, Rfe % TO. %TO ^TfT-^TRT R. 7 T%- 

C5Rf TO-ffTOTOrT—^ R* RcTO: TOT S[TOR* I JR 

TOT 3TTTO it7 (^VH) 1 5(CfTO^—“sft TOTt ^T RR 
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**TO STTTOfT T$R? TO, cTTf?Mft RTOT 3T|f^gnTOT TOR 
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%TO ^Tfr-TOTTO^-RT^IT TO RfTO STffRT ? 't^fjfR sftd 

fron f^%cT7 (\s-kv*) ffa %cfcr-R*i sTFRif^r mw- 

fq ^R-|fro> sftaRT WT T|FTlfR fcfedpR TOcftfcT 

fogR It 

TO R*R \ m R TOT-fTOR. RT^ft TO fRTTOTO 5 

TOTfa Jnrfro. RTO-TT T*TOT TOTTR-TOTFT fTOTTO-aRTRTOF 

WTO IrofTT TOfcT TOETJ RTfFTSR § Rp TOT 



__ - f* „ _ . .r*.... ^ . r». "s n ^ N 

SRKTrcCTm ^ ^<=tl*Tt 1 3IW^^ ^ITcr w?T \ 5RW- 

TR-^l^rrTT: sjFPTfr TO #*4^ FFFcfrfe pRf5T 

srf?cr *?®m. ^Ffr-^fn i ^rerfcr-^rr ^fer. 

§^cT-H%fwr f^rferT-^TR (sr ^%) \ crsr ^ ^tP? cFW 

SR-SHTH^ «ff^Tcf I fqferfe qr^^-f^rarr 3f5TcT- 
c o 

Ht^r §^frfcT, ^FfcFf SRJFTT %^r?H%^-WdTm^W; I 

srrwt mv&zam —'ferr srrmfo 

fesresr sid-w. snft# Hcf Tfr srfcr %ror t arefe ^ 

TRftr* (v<£VK) it wr 

w^t wmrm -$m 7 f^n%r *rf?mf:§r, 

N C 

& ^ ^wh ^Fcfr stesr: %^r* mwt- tssfc f^T *ratffw 

«rwrf^f ^5f.-FTFrTf^r ^-srctorfrT 'rfrsrPcr ^Pccft *rw3P?r 

sr^nwcftc^ \ | star, srrcfer 

<*# SRfa ( WFET sfa: 

prt# ^ TT^T f^et ^ 

srFcft ^ftPt s qsrotaetaTfa ®rfe sta-fo*** s4§t s a*^ft 

vtacT, SFErt STFTpT—*StS *F*Ft 
V 

FfWR 3cT Hfiqq~^pFT | tfta S ^TFft fef: ^ awreSTfc 

TOIl’ (?o-<^V^) I STf^FR s4 ?re<|cr H>T-^r^TFT 

Prok fcf I HFT'RTcT *tafsfa H>FFfT-^FT TFRT^FT FFT 

<p^r, S ^Rf-ciwr STf^RT Sta f%§: cFRT S>F?T |^T fPt 

fIFTT ^^SPTSTFT' It 

sT^TTFFRt^f^r \ ^ swcr-^T^t ^Tfr-^^r sTssrsr i 
f* * <* \r> r> 

W § cTFTf: cfr^T SFcR^-FR, 5fTW S^Sif I ^rFT sqTTmw 

^-srPmferFT tgo&z st^i^rtcs^r ssehcstr? ssr 

3*rrt m wm sdfw^T I 3m ^ m ^^T^, 4*pf 

^f?r g#cr «F^rn ?*m wmsmm *3 vs ^§- 



c\ 

(HW?) fFTW 

^sm ^tfe toSt i ^ srmcf-^r^fer 
c C 

*PTOf?T ? IT5T TOsfqr ^it* fasft w^sferofroro 

^-TOron^w afa sRR«ri^r fkvm- 

tWTWT ffcT d TO^TOTTOFFTT^ ^FT M 

$ro frrdOTNwi t^ro ^T^^ tro to srgfo 

TOtriRT mmftc wprro \ tototo 

^ ScT, sfhf^TO^-or^fel 3|^^TfTOTO TOFTO-TO- 

fefw sto i to tot %*%% tori* tot-^toto ^ tow, 

^qfrocglw to tT^nfecrk sr^r stfdmfcdw i mfa TOfro 

t^W-TOTOFT W£#»IT TO?*, TOTSfa TOMw-TOW f^'kcr: 

ssf* to^? TOif* i to to i to sto i Wfwft to&« 

?wt toft totitto*, to srfafertsHft err ^ ^T^Tt^r-^^T- 

^N7%T *TOTc? W&ik \ <#£, T^F TOW SsftftfrfcT W ^TTO- 

WT^’ crtt TO TO%, TOTO 3?mTT-%1tr ^wf^-TOfafTOT IWT 
C\ N 

W TO?* I TO Wf cTTTO WfsffefcT: S5%s> 

w«n *» ** iww V «fo" ipr 
to%? (*-h*-**) tfe mt$ «n% to: TOrofa to- 

sfe U 

TOTTfTO glfelcTO t^TO t^TFrt 

wtjto (3-KV?) ffr TOfcwfa ^ totot vfsm \ 

3F|T?W STO TJcfr fTOTO l TOW (^¥-6) %5%- 

^ ffd to iro«r tow q?rfw fwro fw toft* ffw grftr 

TO. I TOT —TOT-WfTOT* TOffw TOTfc fwfa- 
c 

’fcTT^T ?TOT WK%, TO^T %TO fSRTOT 3?fa TO-TOT1SWTWT 

w snro:i to tototoff ferolR wtw toc TOfw TOfw 
*o *s 

TOf?T TOT-^TOT TO «er TOf^T ^fcT ! 3FT TOFNt TO% '3f|- 

§ 



6^ 

(*-\9-%) ffo 5[fRm I ‘qgqwreq*?1 

q3RTt ^ |5# (VVH) * ^ ’ST 5?ppT- 

|cft eqTWflyq Bcft^t I ‘SR 5^#T%T f5W ^ *RT 

qr^SRT | tqT TOI* ^%cfT ^ q^T 3=rftr fq 

qfm ^T4f (vvh) * sr suRsfr *m?, sprrfq sf=r stot 

sqtfq: sRifafp q#nq, ^ 5r% b# ^rr *q. #ff^: 

HT*J STRftfcT ^TcW I Ww (\3-^-?o) ‘fecft 

sqtfq’ sfo spq ‘<m smftqq? s^rmfr q^qT sTm^re* ffq 

#[ i w^s (*if5r w qrqfa qr t^Tr- 

*rt§:* ?fq i cT#q f# (^ ^) £w*m qmrq- 

qf^FT fqqmfq wnfq zm; sfq *mc-q*f: i smr~ 
S S5 O 

Tf^cmr cmNmr qrat srq «m srfqfem fcfRv ‘gq*l fqsrr: 

qiqqt qqtfa qqr «rgsrr qrcqqfm’ (?o-n^H) ^ 

c#$ qt reqfrq %ssrt ^rt ^t%rtt qe*mq qr ffcr 

qcmfe qfprt wm sqifcn, q %q« q?rq-wmcr i 

fq q cR^ wtfk fqqrq qfq q snRq-^qcrifq f^-qtarfq- 

^qqrfq xr qsqqrq-fqqreTq, crt 3rof?q*q q%feq qq^q? q%q 

qqsfq ^tr qm%#^sfq sq-srp ht^r fqfqqsq wz 

cT%m qr sqtfcRqq sr* snwtf^r u 
c 

3R qremq , qrfqmtq>%q qr sqtfq 

qg-tqmqrrcqq q*q^'?RTqqf q qsrqt qm c^tt srcqcn^qr- 

fq^qq I qqt q fe? Sf !»’ (<^o-^) | q^fq* H?qfT 

qrmr qmt ^rrq srf^RT^ s sr < ifanr *rmr **q qm 

>J7WqR 5ER3RcT q*m «TpT ^T>TTq fq^r SRcftfa I 

3Rq qmT^TqTTR IqRl qsRHRT ^T 

^qqnRqrcq R ?ftfc(% I ^ ^T 

?? fq q^q #f' ffq TO! ‘srqqf^T qfm: .. 

?pmr q^mftq q^7 (6?oo.y^) I srq q^fq 



-1 
5^r: 

pr?ferc% fs- 3TTf—'srpf^r mfa, wc, m 

qffprc ferrfc srrcfi'fir sif^rar f^Rftsf^r, ^R=ttarRiTd m 
■amfa, ^cf 'ymw??r ^ *nrcra*f%, ^ 5 ^ sn#fV 

sf^T ^-q^’ 1% t % %fM: s?w z&m; 5^ fcTfro 1 

& srFTFsnffT src#rr sr^rr 3?f*rsr§# nJ (^to\-%) * sn 

cmqTC-^rffRrr w?re to *rpR ^rtf^ fereprr 

TOWT 5^R I % 53^M|cT ^ft arfro^ I 

m *r*mf§? tost* \\* (w*) i 

tV^fd^refftcf: sr (srfcr) i *rer* 

*t*¥> 3Tf^ ft#t^^-TO?T ^lf#-^T ^ftfrr: TOTO ffcT 

TO I VpTfc^r (?o-KV*) it w ^p^T" 

5ft 1% is 

xrzf ^THT ^-TOct l*TO7ct lTSfr-<3TOr ^ TO-3r®r^r 

5 TO § RTRcft ayPTHxfl’ ^TO#?*?- 

( 3Tcf ^ cRt f^TTfa ^m**T fftWrpT I 

3n^^-^Tp-^WR^!s!cf ^^WFcT PcTT-TW^RR I TO fTcf 

SrrmW^^-^cTTcf (6-R\) ci^fe^Mcl I ^TpRTf^- 

fR* faTO-faw) (?-?K) 'pt ^sTFT’ fc^TTWT ‘famt 

toV icERr s t^snrfa ^crr-f^TTfir tototTO 

HPRf u 

3#? c^ctto s srerfa %tot ^rffw 
^ cv 

qTWTSPR: TOTO frTOR, cTSTTSfa ^T STTSM HTTOfTpa* 

TOTfWTCTOT 3T ERRTRFT ^SifTO-SrTTO fef- 

TOtp: TOT-STOrTfafo l fesr^cf fpcRfp? 

cTFTT 3?f«R5K-^W I cfRTTOT ^^7Tf?T 35S#-WT? sn-q-f^r^TT* 
N C\ N C 

SHf^T 5RRf%, <PT c^r TO3q$T \ 

^rsrfq ^J^f^ itoto ^^to-^tot. sr^wfer- 



"" lC\ e* 

wk, cRTsfa *rt m ^r&m ^tt- 

TORW ^TH TOcTTgT SSTOcITWctfI cTrW- 

*rrqm ¥Rrf?r ^-^nw^Ti trorwlti, m tror§ 

tqNrofq q^rectq 

g ^qfgTss^r TOtc*T WTR I t^T WST., ?T f 

wwfaw ffar f%*r qfwror ? 
va *» 

3T%qWc^m * 3F^R 5S*Hfa} q^TR^T cTWT^#TG3T“ 

^ i *r w fqm-gq-^feqif?- 

^rt 3fftsrt It i srorsw i? f%q, q? ^ qrwf»: 

fwr TOTft, S? qs? Z(wm SfTOqR: gqt ^TOcftTO I 3TcT 

Tjrq H«fStq «qt. W^T^ST^TTF? STT^-SRR«RTFT 4'*WH l^dW 

*F*T ^TO% S cOTR %-TOSfFTt t^T 1% TOT5?5?t S sp* fcft 

qx writ t^RT %cfter i ftq wtoh tow 

«TFT: srfcro^T fW*f W fWpR-TOTT *RfcT, ?wrew qfq- 
«\ c\ e 

WT qRTOTOTT ftXRcfta fe5HTfe S qq 

qta^riTi-qi^fRT ^ WTft s 

cf^tero-tt qf^% qpsmR ciprersr wtor 

TO*T <?5rajt I qm qw^frsfTO^qft I ^TOrRER 

^WfqWT-fl^TT* ' f^rl \ cRT ft 3FW tqmt 

cfcqqfq grof wro i TO^-qwfeitwr 

qr^ftr n 

qfoqwfrer-tcr ST 5R>TO 3Efaftrcte«J%? qq 
cv 

ITft^pT, qSRTJ TOfa cTcffcPRT cTTO S^RTcT, tST^cnfwft- 

clsfq wfr-jq%cTrrmRnr5^ i wfq *r snf^T-ftq- 

fwft 3T sr It ftw STOHFnf t^FTT TO*T?t q flwt I 

n W RT 3TTOTT qRTOct 1TO TOq-fT^T: I t^TSlRTTO:- 

qror-^f^PT: wr sr^fcf grprt *fta% Itq i st^tot 



* sgjg^T | 

m 3tf**R wft apr^f fR^rwt 

Tpaf-^T^T^f'^^ ^rr^RPSTT ^f^diSTHT l 'FT ^Rfd ^Ht, 

^m r «Rf?n h f| h€ ^n#?rrfe %ro nmfn i 
*? STcf ^TRFR fcRR 55 Wt WRWR^fcT ^RRRR I 

^nTfcrcfa SfGRtSW 3RtfPR ^RTRTRqfd’j sft^wfe \ dfl-Ucd 

left t^RR \ v%ptm wtifam- ^ snrefcf \ 

%r ^ ^r?r 5 fteTT r sr^fFT 5icf^» sr WfT ERT-M«r 

^RT^feT q-^Rfcf-^srmfT^R I ST ^ ^TeWTT- 

¥TT?ft ^TRT *tR WfaffTI f? R 5TTffcT feefk cTR 5RRT I 

H tm ^iR-^rfacT *TR# ^«i*dcf, RRRf ?fcT 3TWR- 

OTrftWT 5 cTRST ^ *RT 

ftrffR W?T ^H-^TT 

STTI^ft ^rfcTf eRT ^RtfReT FT WTH-^lc^R^WRlM R% 

q% foWTTt^ I HtSRffR *R%, JTFT RT 

cTR-S«TR <||cft SfV, SRR TTR^Rff ^R% I STTeRR *T SRfa. 

emfr qtfaeft ^RfcT 5 <RRW-RRSR cT 3TR W-f*RR* 

OTRR JCTFcftfcT STOt \ f? R 'BTcW wfe-tfR^Pdl: 

;jyc^f*f^ReTT ^RT-efr^TfR^T 5T«RR ?fcf R^R l 'FTReTeRT- 
C\ 

aTrWsf^^frTfftfiT sftsjwl 
C\. 

3Ief t^R^T ^TRROR ^ HRTfa STFTTfr dR^-fOfW 

Weftfd sftdfe ^rfiTRRT-fairfe. srfR^wR: srr$ i 

wm STRRfaiR 5TTfq*^|r cR *T5RRR RR^T 

frorf% ^RfR, afo^dMW-Rcqfaf Wmfa W% *RRR 

r^_ k, 

<FWw H 
^|Rqt5T-WrfRil *ftcft T^q^erRt Tffa feR f%%T: 

\ srf^^-^sRTTfTr ^f^iwrrfir *Rmdt RR-grqfa 

RfiT5TRTRTfR ^ 3rfR^T ^TR: f?TR ffcf JKJm srf^Tefts- 

^RfefcT f^s^RR. t 3RT^ ^STfftqT 3R |S: 5RR:, IR- 



r._ f 
*5areggy* 

ftok tot In, n ^rton^ nrfn ton tofnto nrftot m, 
for 3 to^snntof tofoto I nnrto-WSITdn <5 CO 

ndto sn-ccrr ftosftorfcn mm fto-nn fntom ^rffwrf \ 

ftoto ? nTf^n fosZR^-tTftofn niton I cHTT n TT|W- 

'sn^anr nnnt nrnnn . . fto n to toner nto7 (?- 

i fnsar tot n^to ntor, *mrr mto n nton 
i*- *s ^ irrr^r'0'^ x, 

in? nn ^n^TT FPm T^m sRrtnsn Tnrnntntn nFwrwsn» 
to n? nnnnto to§ f*rr fsm nrntot *nto (^-w-t) r 

to. to ton ^rTerm ton 1 nrfto artofor nn ton 
c ^ 

ton n%, ton |ton ntoftoi^' tor srrto arernre 
ton \ to torton torn to<tontot ftofn7 (\9-v- 

v) i smton ^Rr-tof 'toto7 3Tcm-ton ton~§tto 
ton smnto ?ton to ?§tof ton^n n?n-1 'n^rto 

3Tssnsn to . ... n to nmnnr nmto7 (^-u-?) i 
^ton-nmcrTcn^ nn 3?fton n^n-tofon tor: i n^nto 

tomr ntot n fton to nto? gnm to i 'tor ^n tot 

nrntor.tor tonnnnt ton7 (<^-n) > 
ftosfq sm ton srto to toiler ^nr^nn i 'aiwp 

O C\ O X 

tot n%n amnfon tof to7 (?o-\sv?) i to arntor 

tot nf^nm ton sr^nstoto toforsn n^-ftorton » 

tonto F?to t*n tot ton—‘torfto ton tortom- 

ftor i tonnf ton to. ton n7 tor (V 
^V*) to nto (f. H n£. r) to^r to7 to to, nn- 

ton^-tonin ton, fmr ftoton ^n: nf to 

srtotnt nf^ntfn tornn i to toton nsnrnf 

to to^ntof 3to ton7 (v*-^) % totonn 

torn7 (wh) to nt ntfton ftoto (v?V^) to 
nmn^n =n n?nto totontonnntoton u 



< . * hrhirhfwr 
cv 

%^ht§, h hhhh fWFRRig m rsth i 

crh fHRHTR ^rhrwirh-^hr t h%h H|t-q$H 

i ^htthth ht h^t h§h r#swtrth& i 

???w cn^R-f^rTf^-5fFr^Rr H§;#Rt hr-hffft 

Hf?RsrTH — 

'hrt ?t hth h^t hhr ^nrr wwr hh* h^tth1 (?-Vv?)> 

^ 5RTHT H*HT fHRTR% ^TTH HR *pTT fHHteH I fe^HTHH 

?m fm ht f?T hrhhhh' (?-V9-^), 'taR 

h^t ^ r1 (*-VM)> *h i fa%H Hfr hhrht (?-^\9-y), 

Thh hr HfT %th’ (y-vs-5), hrh Hf*srfH f%T%f^r* 

(3-M)> qHHRHt hr-hw? hrh^thth sr^f^r 

it 

3R HR-cTRTHR f?TR HfHTSTHRSRl fH%T ifcT #tl TO- 

HRfRc^H 3R HR?* I HR SR RtfcT 3TTHR ifH HHffar HR- 

ht Wcftfrr nta¥ 3r i^tr. HR^RRrfRR HgHfaHH--'3rc 

HfHHH HRRHHHRT HHR %fV (w^)> ^ 3% HR TRT 

cT4TH>sfRfTHT fHHHR (\-\-\), 'f3 % HR HTH- 

SfrriHRl' *R HR H HR I 3HTH HHHT HHk H|[ TO WIT 

HRSTTfU' (*-V*) I HRHfR?>T~HR §HT W*i| H 

3R qre^, Ht 1 fH H fHRT-HR H|I HT 3T: 5lTcf HRTH I 

'HR RHT^HfHHTHt fHgDFT HR HSRHRT SfH I* ($o»V 

H) ffiT W I HRH—%R HTHTfH qfRSR#’ ffif (?o-?^- 

3) I 'HR HtHH* HfH%TT 5R^' ffa ^^-ERHSfa HR HR%- 

H^Tp H RRHTH: I RFHTH HR f*KH% HR fHRH:, HR 

fW, HR RHR, HR HTHlfH ffH HHH HHR I 3H H 

HTH^T-5Rn^H HR-HRTfRRH f%R-HHTHfHfcH H5HH-HTH-Hfe- 

^¥r5TRTR HfHR-RRRTHT H^TfWTfR> %THTHT HT HHT-H*HH 
\> C\ 

sftcRfnfH HtRH II 



r.», __ 
(tRJF: W*9i 

m 3Tf7^F^cr-fwwT% vm-ym&n srqr fararcfarspn ■o % 

%m an** mr^ err, m- 7 ft 

scfr mu w^t, \ fft- 

TO9I FFFTRT ScFT FF-TT#F f^tw f%fT^T fFR^FT ffF 

ft^t i qriwtF^ ^mu-s$m f srEmfe frt^tr srrfr 

srs&cft i 

FFlfa fFSTFF* xW^m^J ('$-'*%) %R5TfSF:T (x-K^) ?FTT- 

RT fsr*F%F fTO:, 3TFT 

T^T ^TTf^RJ, fFRF ?Frr-T^^f^ 

ft%f sreres^fF i s? f fs&fr^r FSFrfwF ansm 

arim-fiFR cTrm-fgRm^f^^T^^T^ i fff m\m: 

5T3TF-f<n?F"R 3?T%5^rF« U 

arfTRFSTsrFj ^rr i fTrf sff gf^sT* (sqf*) gfe 

STFTT I F F F^FTF 3TFFF I 3FFFT 5^F FFFFF ^TF (am ) 

3^> m i Si « s ^-*1* few Aw (arwiw.) i 

sFTfciWF 3ff qftcft fff aRRTfF feg-RfF twfF f m 

3rjrff .fwitoRT tsFR*^ ^ #i ftsf to- 

ft*f‘ \ w^ffIt-fr*# fff stft|f rw Fg- 

fFFFFWFFj am srmt (to) fff ^ftfw stffft i 

ftf^fft %fft i f totcc^ fff fto 1 w 

F fq§ FrF-FFfe 3T%CtcT I F FTfaT FTCT 5FFFF, f#TT 

fag^T. FforeF 1 f^fft fwftft w RFmt 

fftt fffff 1 ^ 3TWterrfa rf^t: (FTfafF:) 

FR ’TfefRcT FTF RtFWR I . aFTT% ^ TffF 

RTF FFFT F 3TFF fffFFT’ I 3R t?FT^-^FF^TR 

FTTOT* H 

3RT »F^Fsr-tRTfF rTF crataspr Fg&FR-fFFTO | 



ara (arr) mm ftsriw aafra t ^atoa? 

#^r^t sttosiqfafa $ a toato ar§, qtorr 

sftwl^ f^rf^rr:, srefa-^raat rrraT-qfasat atoreTfatofacrra s 

mt ?rrR-qferT: to^aft, sprror-aa mrm fata 

trrfiror^ sratsraraT sTrato-F^RT to 5 qfaatfa 

WzMam i aaaWqR>aHra SRTOcft to. cTS^F a*§ 3TOT- 

*ra rarareaa i fesnm 5 a rot*, a%a ato toa a ^ 

^ §to tot to* I ^RT ?px f^TT aaatoto 

strain araatara to to: snftort ms agsai ro afrat 

(to:) to atora! a^s?-roar ftoatsa ron to 

toator 1 tot mm ^rarfar 1 totoat at: araTfcroaT 

to torat %t 1 3*ras| W?rot. to. 1 totsa srrar- 

mt towiatoto 1 tortto mm a ataaw tor snwr- 

cato atoi a ’sr am: arfto, tofa, wi, tora a \ 

aftoa wl qtfaat aateto ^rrar, era qr amt aafa, tor 

^afstoa 1 trsf rofto ara toto TOrrm-aaaaraT 

(ir^t:) ftor aafra \ mm aarra tota amt ^s^-mraa 1 

dftoa err: sra^frai sra-arar§ (ro tot.) roarra to 

ra fator-w tor^-aaara to ra^ra 1 wi ar^ fto 

snj* gara, rr to r^rt^-«mrfw aa.* tor. 1 rot mm 

ftom \ tor torftot: toto'igra rr^ a^toto \ 
a rra ratot^: ar*rr§ toa aatoa qfto^-toraf srra- 

tomrar aaf aa§la fto# 1 totor ratottar roa^- 

at fto pp tot atotoa to aaraTator aaramcaT- ^ C N» €\ C\ N 

m! a ma aa aara* qprt stoi ara i*a a tot: fan::, 
to tod:, 5T>7: gaR, ^ aTcR araTTOcadl aR% qraRR* 

frr^t ^ra% 1 fer to:, (^r-fiTR*) srft, 

anr to, st%: rrato, arr ^ srrq:, toa: at iqa groat: 



,[qft mvg’ ® c 

fcSTRET ^^-T|FTT5#T 3RT^T cTTcW-fTlTT^rT ST^RT I 

qfe ^^wcrt w^r sraMp sm^^RT-^q- 

#q fqsqq, * %|?t=rff-wfqrq Rq-sr^^rdfqrRR- wm \ 

feTT Hl^rTT f^cr-W4f: ^ w^TRSRqifq fq^M 

‘qqqrffkfoqTTR ‘cnRTF? wrer qqfqq’ fcRr grotw-^fcr 

5R^q %?-qpq ^ ? 3R q ‘pre* qrq qfT 

qq^q’, 'fsr^T ^TRT SWcTCq wifvrr, lTgU mfa pTR ^rqgTcT’j 

‘qq*q gfirr.. .. qfkft q rtt 3rrp?t rrtt ^rcftt5, ‘3#rq 

qiq? q^qiW FTO# 3Tf*qq', ‘eqqq cT fqsq 

‘aqqqqsr fiRTTwfq' fcqTf^-qmqT#^5r«r pf 

% m 3RT WS m 3qq qfaT fq 3RT qq?--fcqTqq SRST * *s C \3 N> NiN o 

R^TH qpft Tpqmfo RU%q fqfJWcT ffcT I ff^TFTT HT3:%fcT- 

qrFTF ^TFnr qqfqfkcfrkrq swqqfwrfq » Mrstfr- 

qT# SFFrT-wft fqwrfccq#, qiq*FFq ^tsfq STT^cf m, q Wt 

qfk q q*R qrf%q qsq, qrfq RRt |R-qRT Tffe l qq-sq-fq't 

fq^T qfksis-spq 3TR% qqqT% 3qqqRrq fqR q*ffq 3R- 

fqcsq sfq '€s;%qrq \ qq grrqrqt ^rk ^ftfpT qq-5pq 
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(English Rendenng) 





INTRODUCTION 

TO 

RIG-BHASHYA 

Section One 

Victor) to the Sole Loid of the woilds that ha\e come to 
light, to Him, the Self of all souls, to Him who is beyond 
Darkness (1) 

Victory to the Person who is denoted by the word supreme, 
who wears the Sound-form for body and cieates the umveise 
b) exhalation and who lives with tapas for his life-breath (2) 

Victory to the unmovmg Ether Supernal, the abode ol 
Riks, whence the creation is released with purpose by the 
Creator (3) 

Fixing the thought again and again on that Splendour of 
gieat paits that is stationed m Sn Aurobmdo, the most 
excellent among the eligibles who are the knowers of the 
secret sense of the Vedas, we explore the intricacies of the 
Veda for the understanding of the esoteric sense, m accoid- 
ance with the Light (of Wisdom that is Sri Aurobmdo) 
unaffected by the bonds of Ritual without understanding (4) 

Through the legends of the Puranas, men of old have 
enlarged upon and expounded m paits these Vedas, consist¬ 
ing of Riks, Yajus and Samans along with their limbs (5) 

That dharmas, even the socio-religious customs, are 
rooted m the Vedas is the view of a section of the ancient 
regulators of social conventions (6) 

The Wise know that the Vedas are the treasures of divine 
knowledge and austere discipline and Faith, while some 
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say they are the feedei-basin of the whole bodv of cei emonial 

utes. (7) 

Hence did all the gi eat Teachers of leligion in this land 

of Bharata look upon the Vedas as two-sectioned and as 

the basis of Dharma 

It is declai ed that the support of the WoiLs i e Rites, 

karma, is the earlier poition, that of jndna, Knowledge, the 

lattei section The Brahmanas are the feeders of the Puiva 

Tantra (called Puna Mimamsa of the utualistic school) 

even as the Upanishads aie of the higher Knowledge— 

jndna, (called Uttara Mimamsa) (7a) 

The Mantias—ifa oi yajus—are intertwined with then 

application (oi, the applications of the Mantias are inherent 

m them) and aie meant for use m ritual, thev aie for pur¬ 

poses of sacnfice, this has been the \eidict Consequentlv 

the Mantras came to De tieatecl defimtelv as limbs of the 

Vedic rites (8) 

Even though lor the piopitiation ol the God^, for the 

purification ol the mnei being, foi the attainment of the 

desired ends and the accomplishment of averting the un~ 

desnable, the) (Mantias) aie used, sacred as the) are, 

in japa and the like, vet, Ritual is the mam thing and 

Mantias its subsidiailes (9) 

Hence, accoidmg to the Dharma Shastra, the designation 

Veda applies conjomtlv to the Mantia and the Biahmana, 

as pioclaimed bv Sutia-kaias (10) ofvoie to whom Karma, 

ritual was the mam Dharma (religion oi religious law) 

that matteied 

Having befoie them conventional religion as tiaditionally 

handed down such as this, they commented upon the 

Mantras of the Vedas m parts (11) 

Uvvata and Mahidhara commented upon the Mantras 

of Yajus while others like Skandaswami and Venkata 

Madhava on the Riks (12) 
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And the eiudite Sa\ ana Mad hat a, piepaied complete 

commentanes, with details, of all the fom Samhitas along 

with then Biahmanas 

It is his Bhashya that has gained wide cunenc\ e\eiv- 

wheie and is esteemed by the learned m the East as well 

as by scholais of the West 

Some moderns of the western world flit hemisphere) 

endowed wnth a new using (and piospe^ous) yigoui eagei 

foi knowledge from all sources, though themsehes outside 

the pale of Yedic religion, searching foi the ancient stones 

of Indians, out of curiosity, got admitted into the Vedas 

with the help of indigenous Pundits and m accordance with 

the cuJtuial impi essions of the West (they) determined the 

meaning of the Vedas 

To these, Say ana was of \erv gieat help Supporting 

his views wherever it suited them, they gave then verdict 

upon the character and substance of the Mantras and the 

Gods spoken of in the Veda as also on the thought of the 

seeis 'of the Mantras 

What the new mvestigatoi s succeeded m getting by dmt of 

then scholarship, that m a general wa} _ we shall gi\ e m brief 

The supreme Veda is one only, that is the ancient Rig 

Veda The Rishis are remembered as the poets who 

composed the Mantra-poetry 

They composed hymns for purposes of sacrificial rites 

The Storm, the Ram, the Fire elemental, the Sun and 

othei Gods are propitiated (lit praised) by these primitive 

Rishis, usually out of awe and out of love as well Other 

Gods there are—some Gods evident m Nature, some even 

inanimate such as the elements, others who are created 

fancifully and praised as living ones 

The Gods are propitiated, by means of hymns, for the 

attainment of the many objects of desire by these pri¬ 

mitive ancients, men with likes and dislikes 
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With the growth of the senes of sacrificial rites in time, 

there came to be fabricated the Mantias of Yajus as also 

the Brahmanas, this fact can be inferred from their lan¬ 

guage of a later time as compared with that of the Ribs 

If there is found m these Hy mns Knowledge of the 

Transcendent oi Knowledge of the Self, that surely matters 

little 

If it be urged that eulogy of Knowledge is clearly no¬ 

ticeable m the tenth Mandala and also found elsewheie 

m the Veda, {they would sav) that is but of recent origin 

But, all the same this must be understood the Rishis 

are pnmeval folk, it is the Aranvakas and not the Samhitas 

that are resorts of jnana, therefore m the Mantras there 

is neither jnana nor any secret nor austerities 

Prayers are found, addressed by primitive men, the 

Rishis, to the Gods who are created bv the exuberance of 

the Soma-intoxication, the Gods who are inanimate ob¬ 

jects, the Gods of the elements m Nature or Gods dwelling 

m the skies, visible and im lsible or non-existent as if they 

were really existent 

Many among us intelligent as they are, were seized with 

such views as these, imported from the West and follow 

the new way of the votaries of modern learning—the 

views that naturally receive no support even fiom the old 

uncritical learning (m India) (13) 

As this stood thus, the revered Sri Aurobmdo, eminent 

among the learned, (while) occupied with severe austeri¬ 

ties, came upon a new path quite unexpectedly (14) 

The secret that lay hidden m the Veda stood revealed 

to him though his mind was never given to the search of 

the meaning of the Mantras, 

yet certain well-known Deities of the Veda came to be 

seen by him when he was absorbed m Yoga with his 

eye turned within. 
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Since then, (he came to have) an abiding interest in the 

mqinrv into the meaning of the Vedas Having found 

the secret of the Veda and revealing at least some little 

of it, the great Sage spoke out truths, even though im- 

peneti able, regarding the Riks, the Rishis and the Gods 

for the enlightenment of enquiring minds, m accoi dance 

with his vision 

And the indubitable knowledge born of direct peicep- 

tion, the high-mmded one conveyed to others with ap¬ 

propriate reasonings to carry conviction 

With this his Perception for basis, having pondered over 

his words and consideied the traditional knowledge and 

ancient usages and with the help of deep pursuits of the 

Shastras of yore we break the seal over the ages-old secret 

embedded m the language of the Vedas 

In the Brahmanas, the Mantras and likewise m the 

Upamshads, m the passages of the Nnuktas and m other 

ancient works, m the Puranas, the historical legends and 

m other Shastras as well—everywhere the idea is evident 

that there is a secret m the Veda (15) 

That secret is manifestly to be found m the Rik Samhita, 

and that (secret) through a speciality of language is (kept) 

m symbolic form With the knowledge of the meaning of 

the symbol, what is hidden comes to light 

Have we but the eye, the means for unlocking (the 

hidden secret) is assuredly found m the Mantras, the 

perceptions of the Rishis 

Once the mystery of the Mantras and the seers of the 

Mantras is solved, the misconception (lit evil delusion) 

regarding the Gods also will melt away 

What is ancient and for long held to be the (position) 

of the Rishis, that, indeed, is ours also It is this that the 

Mantra is the root, the series of Brahmanas and Upamshads 

are its branches, 
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The sages, Madhuchchhandas and others, aie seers of 

the Mantra, the Gods were piesent to the \ision of these 

seers of old 

Not by supenor scholarship, nor b\ artifice of speech 

did these lovers of poetic charm compose hymnal poems 

Bv the free opening up Tit unhampered breaking foith) 

of the wondrous powers within, by the grace of the Gods, 

b\ audition as well as perception did the great sages come 

face to face with Brahman, called the Mantra 

These Rishis, with Tapas foi wealth, obtained the 

Mantras b\ means of a subtle or divine audition and per¬ 

ception thev were endowed with and a perfect dev otion 

to the Gods 

Hence these hymns are acclaimed as Mantia-perceptions 

and the Rishis gifted with the inner vision known as the 

Poets 

The Gods aie indeed many, bearing distinct names (of 

the One), objects of laudation The highest God is One, 

the supreme Purusha as the Sun, it is his mamfold func¬ 

tion that is the state of the One as many Gods 

True, many are the names to the One Supreme, but they 

are not meie names, they are Gods, Powers and Personali¬ 

ties of the One Therefore it is the One Supreme that wears 

different names and forms and personalities 

The Supreme Light is distinct and yet not separate from 

the Gods, the distinctness among the Gods obtains only in 

the fiont, behind each are All the Gods 

The Supreme who is All the Gods becomes distinctly 

foimed and distinctly designated as each God bv reason of 

the speciality of the function 

Like many limbs of one who is bodied, the Gods are 

different functionings of the Supreme Light 

Hence, these Gods are extolled separately m the hymns, 

they must be understood as Gods distinct not merely in name, 
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but separate m personality and function as well of the One 

Supreme 

In this universe of many planes (lit steps) within and with¬ 

out, many are the guardians of the world entrusted with 

authority (16) 

The world, inner and outer, is under the control of the 

Gods, this secret was known to the ancient seers of the Mantra 

Theiefore did the great sages perform their self-offering 

(sacrifice, worship) to the Gods, with their life, with their 

mind and body, with all their being 

The mass of men (base or low) m their thousands unable 

to gi asp the mysteries of these great few who were competent 

for the Inner Sacrifice, worshipped the Gods with the outer 

sacrifice with the Mantras, and the Mantra was applicable 

either way (in a double manner) on account of the special 

turn of the Vedic speech 

The Mantra perceived by the Rishis, the God who was 

worshipped, the Sacrifice, the sacnficer, the priests and the 

Fruit (of the Sacrifice)—the true character of these will 

become clear m the discussion (of the subject) that follows 

Our thesis has been stated briefly, in concise verses, at the 

commencement of the work We shall expound it m detail 

as much as necessary m due course This is the line leading 

to the estoenc meaning of the Vedas, brought to light by the 

revered Sri Aurobmdo The same line is adopted m the 

ensuing Introduction to the Commentary by which investi¬ 

gation into the meaning of the Mantras would find clear 

passage free of sources of vexation But first the opposition 

needs to be cleared And what is this opposition that we 

propose to eliminate? Whence has it sprouted7 That is the 

question we shall presently consider 

Scholars from the West with the help of indigenous 

scholarship wherever necessary, have cast abroad certain 

notions regarding the Vedas And chiefly depending on 

8 
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these (scholars of the West), many students of modern 

learning from the educated classes in India trumpet learned¬ 

ly , they sav eminent savants m the West, lifelong students 

of Vedic learning, have armed at these conclusions on the 

Vedas the childhood of the primitive Arvans is evident 

from the Hymns of the Rig Veda Then hymnal prayers 

are like the profuse babblings of infants (lit like children’s 

plain words of excessive amusement) Even though then 

socio-religious life is marked by this unsophisticated and 

unripe state, vet a primitive kind of monotheism is their 

faith Even among Indians, leaders of the revivalist move¬ 

ments like Ram Mohan Rov and Swami Dayananda held 

monotheism to be the creed of the Vedic religion And this 

\iew of theirs concurs with the conclusions of western scho- 

laiship Even though among the western scholars themselves 

theie is conflict cf opinions, vet agreement is easv and hence, 

as we see, reconciliation possible So, some among them 

say the hymns were the compositions cf the pnmitive poets 

of the Rig Veda for purposes of sacrifice, they were baiba- 

nans tied m faith to the supremacy of ceremonial rites 

Others hold that the narratives of the Gods described m 

the Veda are accounts of cosmogony m metaphor, parable 

and allegory Sayan a, the famous commentator on the 

Vedas, m his commentaiy, m dealing with the killing ofVritra 

etc shows them to be phenomena of Nature—the sunrise, 

the downpour of rams and so on This concurs with the 

view acceptable to western scholais Sayana explains the 

Riks closely following the Brahmanas of a later age Thus 

there is room for a variety of views m the Veda The basis 

for these differing views apparent at first sight is not meiely 

m the minds of the investigators, but it must be understood 

that it is there m the Veda itself. In the Rig Veda Samhita 

the hymnal composition looks pregnant with ideas that are 

uneven. 
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Thus an eminent Indian of renowned scholarship, (17) 

prominent among moderns who have adopted the views 

of western scholarship m its researches into Vedic history, 

says scholar and exponent of the esoteric theory of the 

Veda, Sri Aurobmdo holds that there is a secret m the Veda, 

we cannot accept it He savs that the Vedic Rishis are 

similar to the mystics who are to be found even among the 

very ancient Greeks But this is not true Why? It is opposed 

ro the findings of modern scholarship It cannot be accepted 

by western scholars whose lifelong labours m the field of 

research m Vedic history, the meaning of the Mantras, 

nature of deities etc do not support it How can the esoteric 

theory of Sn Aurobmdo hope to look down upon and 

challenge such high authorities? Even if this theory of 

the secret m the Veda weie to be somehow accepted, 

it is not merely the verdict of these great authorities that 

would be set aside, it would also be opposed to the tradi¬ 

tional interpretation of Sayana, accepted as our autho¬ 

rity Also, this theory is against the doctrine of the 

Mimamsakas which is the authority on Vedic interpretation 

Hence this novel argument of Sri Aurobmdo, though 

attractive and ingenious on the face of it, has to be discarded, 

it ments no consideration If, however, any one, out of senti¬ 

ment for the ancient Rishis, were to hold that these great 

Rishis of the Rig Veda possessed mystic wisdom, it would be 

nothing but serving untruth. Of course one is free to luxu¬ 

riate m fanciful imagination If the Vedic Rishis had 

attained at all such a high spiritual summit and received the 

affluence of the grace of the Gods, how is it that no evidence 

of it whatever could not be found m later works or 

traditions? Further, studies m the history of other primitive 

races inhabiting the earth point to this one conclusion 

progress m general is gradual It is not that the ancients 

attained to great heights m their primitive stage itself and 
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this was followed by successive degradations Therefoie 

the great truth, all spiritual wisdom (lit secret) is to be found 

only m the utterances of the Rishis of the Upamshads, men 

with more mature minds, well above the primitive Vedic 

stage Possibly, some seeds of it may be seen m places m the 

Rig Veda Samhita, but that is trifle, and largely inconse¬ 

quent, belongs to a later age and out of place The esoteric 

theory of the Veda is thus wholly mappiopnate and deserves 

to be rejected 

Such is the purport of the opposite viewpoint Pronounce¬ 

ments of this view by Indian scholars propagating modern 

western learning and culture cannot be lightly set aside 

If these were the words of a simpleton or an uncultured mmd, 

we could overlook them holding that they issue from an 

ignoramus and do not merit our notice The personage m 

question is well-known, his challenging scholarship is famous 

among the western educated classes, his superb eloquence 

holds captive the attention of varied concourse of the lay and 

learned Even though he speaks out (views on the Veda) 

m the manner stated above he is not a scholar of the Vedas, 

nor does he claim himself to be one, yet, his argument does not 

lack vigour or fall short of its target Aftei all every one does 

not know everything, and eager fiir knowledge of tiuth, 

probing into facts with interest, he follows the western scholars 

and accepts their word as authoritative m the field of Vedic 

studies And having accepted the verdict of these savants 

noted for their brilliance m the specialised field of Vedic 

research, there is nothing wrong if he makes others follow 

the same view The fault is of another kind and it is this we 

set out to examine To appraise the fault is both necessary 

and fruitful For these views are generally shared by all 

those Indians who follow the modern way m their Vedic 

studies To meet the champion wrestler (18) is tantamount 

to meeting the rest of his class, is the Sanskrit saying and on 
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this analogy, we shall take his pronouncement as lepiesen- 
tative and deal with it accordingly To submit all super¬ 
ficial scholaihness (m regard to the Vedas) to withering 
scrutmv and to promote inteiest m the seciet knowledge of 
the Vedas on the part of the unbiassed is the object of this 
examination of his faulty argument 

Indeed, these are m brief the three objections raised 
against the theory of the esoteric Wisdom of the Veda First 
the verdict of the western scholarship is opposed to our con¬ 
clusions on the secret meaning of the Veda Second it is 
contrary to the traditional mterpi etation of Sayana Third 
our position is directly agaist that of the Doctrine of the 
Mimamsakas Let us meet each of these objections, shorn of 
vei biage, in the mam 

First, it is said m objection to say that there has been a 
steady falling away of Indian society from the Rig Vedic 
times is contrary to what is seen e\ erywhere m historical 
studies of other societies on the globe, namely, as with the 
individual, so with the collectivity also, human progress is 
gradual Here we have to point out the learned exponent 
has misunderstood our words and proceeded to construct a 
clever argument We have not said that all the Vedic 
Rishis and the common people of the time had attained an 
all-round prosperity—spiritual and material What we have 
said is different and what the opponent attributes to us, 
due to misundei standing, is quite another We say the 
Rishis, the seers of the Mantra, devoted to a life of the 
spirit, discovered certain lines of development beyond the 
range of sensory perception by means of their strength of 
discipline and achieved a many-sided inner progi ess, and m 
possession of these many secrets they cast these truths 
in veiled language m the mantra-perceptions This is not 
to say that all men originally reached great heights, we have 
not thought so, nor said so Nor have we said that the 
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Rishis of the Veda had obtained a complete knowledge of 

eveiy kind 

It must be noted that the age of the Rig Veda is the 

original epoch of great sages who knew the technique of 

Yoga, who had grasped the truths of the character 

and activity of the Gods, m their macrocosmic and micro- 

cosmic functions, and had discovered the Mystic Path 

This is not to say that all men m that age knew the inner 

secret path, that they were all disciplined votaries of the 

secret path and endowed m every wray with a divine strength 

It could not mean that all the populace of the time had 

the knowledge of truths seen by the seers, of the secrets of 

the paths of God-realisation and other verities attainable 

by austere discipline Now, let us take an illustration from 

our own times It is universally accepted that ours is an age 

of the empire of Physical Science We see before our eyes 

how this Physical Nature, pregnant with myriad mysteries, 

brings out daily and hourly unimaginable wondeis In such 

an age of intellectual supremacy how many are emmentl) 

intellectual'1 Certainly not many, they are a few, it must be 

admitted And even among those few intellectuals how many 

are competent to follow the strides of Physical Science and 

understand intimately her mysteries? Or again, how many 

of these competent are able to enter the seciet world of the 

laws and processes of Physical Nature whence awakened, 

are released vast dimensions of energy lying asleep m the 

womb of the atom? Few, very few, we must say, they 

could be counted on fingers 

In any age, whatever the dominating pimciple of power 

be, whether it is spiritual wisdom or the sway of the Intellect 

culminating m scientific culture, or empire-buildmg political 

skill and military strength, or economic prosperity m accord¬ 

ance with the science of production, distribution and regula¬ 

tion or deployment of labour for the organisation of collective 
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life, undoubtedly always it works itself out thiough just a 

few human centies and through them lules the collectivity 

It follows that whatever the guiding principle of Society, 

Knowledge, Powei, Wealth or Labour (lit cleverness m 

action)—any one or more of these—leaders of \igoui and 

substance are always numencally the few (19) 

Thus it was that the spiritual wisdom and occult know¬ 

ledge of the Rishis of the Veda wras not common to the 

generality of men, to the common people the means of reli¬ 

gious worship (worship of the Gods) was provided m the 

ceremonies of external sacrifices and similar rites There- 

foie, to attribute to our statement the meaning that all the 

people of the Vedic times reached the high summits of the 

Spirit and ti eaded the mystic path is not con ect, not true 

Nor have we said at any time that the Systems of Philosophy 

were products in the downward course from the high 

levels of the Vedic Wisdom The path of Vedic knowledge 

i e the way of obtaining knowledge m the Vedic age was 

different, the mode of thought used to get knowledge m the 

philosophical Systems is another The former is intuition, 

rising direct from revelation and inspiration, untutored by 

external means, the other is the speculate e conclusion on the 

sti ength of intellect m the foim of certain sense of certainty 

obtained by deliberations with the help of reasomng based 

upon perception, inference etc Between these two methods 

the difference is as great as between the two ages Spiritual 

experience does not proceed from Reason based on meta¬ 

physical thought, nor does it depend upon material pros¬ 

perity and opulence of riches needed for bodily life Neither 

does proficiency m occult knowledge depend on high 

development of the outward intellect We see that 

m the very stage which we call primitive following 

the conclusions of the historians, many ancients had known 

profound truths of Nature which strike the moderns with 
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wonder Insight does not depend upon modermU 

Indeed, it ma\ be asked if the Vedic Rishis had really 

attained such a spiritual progi ess then how is it that no 

noticeable impiess of it was left on the succeeding ages? 

We reply we will come to this context further m the course 

of this study, to consider whether the marks of the splendour 

of the Vedic Rishis aie seen or not seen on their posterity 

and if seen, m what way But this much must be said here 

It is clear from a perusal of the literature of the ages that 

followed that the language and mentality of the Vedic age 

underwent a great change And it is indeed a miracle that, 

m spite of the great gulf betwen the period of the Vedas 

and that of the Brahmanas, Aranyakas and Upanishads, 

something of the Vedic tradition and the seciet of deities 

etc was pi eserved or sought to be preserved m the Brahma¬ 

nas and the Aranyakas It may be urged be that as it may, 

but how is it that such a holy ancient age as the Vedic is 

lost without issue (lit without fulfilling its purpose) ? This 

is no valid objection Like the age of the Mvstics among 

the ancient Greeks, the age of the Vedic Rishis also came to 

an end Whatever be the mode of the setting, it has to be 

stated that it is entirely the run of Time Historians hold 

that there was an age of the Mystics among the ancient 

Greeks and others And because it is now no more, no one 

could say that there was no such age at all In the same maner 

it cannot be said on the passing of the Vedic age that 

there never was an age of the Mystics, the Rishis. Or let is 

suppose the present human civilisation or culture distin¬ 

guished by the highly developed Science of Physical Nature, 

practically perishes as a consequence of some catastrophe 

m Nature or by a cataclysm brought about by an explosion 

in the womb of the atom releasing world-wrecking weapons 

of destruction Would it be right for future generations to say 

that here was no age at all of the culture of Physical Science? 
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It is a proposition teeming with \ulnerable points that 

western historians advance (when they hold) that human 

mind everywhere m the primitive ages, is silly and childish 

Possibly in the early beginnings of human life m creation, 

the state of man was extremely rudimentary, young and un¬ 

ripe But that does not apply to those like the ancient Greeks 

or the sages of the Vedas So much is their maturity that 

the felicities of the mind along with the mystic riches of 

inner revelation, inspiration etc are manifest m the mantra- 

perceptions of these great Rishis and this is clear to those 

who have eyes to see 

Let us here recall what Si 1 Am obmdo has said (in this con¬ 

nection) In India, as elsewhere on the continents of earth 

the progress of the common humamty has been very 

slow, spiritual achievement and proficiency m occult know¬ 

ledge, were confined to only a few Thus first came the 

Age of the Vedas, essentially intuitive m charactei The 

Age of the Intellect and Philosophy, proceeding on meta¬ 

physical thought, followed thereafter In the Vedic age 

the mam means of the Rishis was the inner sight, but m 

the age of philosophers the means was investigation based 

on the criteria of perception etc What was achie\ ed by the 

great Rishis through inner means got by dnect discipline, 

was sought to be reached, by the disciplines (yogic paths) 

that followed, through the means of the reflective (or 

ratiocinate) intellect Similarly m still later ages the same 

supreme Truth was sought to be realised through the emo¬ 

tional being, the life {prana), and even through the phy¬ 

sical body at times, by later processes (later relative to the 

Vedic age) The Sadhanas of the Tantnks, Raja Yoga, 

Hatha Yoga etc are to be understood in this light It is 

to be noted that these disciplines (processes) were not the 

products of the downwaid course away from the Mystic 

Path of the Vedas or of accident They weie piocesses that 
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set out to achieve the supieme Pm pose set bv the Vedic 

tradition, independently, by means of the emotional and 

other punficatorv means This is the spiritual history of 

India, they (the Sadhanas) attempt, repeatedh, m different 

ages to uplift the emotional part, the life and the other 

lower parts of the being and raise each degree of conscious¬ 

ness already evohed to the high summit of the spirit 

originally attained m the age of the Veda 

But then, it mav be asked, how is it that western scholars, 

even though desirous of sti aightforward line (of approach) 

have come to decisions ascribing a pumitive condition to 

the religious institution of Rig Vedic sages9 Indeed, there 

is reason for it They fixed the age of the Vedic Rishis 

based on the conjecture of certain western historians that 

the ad\ ent of human society on earth dates back to a few 

thousands of years and not to many hundreds of ages Hence 

they have finished their accounts of the rise and growth etc 

of the Aryan peoples measured m terms of two or three 

thousand years or m limited hundreds of yeais But this 

is then old story Such was their belief at the time when 

researches into Earth’s history were m their beginnings 

and infancy But today with the growth of knowledge of 

history, that kind of belief has generally undergone change. 

Again it was at the time when Physical Science was coming 

into its own and Mateuahsm held sway over the intellec¬ 

tuals of the West that they desired to know of the social 

customs and ideas of ancient Indians through an enquiry 

into the meaning of the Vedas And they constructed ac¬ 

counts of the history and society of Vedic India, through a 

consideration of the history of various human aggregates 

and their religious institutions and comparative philology 

and drawing upon their own conjectures to the necessary 

extent Such being their innate culture and competence it 

is not surprising that they should say the Rishis of the 

i 
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Veda aie generally common oi pnmiti\e people, then 

poetrv childish and their Gods products of imagination and 

wonder on seeing the operation of Nature It is true, how¬ 

ever, that the basis of materials available to them at the 

commencement of their study of the Vedas was not ade¬ 

quate Their conclusions referred to eaiher, regarding the 

rise, growth, social customs and laws of human society are 

now stale and for the most part without substance (lit sap) 

Therefore, suffice it to say, a fresh and exhaustiv e enquiry 

into the Vedas is called foi and it, doubtless, demands every 

bit of labour of thought and active interest on the pai t of 

the seekeis of knowledge 

Let us leave the effusions (lit lustre or play) of western 

scholarship at that It would not be a mis-statement to 

say that the method of Vedic study of their Indian followers 

trained m the new tradition, is not yet materially different 

There are certainly many amongst us, who are brilliant, 

endowed with genius, scholars who would walk m the 

straightforward path, engaged m various fields of know¬ 

ledge, eastern and western, old and new, yet we cannot 

say theie are such m the line of Vedic research Even the few 

that are to be found, carry on their labours with firm belief 

m the aforesaid outmoded conclusions of western scholais, 

with no striking results If there be any notable results they 

are m matters of detail and m the discovery of facts of 

subsidiary importance Essentially it is the same western 

outlook, the very path fashioned by them, the very same 

conjectural conclusions regaidmg the social custom and 

religion of the Vedic Rishis, and it is the same convention 

that has started from them that has won a place of honour 

(or respectability) Leaning on all this our modern scholars 

undertake their study of the Vedic Mantras, the word, its 

meaning and the history of the Veda And as decisively 

taught by them (scholars of the West) the Vedic Rishis aie 
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most!} barbaric, gross minds ascnbmg divinity to Nature, 

elements of Fire, Wind Sun, Ram and others, their poetry 

is product of almost childish imagination These Rishis are 

struck with wonder e\erv day at the sight of the dawn, 

though the Sun rises everyday, at the very thought of the 

night these Rishis are overcome with fear Such are the ideas 

generally associated with Vedic research even today We 

shall illustrate by means of an example It has now become 

a respectable convention with all scholars who adopt the 

modern method for investigation into the meaning of the 

Vedas to extol the beauty of Vedic poetry And there too, 

the hymns to Ushas though cited before bv western scholais, 

are again and again quoted bv them with the idea that 

matters of felicity bear repetition Though there are many 

hymns m the Veda of poetic excellence, the hymns to 

Ushas are specially so We do not dispute the statement 

But the sense of the pretty hymns thus described as given 

by these scholars, m consonance with Sayana’s commentary 

m places, is not commensurate with and does not add to 

that adulation On the other hand it verily establishes 

that these poets aie immatme minds, delighting fast m 

every day happenings and at times with their face adorned 

with the babblings of imbeciles 

When Rishi Rahugana Gotama lauds the deity m grati¬ 

tude and joyous exultation, “We have crossed over to the 

other shore of daikness” (RV I 92 6), according to the line of 

interpretation of the Vedic scholars the meaning is to be 

taken literally, by the crossing of the shoie of darkness, 

it is not the end of ignorance that is meant but only the 

daily awakening, at the passing of the night, that is sung 

The all-pervasive dark night, peopled with ghosts, spirits 

and pisacas indeed struck terror into these tapasvms 

celebrated as Rishis And there is another curiosity Sitting 

down for the sacrifice, the Rishis pray for sunrise again 
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when the sun has already arisen 1 Verily they believed that 

the sun lose and asscended the skies, bv the strength of their 

prayers and the potency of the Vedic chanting Such an 

ignorant belief, unthinkable even among the common 

folk, mav perhaps be conceded, but could it be that they 

did not know that dawn follows the passing of the night, 

it grows into the day and with the end of the day there 

follows the night? It is hardly possible to say they did not, 

especially m the face of such nks as “The actions of the 

Gods undeviating”, “It (dawn) follows well the path of 

the Truth” (1 124 2,3) Such are the incoherent prattles 

that would be imputed to the seeis of the Riks if we were 

to follow modem Indian Vedic scholars, trained in 

the western traditions of scholarship, m their mode of 

undei standing the Mantras 

However, if we look into the Vedas with discrimination 

and deliberative thought keeping m mind the ancient tradi¬ 

tion, that has come down the ages, regaidmg the Mantras of 

the Veda and great Rishis, seers of the Riks, the mist (lit 

delusion) would instantly clear it would be manifest that 

the Vedic hymns are not babbling poetry of childish fancy 

and that the seers of the Mantras are poets who hear the truth, 

satyasrutah If we follow the line shown by Sri Aurobmdo, 

there is surely a double advantage The mcongruenl 

prattle foisted on the Mantras vanishes And difficulties 

and ambiguities m many of the Mantras are resolved. 

That is a negative gam And positively it is this we gam 

m knowledge of the spiritual eminence of the Seers, the 

mystic vision embedded m the hymns, the true character 

of the Gods Certain unintelligible portions found m the 

Upamshads become clear And lastly, we find justification 

for the authoritative statements made m the respective 

texts that the Vedas are the root of the Puianas, historical 

legends, Tantras and other scriptures and the elaboration 
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of the substance of the Vedas their mam function Thus 

the conclusions regarding the Vedas, following from the 

viewpoint of western scholars, \itiated b\ false conjectures 

and without basis are to be lightly rejected The argument 

that Sri Aurobmdo’s mystic interpretation of the Vedas 

can not be allowed to stand as it is opposed to the conclu¬ 

sions of lifelong scholars of Vedic study has now been met 

Then we shall consider and answer the second objection 

It is held that the esoteric interpretation is to be rejected 

as it is against the traditional interpretation of Say ana Is 

it that Sayana’s commentary on the Mantras starts on the 

basis of some tradition handed down from begmnmgless 

time9 Or is it that Say ana himself by means of his com- 

mentai y on the Vedas commenced a new or a renovated 

tradition for the study of the Mantras9 The question 

arises from the mention of the term tradition For this 

commentator maintains m his exegesis of the Mantras, 

mostly the tradition which proclaims the ritualistic purpose 

of the Vedas At times he upholds the Puramc, Aitihasik, 

Vedantic or other Sastiaic tradition It is not to be denied 

that Sayan a girded up his loins to establish the ritualistic 

purpose of the Vedas, through his Commentary on the 

Mantras Hence wherever there is a total absence of 

ritualistic association and there is evident only the laudation 

of Jnana, Knowledge, Moksa, Liberation, and the Aksara, 

Immutable, he sees its inutility to the ritualists and pro¬ 

ceeds to explain accordingly Wherever any hymn is quoted 

by Yaska and other earliei authors, m praise of Jnana, 

being unable to get over it, Sayana comments on such 

Mantras pointing to the absence of inherent flavour (for 

purposes of ritual) in such Mantras without plain and 

clear meaning, but where the meaning of words is plain 

(and clear) he explains, helplessly, m the spiritual context 

and escapes (from the situation) somehow discharging his 
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obligation (as commentatoi) We shall illustrate this b\ 

taking up an example of the teacher Jaimim’s Sutras 

‘ The purpose of the Veda being ritualistic, words wrhich 

do not ha\e that significance aie useless5 This cleail) 

lays down that the only purpose of the Vedas—known by 

the hallowed term Scripture—is that of Ritual, those that 

do not pertain to that ^ritualistic action) are worthless 

The Sutrakaras (authors of the aphorisms) prescribe 

application m rituals even for Mantras famous for their 

eulogy of Jndna, Moksa and the Aksara Thus is laid 

down the application (in ritual) of the famous hymn asya 

vamasya of Dirghatamas (RV I 164) “In the Mahavrata 

rite m the hymn of praise to the All-Gods, the recitation of 

mvid Mantras has two parts There the 41 nks beginning 

with asya vamasya form the first part ” In the preeminently 

ritualistic commentary of Sayana on the first rik of this 

hymn we find at the close the following lines “Thus it is 

possible to mterpi et m the spn ltual sense m other places 

also Yet we do not write of it for want of inherent flavour 

and fear of swelling the volume Wherever the spiritual 

meaning is clear e g m the nk dva suparna, we shall mention 

it This Mantra is commented upon by Yaska (Nirukta 

4 26) 55 The spiritual import of the Rik asya vamasya is, of 

course, not obviously clear, but Riks like dvd suparna, are 

pei force explained m the spiritual sense, as there is no 

other way That such a spiritual meaning does not add 

to the coherence (lit innate essence) of Riks which are 

to be commented upon in the ritualistic sense alone, is 

clearly Sayana’s opinion In such places he explains 

drawing upon the Vedantic tradition—and that too of a 

section of the Adwaitms,—at times upon the Puramc 

legends and on occasions historical incidents Thus with 

all his labour, Sayana does not wholly hold himself to the 

position of the ritualistic Vedist He comments from the 
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viewpoint of the historical tradition, unmindful of the 

inconsistencies in his own statements, not showing or per¬ 

haps not mindful of its contradiction to the doctrine of the 

Purva Mimamsa How is it possible—m the face of the 

Sutras of Jaimmi purporting to establish the eternahty of 

the letters of the Yedic Mantra—to lean on the support 

of historical occurrences (apparent m the Vedas) without 

resorting to the figurative or secondary sense? But Sayana 

elucidates their purport accepting narratives of the royal 

sages (or kings and Rishis), battles and other historical 

happenings m the Mantras The Riks of the wrell-known 

hymn of the curse and counter-curse of Vishwamitra-cum- 

Vasishtha are an instance to the point Or from hundreds 

of instances we shall quote just one line of Sayana’s com¬ 

mentary following the sthalipulaka-nyaya (20) Commenting 

on the Rik, “We sons of Rahugana have uttered the word 

of sweetness to Agm, we offer to him our obeisances with 

radiant prayeis” (I 78 5), Sayana says “The Rishi con¬ 

cludes his laudation by means of this Rik, we Gotamas, 

sons of Rahugana etc 55 Here the doctrine of the non¬ 

human origin of the Vedas is certainly struck at the roots 

And this very commentator has given us a commentary 

expounding the meaning of the Veda accepting the position 

of the exponents of the Purva Mimamsa doctrine who hold 

fast to the eternality of the Vedas1 

Let us then examine what is the tradition that Sayana 

stands upon It is indeed a jumble of traditions Theie is 

no doubt that the ritualistic tradition was there current 

for a long time before Sayana himself But there is no 

shadow7 of doubt that there were other very ancient tradi¬ 

tions regarding the interpretations of the Veda Yaska has 

referred to a number of viewpoints e.g naturalistic inter¬ 

preters, those that sought knowledge as related to the 

Gods, advocates of spiritual know7ledge, historians, ritualists, 
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etymologists and others We learn from the Nirukta of 

Yaska that knowledge of three kinds is obtained from the 

Vedas viz knowledge of sacrifice, of Gods and the spiritual 

knowledge Yaska holds that the meaning of the Mantras 

is not ritualistic alone We shall establish this (point) later 

on with due authority This much is to be noted here It 

cannot be gainsaid that the Veda Bhashya of Sayana has 

been written definitely after looking into works like the 

Nirukta and the Bnhad Devata Though this commentator 

refers to the Niruktakara (Yaska), he does not note, does not 

make mention of Yaska’s observation that the secret of the 

Mantra or that of the deities does not reveal itself to one who 

is devoid of spiritual austerities, acceptance (and mentioning) 

of such statement is not necessary for the ritualistic com¬ 

mentary—this is dear Thus Sayana’s Veda Bhashya ec¬ 

lipsed the ancient tradition that the Veda is the treasure 

containing the secrets of the Gods and spiritual truths etc 

Sayana Bhashya itself gave rise to the new tradition (that all 

the Riks pertain to sacrifice and ritual), and this has resulted 

m the universal belief that all Riks are meant for ritual action. 

Though the ritualistic theory regarding the Mantras arose 

from the Brahmanas, ancient scholars were well aware that 

there had been for long the spiritual and mystic interpreta¬ 

tion of the Mantras That is how the tradition of sanctity, 

potency, adoration etc of the Mantra spoken of as a Person 

—the Veda Purusa—came to be established among the 

cultured classes of ancient India, m the Puranas and histones, 

m the writings of great souls who had realised the higher 

Truth None before Sayana has given a complete com¬ 

mentary on the Vedas No such wntmg is heard of, at any 

rate none is found Even if there was any wntten, it is found 

only in parts, or perhaps it was done only m part Sayana 

justified (lit supported) the litualistic purpose (tradition) 

of the Vedas by laying out his commentary, with gigantic 

9 
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labour, on all the four Samhitas of the Vedas along with 

their Brahmanas and Aram akas No wonder, hence, his 

commentary on the four Vedas has a compelling influence 

over the entire world of scholars But for the exponent of 

the opposite view to say that this tradition of Say ana is the 

only ancient tradition for the interpretation of the Veda, is 

to belie facts This is enough (for the second objection) 

And last, we come to the third and puerile objection viz 

the esoteric theory of the Veda is to be rejected as it is 

opposed to the doctrine of the Mimamsakas—the standard 

authcrity on the study of the Vedas We have set out to 

study the purport of the hymns of the Rig Veda Samhita, 

hence our subject is enquirv into the meaning of the 

Mantras, not of the passages of Brahmanas where specialists 

m the Purva Mimamsa may well be the authonty It is 

because the explanation of the Mantras given m the Brah¬ 

manas aie helpful for ritual that Sayana first commented 

upon the Brahmanas and then commenced to explain the 

, Mantras accordingly He observes at the beginning of the 

Bhashya “Because of its usefulness m commenting upon 

the Mantras, we have first commented upon the Brahmana 

along with the Aranyaka section, so that the Samhita 

consisting of the Mantras can be explained then and there 

with citations from the Brahmanas55 Now the statement 

is easily understandable that our conclusion is opposed to 

the Sayamc tradition But nowhere do we hear that the 

Mimamsakas wrote commentaries on the Mantra Samhita, 

nor is theie any need for it Taking passages from the 

Brahmanas and the apposite ones from the Smritis, the 

Mimamsakas have hewn excellent path for determining 

the meaning of these passages Their mam object is study 

of Dharma, not enquiry into the meamng of the Mantras 

That is why the Veda Samhita has not been commented 

upon or sought to be so done, by any of the teachers of the 
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Purva Mimamsa Jaimmi the author of the Mimamsa 

Sutras has not made any study of the interpretation of the 

Mantras, nor has Shabaraswami his commentator nor Bhatta 

Rumania, not to speak of later Mimamsakas who have not 

paid thought to it We leave this at that here since we shall 

have occasion later to say something about the doctrine of 

Mimamsakas Suffice it to sav that the regard or compe¬ 

tency of the Mimamsakas (whose field is to enquire into 

Dharma) for entry into the study of the Mantras is akm to 

hare’s horn (21) (corresponding to mare’s nest) This answers 

to the last objection, ill-conceived, though attractive 

Before proceeding to present our thesis we would draw 

attention to the merits and dements of Say ana’s Bhashya 

and to the fact that to students of the Vedas Say ana is not 

merely very useful but indispensable Savana commented 

upon the Vedas drawing upon the cream churned out from 

the scholarship of various groups of erudites from many 

countnes of the Indian continent, for getting at the essence 

of the Vedic import Undoubtedly this has been of great 

service to all students of the Vedic knowledge m subsequent 

times Many are the invaluable topics dealt with m the 

course of this commentary on the Mantras of the Samhitas 

along with their Pada Patha—citations from ancient texts of 

authority, various traditional accounts, lexicons, meaning 

of the words and Mantras of the hymns (severally and col¬ 

lectively) , at times the possibility of other meaning, metre, 

grammar, accent, and etymological derivation of the words 

of the Mantras. It is because all these are happily there m 

the Bhashya of Say ana that any enquiry into its import, 

its merits and defects is at all possible Sayana’s Bhashya 

itself could not have been there were it not for the 

fact that the Samhitas along with the Pada Patha were com¬ 

mitted to memory and thus preserved by votaries of the Vedic 

learning and chanting, even though they may have been 
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ignoiant of its impoit E\en so, but for the Bhashya of 

Savana our entue Vedic literature would have been an impe¬ 

netrable mass of darkness and even the scrutiny of the mnei 

meaning of the Vedas haidly possible Hence, suffice it to say 

that its superb usefulness deseives to be admired with 

giatitude for its general helpfulness in considering the 

Mantra, Pada Patha, derivations of woid-forms, syntax of 

sentences But the line adopted in this commentary set to 

establish firm!) the supremacy of sacrificial rites, for ex¬ 

plaining, from the lituahstic standpoint, Mantras whose 

secret sense is apparent, or veiled, is highly vulnerable, not 

straight, unnecessary even for its own purpose This will 

be cleai now and again m the course of our consideration 

of the meaning of the Mantras Even this is a negligible 

blemish compared with the achievement of Sayana’s 

heiculean labour (22) (lit Bhagiratha’s effort) m giving the 

import of the Veda Mantias And what is the nature of 

that import9 It is that all the Mantras are primarily meant to 

be used m ritual, that is to. say, it is their subservience to 

ritual, therefore the supremacy of ritual that is established, 

And the result9 The ancient tradition regarding the Vedas 

is false, the very basis of the sanctity of the Veda is uprooted, 

and the universal faith m the Vedas as the repository of 

many truths, spiritual austerities and mystical knowledge, 

about the character and realisation of Gods is rendered 

useless All the message (Jit story or account) proclaimed 

by the Nigamas (Vedas), Agamas (Tantra), Puranas and 

legendary history that the most mystic and divine know¬ 

ledge and occult disciplines are rooted m the Veda becomes 

a colossal myth (lit fanciful song) What promotes spiritual 

welfare is not to be looked for here, that is to be found m the 

Upamshads known as the Vedanta, In the Veda proper 

consisting of Mantras, it is the aide to ritual that is to be 

noted, by which is attained the fruit of various kinds of 
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wealth, stiength, piogeny, animals, cows and hoises and 

othei s, nourishment, contentment, gold, sei \ ants, victorv, 

elimination of the enemy and capture of his treasure, destruc¬ 

tion of rivals that cavil, and the like And if modern scholars, 

on the strength of the commentarv of Mantras by Savana, 

hold that the sacrifice \ leldmg such fruits is laid down m 

the Vedas and proceed to adjudge (lit decide) the 

ancient Rishis to be primitive unrefined men, how can it 

be said to be unfair? Say ana concedes, to a limited extent, 

the presence of spiritual truth m the Mantras, he has 

reverence for the great sages, positive belief m the existence 

of deities and m the sacredness and potency of the Mantras 

Even though this is a fact, yet, the western scholars—them¬ 

selves outside the pale of the Vedic creed—and their loyal 

disciples among modern Indians show magnanimity m 

forgiving Sayana the commentator for the grievous error 

that his intelligence was characteristically led by trust m 

(the ideas or words of) others aforesaid (Yaska etc), for 

after all he shared the superstitious beliefs of his age And 

this is no wonder For Sayana m giving a complete commen¬ 

tary on the Vedas has rendered a great service They have 

drawn from it as much material as they would for then own 

conjectural theories However, some of the ancients main¬ 

tain, without any embarrassment, thought or hesitation (fear) 

that the heart of the message (import) of the Vedas contained 

m that vast collection of more than a thousand hymns and 

ten thousand Mantras is simp.y sacrificial ritual culminating 

m the fruit of happiness, enjoyment, and wealth, intense 

life of the senses (lit animal life), egoistic and selfish propul¬ 

sion and advancement (lit desire and nourishment). Such 

being their view, the doctrine of the Purva Mimamsa, it is 

no wonder that its ignorant adherents are censured m the 

Bhagavad-Gita even though it proclaims the glory oc the 

supremacy of the Veda 
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it ib I who am to be known by all the Vedas, 
I who am the creator of the Vedanta and my self the 

knower of the Vedas. 

Now we will state our position m brief The subject of 

our enquiry here is the Rig Veda The place of other 

Vedas is considered elsewhere The Mantras have a secret 

meanmg And it is this alone that is the inner and supreme 

meaning of the Vedic hymns and the Vedic sacrifice It 

follows that the meaning given by Sayana is accepted by us 

as the exoteric sense It may be that his explanation of a 

term or a line or Rik is not useful even for his own purpose 

or necessary, it may also be that the meanings forced out in 

some places are incoherent We shall point out such ins¬ 

tances as occasion arises But all this we would ignore Even 

though, in details, there are inconsistencies in the meanings 

given, we accept his interpretation on the whole as giving 

the exoteric side of the Vedic worship and deities etc m 

accordance with it The inner meamng of the Mantras 

is hidden while the outer sense stands as its cloak The age oi 

the seers of the Mantras is far anterior to that of the 

Brahmanas along with the Aranyakas The Rig Veda is a 

treasury that contains secrets of these knoweis of mystic 

knowledge, concealed m veiled speech And it is only 

the collection of these hymns of Riks that we teim the Rig 

Veda Samhita. Again it must be noted that these hymns are 

not poetical compositions of the kind familiar to us On the 

other hand, these Riks bear the ages-old designation mantra- 

perceptions vouchsafed m revelation and inspiration to the 

Rishis who had direct perception of Dharma The Mantras 

are reputed to be fruitful, endowed with power because of 

the splendid source of their coming to light (lit glory of 

their manifestation) as word and meaning and because 

Of the chaiactenstic vibration m (their) resonance We 
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accept what the teachers of old have held \iz that the 

Mantra is an uncommon means for the seer of the Mantra, 

and for others, to attain the purposes of life We said earlier 

that the meaning of these Mantras is twofold The mnei 

which is the psychological or spiritual, is m reality the true 

meaning This seciet was known to the Rishis and to their 

disciples who were initiated by the great Rishis and instructed 

in the inner sacrifice through disciplines of mnei puri¬ 

fication etc Consecrating all of themselves to the Gods and 

leceivmg their gifts m return, by their progression into the 

summits of the spirit they obtained the riches (of knowledge) 

that pertain to the worlds and those that relate to the Gods 

The other meaning, gross and external, is for the sake of 

common men, useful m ceremonial sacrifices performed to 

propitiate the Gods Thus the word used m the Mantras 

has a double meaning And this device was a necessity 

for preserving the secret knowledge etc m the Veda from 

the unfit The secret meaning was guarded under veil m 

ordei to save the unripe, raw and common men from dangers 

of ignorance or misuse. How else, indeed, can the im¬ 

mature, weak and common people without spiritual en¬ 

deavour be fit for the life of the soul and for the journey 

of bodily life dedicated to the Gods? 

It must be, however, noted that though the use of words 

with double meaning was deliberate it was effortless and 

natural It is no contradiction to say that this deliberate 

arrangement of the use of words was achieved naturally 

and without effort There need be no doubt m this regard. 

Here let us look into the form, origin and growth of language 

of primeval times Even though according to Patanjali, 

the author of Mahabhashva, words are taken to have a 

fourfold currency and con-equently the word is understood 

to refer to the jati, class, knya, action, guna, quality and 

dravya, substance or only jati, class, yet it should be noted that 
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human speech m the ancient times was not aibitrarily 

conventional in driving home the meaning Some hold that 

this convention of a particular fixed relation between the 

word and its meaning is the will of God This view says m 

effect of this word this alone is the fixed meaning That the 

relation between word and meamng is fixed is a fact of 

every day experience, universally accepted and hence to 

be admitted, still it cannot be said that the elders or their 

leaders together decided that such shall be the meaning of 

such a word and the convention thus made has come down 

the ages Whether the ages-old convention is taken as the 

will of God or the decision of elders, the unreasonableness 

is obvious either wav, as sanketa, relation between word and 

meamng cannot be a matter of unbridled and arbitrary 

choice It is only by usage that the convention of fixed 

relation of word-meaning gets established The word go, 

cow, signifies by convention, the object m the form of the 

lap, tai), hoof, hump and horn Nobody has made any 

such rule that the word go must be used m this particular 

sense— a rule according to which it would be possible to 

say, the convention is established. There could be no 

objection whatever to the statement that convention is 

established by usage It is a legitimate question to ask 

how did words come to be established by usage m parti¬ 

cular senses7 RucLhi means constant and settled usage When 

the trodden track comes to be known by sheer habit, a 

fixity of relation must be understood to be the same as 

abundance of usage. 

How then does a fixed particular use get currency and 

what is the basis of this fixed use? The answer to this ques¬ 

tion depends on a knowledge of the original nature of human 

speech (lit words) Human speech is the expression of 

nervous response to the experience of objects of outward 

senses as well as of subtle (inner) senses through the fric- 
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tion (lit churning) generated by the contact of the fire- 

prmciple and vital air m the body, this (speech) is received 

by the auditory organ giving rise to an understanding of 

the meaning In the beginning, m the olden times, human 

speech was not conventional Originally, human speech 

was simply the vibratory response of the nervous being, 

articulating itself m vocal sound, to the perceptual and 

objective experiences m the case of uncultivated men and 

to the inner, intimate vision, audition and other experiences 

m that of the great sages Whenever any experience is 

undergone, be it internal or external, the leceiving intelli¬ 

gence—m the heart, m the case of refined men, m the case 

of the unregenerate, of purely nervous being, induces a res¬ 

ponsive manifestation which gets formulated m letters like 

a a etc. constituting human speech Unlike m the later 

ages, there was no intellectual convention m those early 

ages that such a word has such a meaning Like the six¬ 

fold modification (22a) of a creature m coming to birth, living 

etc which is a fact of universal acceptance, the convention 

arising from a definite word-sense relation gets established 

m the course of the birth and growth etc of language 

Linguistic scholars would easily follow this subtle reasoning 

We shall state here m brief relevant portions of what we have 

said elsewhere while expounding the doctrine of Sphota 

In the Vedic age the word was full of vital vigour and in 

gaimng currency conveyed its characteristic class, quality 

etc , yet all the while retaining its root meaning The many 

words having the same meaning, and one word having 

several meanings depending on the context of the use of 

the word are accomplished facts because of the derivative 

significance of words Hence they speak of the multi-signi¬ 

ficance of roots. Practical convenience is secured when the 

meaning of words is restricted by reference to ‘conjunction, 

disjunction, association, opposition, context etc5 (23) as 
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laid down m the regulating laws of Rhetonc—a dictum 

whose origin is to be traced to the Veda Even though a 

certain convention came to apply to Vedic words by reason 

of their usage, still their derivative significance was not 

onlv not suppressed, but itself has stood as life-principle 

of the word Again, while there are hundieds of roots m 

the sense of movement, in fact each signifies its charac¬ 

teristic quality (of movement) For instance m current 

Sansknt usage we say “Feed the Brahmin, graze the cow”, 

and do not sav indiscriminately “Graze the Brahmin, feed 

the cow”, under the plea that both car and bhuj, graze 

and feed, have the same root-significance There is thus a 

particularity m the use of words It is true that the subtlety 

of difference among Vedic words having the same root- 

significance is almost lost We have to discover such terms 

by a careful examination of many places (where they occui) 

1 e by a diligent extensive enquiry, as much as we could 

get them The element of secret lies m the fact that Vedic 

wrords are primarily derivative though they have acquired 

a certain conventional sense which makes (linguistic) 

transaction easy Though terms like Agm, India indicate 

particular Gods by convention, they are used m many 

places as adjectives to denote their qualities Expressions 

like angirastama, most angiras, indratama most Indra, denote 

the derivative nature of words Even those which are 

appellative by convention, indicate qualitative speciality. 

And it is such a state (m the development) of Vedic language 

that led in later ages to the profusion of double-entendre m 

Sanskrit language Generally words m the Veda carry, 

effortlessly, double or multifold meaning. But m Sanskrit 

language words m pun are used, as a rule, with deliberate¬ 

ness Thus it must be understood that it was the original 

state of the language of the Rik Samhita that was favour¬ 

able to the double intei pretation of the Riks. 
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call the Symbolic age, wheie the entne external umveise, 

mdi\idually and collectively was regarded as symbolic of 

the inner universe Here the term sanketa is not used m 

the usual sdstraic sense of vrth, the powei of words, or m 

the sense of God’s will ordammg the actual relation of 

word and meaning It is used m the common popular sense 

current m life, m the sense of the relation between indi¬ 

cation and the indicated, a relation that is generally cog¬ 

nised by a secondary sense, gaum vitti Just as when the 

ancients say ‘life is ghee’, they mean that ghee is nourishing, 

similarly hoises etc indicate strength and the life That 

will become clear m oui elucidation of symbolic signi¬ 

ficance Thus wdien it is said that to the ancients all objects, 

the whole of the world (their customs, their social conduct 

and communal festivals) were symbols, wffiat is meant is 

this for every object that stands without m gioss form 

there is a corresponding inner truth, and it is of this latter 

that the external gross form is called the sanketa, symbol 

The symbolic significance however is largely arrived at 

by dmt of the derivative significance of the Vedic words— 

at times through figurative speech and on occasions through 

the specific imagery got (lit known) from a close obseiva- 

tion of the manner of the Deity’s vision by the Rishis (Man¬ 

tra-poets] m the Mantras We shall have occasion to deal 

with the system of symbolism m the forthcoming second 

section m moie detail 

It has been stated that all that is external is symbolic of 

the internal Therefore the outer sacufice ?Iso becomes the 

symbol of the inner sacrifice We shall first state the symbolic 

significance of the sacrifice and then enquire into the nature 

ol the many worlds, the character and functions of the Gods 

etc according to the established system of symbolism The 

mam features of the Sacrifice are four the Yajamana, 

sacrificer, Ritviks, the officiating priests, the offering of 
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wealth and the fruits of the sacrifice Of these, the Yajamana 

is the individual living soul with peisonahty engaged m 

the sacrifice The Ritvihs cairy out the sacnfical functions 

m the right place at the light time and help the Yajamana 

throughout from the beginning to the end of the sacrifice 

The meaning of its component parts is apt signifying as it 

does the sacnficers {yastarah means worshippers also) who 

worship, yaj, m due season, rtu There are four orders or 

groups of these Ritviks m the Soma Yaga (worship) \iz 

Hotr, Adhvaryu, Udgatr, and Brahma Each of these 

groups has four Ritviks and hence they all total up sixteen 

As there is no use here for this detail regarding them (the 

officiating priests) we shall proceed to elucidate the function 

of the mam Ritviks, m the inner sense by mentioning the 

significance of the terms (lit word-meanmg) applied to 

them The Hotr group is the first of the four The Hota 

recites the Riks The summoning of the Gods by means of 

the Riks is accomplished by him Hence the Hota is the 

same as Summoner, dhvdta By uttering the Riks which 

manifest the divine Word, he brings to proximity the presence 

of the Gods The import is clear in the inner sacrifice Such 

a Hota (summoner) is no human priest, but a Divine (priest) 

The Brahamanas consider the Divine Being himself to be 

the real priest, purohita, placed m front The Yajnikas speak 

of the three worlds, Earth, Sky and Heaven, as the sup¬ 

porters m front, and of Agm, Vayu and Aditya as the 

Purohitas (priests) placed m front So do the followers of 

Aitareya school hold “He who knows the three Purohitas 

and three Purodhds (those who are placed and those who 

place m front), that Brahmana is the Purohita 55 (A Br 8 27). 

The purport being that only he who realises that the func¬ 

tion of the Purohita is really of the Gods, is fit to be a Puro¬ 

hita Incidentally this serves also just to illustrate the fact 

that such profound truths are scattered here and there in 
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ritualistic texts like the Brahmanas, that is why Agni is 

lauded as ‘the divine Ritvik, Hota m the front’ in the first 

Rik of the Rig Veda of which Madhuchchhandas is the 

Seer And it is this Agni who is sung hundreds of times m 

the Veda as the Messenger of the Gods, the Immortal m 

the mortals 

The second is the Adhvaryu, taking his stand on the Yajur- 

veda He sees to the performance of the Yajna by means 

of the Yajus, leads the other Ritviks m accordance with 

the Manual of Yajna and it is on him, the active and chief 

functionary, that the entire performance of sacrifice rests 

He too is God, Matarishwan—Vayu who as the life-breath 

of the world makes all activities possible The inner signi¬ 

ficance is easy to follow It bears on the Life-God Vayu, 

the Adhvaryu, executes m the inner sacrifice all action 

favourable to the activity of the Gods Though the word 

adhvara has come to mean sacrifice, Yajna, yet in the Veda 

following the meaning of its component parts—adhvanam 

rati, gives the path—adhvara is described as journey or pil¬ 

grimage And the diligent Adhvaryu is he who desires or 

takes to such an adhvara, journey. Among all the Gods in 

the form of Ritviks, it is he who carries out all the action m 

the journey—signified by the term Adhvara 

The Udgata chants the Saman He delights the Gods by 

chanting the Saman In the inner sense, he is God Aditya 

who reverberates with his chant of music by the Udgitha 

(lit song lofty) pleasing to all the Gods, averts the many 

dangers, harms and lapses from the Yajamana, makes him 

self-restored and leads him on to Immortality, Truth, 

Ananda The last is Brahma. He is the witness of the entire 

sacrificial ceremony, gives his sanction for the commence¬ 

ment of the ritual, gives the word of assent, OM (O yes) at 

the appropriate moment and place, moves not from his 

seat and always silent he guards the sacrifice, to the very 

i 
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end of its ceremony, against eveiy sin of omission or com¬ 
mission, of deficiency or excess of Mantra and action m the 
i ltual Such m brief is the function of the Ritvik Brahma 
The inner sense is obvious, the symbolic meaning is un¬ 
veiled and clear He is the God of the Mantras and m the 
Veda the Mantra is known as Brahma Hence Brahmanas- 
pati is the deity presiding over the Mantra The causal 
material of all metrical Mantra is pranava, known by the 
syllable OM, the word of assent That manifests the original 
Word which is the source of all Mantra So it is Brahmanas- 
pati the deity presiding over the Mantras of all Deities 
which depend upon the aforesaid Pranava, that sanctions 
m supreme silence the inner Yajna of the Yajamana 
by a single syllable, at the beginning, at the end, all 
throughout 

Now the substances (of offerings) also are to be under¬ 
stood as symbolic Just as the derivation of the names of 
Ritviks gives us their symbolic meaning of Gods etc m the 
inner Yajna, so also substances that are offered to the Gods 
m the ritual, even things like ghee belonging to the Yajamana 
are symbolic and they are to be so grasped following the 
meaning of the component parts of the terms The term 
go means both cow and ray Hence gavya, yield of the cow, 
stands for brilliant light indicating knowledge Gavya, 
ghrta, clarified butter, hams, offering and the like are thus to 
be taken as offerings to the Gods which intimately belong 
to the Yajamana Ghrta clarified butter, gharma, heat, 
ghmi, ray—all these terms are derived from common roots 
meaning heat, brilliance Ghrta is the brilliance of an inner 
grace The verb juhoti signifies both giving and eating. 
What is given by the Yajamana to the Gods and eaten by 
Agm, the mouth of the Gods, the first-bori\ Immortal among 
the mortals, that is havis, offering, that is havah, invocation 
The other substances offered to the Gods are also outwardly 
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symbolic of knowledge, action, happiness and enjoyment 

along with their means acquired by the Yajamana 

Similarly fruits (of the offering) also are to be known m 

their symbolic sense Cows and horses are constantly 

hymned as fruits of sacrifice The cow symbolises Illumina¬ 

tion m the form of Light and the horse, a designation of 

strength (symbolises) the capacity or power of active force 

There are other Vedic terms used m the symbolic sense 

The illustrations we have given are enough to bring home 

that the entire Yajna, with all its limbs, is to be understood 

m the symbolic sense And be it noted, this is supported 

by the derivativ e significance of words of the Vedic hymns 

There are some other words which apparently are only 

ps\ chological terms The gross external meaning hardly 

fits m with the ritualistic interpretation of the Mantras m 

many places But the words are consistently applicable 

throughout m their esoteric sense, as we shall show further 

on 

This m brief is the Vedic symbolism concerning the Yajna 

We shall proceed to the system of the worlds m the symbol¬ 

ism First there aie the worlds denoted by the three vyah- 
rtis, Bhuh, Bhuvah and Suvah Bhuh is the earth, Bhuvah is 

the mid-region (antanksa) and Suvah otherwise called 

Svarga is the heaven (dyauh) Beyond that is regarded the 

fourth vyahrti—the vast world of Light, Mahas And still 

higher there are three vyahrtis, Jana, Tapas and Satya 
signifying the three uncreate worlds Though the Veda 

refers to the seven-principles of Existence or whatever 

Substance exists, the seven principles of Cosmic order, 

the sevenfold Existence, Consciousness, Force or Conscious¬ 

ness-Force, worlds or guardians of the worlds, the seven 

hills, seven rivers, seven sisters, seven rays and seven Rishis, 

still it constantly speaks of the first three worlds, denoted 

by the triple vyahrti, Bhiih etc, and their Gods, And that is 
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so because the three worlds, earth etc , are what con¬ 

cern us primarily, nearer to us relatively speaking, in view of 

the higher worlds And this triple world is termed as the 

apara'tdha, lower half That is why more Riks are devoted 

to Agm who is the neaiest and who presides over the Earth 

And most Riks laud Indra the Lord of all the Gods of this 

triple world Beyond these worlds and their Gods, effulgent 

m the supreme pardrdha, upper half, is the Surya, Sun— 

celebrated m the Vedas as the One God of all the Gods and 

of all the worlds, to attain him is all tapas (austerity) under¬ 

taken, all sacrifice offered Yet Riks devoted tc such a God, 

Lord Savitr, are but few m number It is only the Gods 

of our triple world that are the mam hosts m the Sacrifice 

This division of the triple world, the Earth, Mid-region 

and the Heaven, comes down from (the perception of) the 

Rishis And this outer triple world, it must be noted, is 

symbolic of its corresponding inner triple This world— 

Bhuh, earth, of the physical senses, is the symbol of the 

plane of the gross physical consciousness m the waking state 

known as annamaya Dyauh, Heaven, is the symbol of the 

consciousness where is dominant the Pure Mmd with an 

existence of its own independent of the outer world In 

between the (aforesaid) Heaven and Earth, the mid¬ 

region antanksa called Bhuvah symbolises Prana, the principle 

of Life-force pregnant with consciousness linking the physical 

with the mental Consciousness (i e Matter and Mmd, 

Earth and Heaven) Thus the three worlds, denoted by the 

triple vydhrti of Bhuh, Bhuvah and Suvah, are the manifesta¬ 

tions of the principles of matter, life and mmd m the macro¬ 

cosm and the microcosm Such m brief is the statement 

m essence of the symbolism of the world-order. 

Now about the Gods The many kinds of play of forces 

observed m Nature, whether within ourselves or without m 

the Cosmos, executing the functions like creation etc. are all 

10 
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the woi kings of the God^ In other words the Gods aie spe¬ 

cial Powers in creation On the exoteric side, Indra is the 

God of ram, his companions Maiuts, the storm-gods of the 

Wind, Surya the ^olar orb, Ushas the Dawn and Agm the 

third element of heat and light among the five elements 

So runs the common belief There are other Gods also whose 

forms are spoken of though they are dubious, for instance 

the identification of Mitra and Varuna as Day and Night 

But on the esoteric side, the functions of these Gods which 

aie spiritual m chaiacter e g special uige, nourishment, 

enlightenment etc can be followed from the derivations of 

their appellations Also when we examine the many legends 

narrated then and there m the Hymns m their figuiative 

and allegorical and secondary meaning, their real nature 

and functions will become clear to us That all the Gods 

are names of the one Supreme God, is not open to dispute 

But they ai e not mere names, they are powers and person¬ 

alities of the Supreme God To the common ignorant 

mind Agm mav mean simply the elemental fire, the physical 

substance of light and heat m Nature Or, he is the sacrifi¬ 

cial fire, a superhuman personage, one of the benefactors 

of the Yajamana, m whose favour lie the objects of enjoy¬ 

ment like cows, horses, progeny, food, fame, women, gold 

and the rest But to the initiate of the inner sacrifice, aware 

of the esoteric sense, the name Agm carries with it the deri¬ 

vative significance of brilliance and force He is the first 

among the Gods to be awakened m us His personality is 

known to us from the hymns He is the puro-hita, who staying 

m front leads us ahead He is the messenger of the Gods 

going ahead along the path, by him we can arrive at the 

Gods m their respective stations He is the face of the Gods, 

and it is the face that is seen first the other deities, limbs of 

the supreme One stand behind Hence it is through Agm 

that the ‘all-gods’ are reached He is the mouth of the Gods 
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and the Gods accept all our offerings thiough this mouth 

He is the seeing Divine Will m the heart He stands there 

as the Intelligence with resolute Will (characterised by ceiti- 

tude) Lodged m the cave of the heart he is the direct dele¬ 

gate of all the Gods When awakened from sleep the Flame 

shoots upwards, he takes upon himself all the burden of 

whatever is to be done by the Yajamana and reaches to the 

Gods their respective shares of all that is offered to them 

This is to be noted all that is—macrocosmic or microcosmic 

—is under the conti ol of the Gods, belongs to the Gods All 

that exists m us, separately and intermingled—Mind, Life, 

Matter (body) including any combination of their elements 

with their causal material provided by the Cosmos and 

included m it, are under the control of the Gods who are 

the Cosmic Powers, the Functionaries Hence all that is 

offered by the Yajamana—knowledge, skill in works, means 

of enjoyment etc —is really offered to the Gods, as belonging 

to them, for no part whatever belongs in fact to the Yaja¬ 

mana, the whole universe itself being the property of the 

Gods Thus m the end the Yajamana offers his own self 

The Brahmanas also speak of the Yajamana, at times, as the 

yiipa, sacrificial post Even the animal to be sacrificed is 

referred to as substitute for the Yajamana There are pas¬ 

sages to be found m the Brahmanas which state that the 

Yajamana redeems his own self by the sacnHce to all the 

Gods Thus say the Aitareyms “The Yajamana is the 

yiipa He is the stone or rock Agm is the womb of the 

Gods Born of the offerings made through Agm, the womb 

of the Gods, the Yajamana with body of gold rises upwards 

to the world of Heaven 55 (Ait Br 2 6 3) The Kaushitakms 

also say “He who sacrifices attains the mouth of Agm and 

Soma, sacrificing, on the fasting day, the animal for Agm 

and Soma, he redeems his self. Thus redeeming himself, 

free from obligation, he carries on the sacrifice.” (10 3) 
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Similarh reads the Aitare\ a Biahmana cHe who sacnfices 

ofFeis himself to all the Gods, Agni is ah the Gods' (2 6 3) 

Such is Agni, the messenger of all the Gods, the mouth 

through which the) partake of their shaies m the offerings 

at the Sacrifice At first, finding his birth in the Yajamana 

and placed m the \ anguard of the sacrifice—the leader, the 

eternal Son (Kumaia) of the supreme Lord, the Flame of 

aspiration that uses m the heait of all creatures, he the Agni 

flames upward and thither leads the Yajamana So do Indi a, 

Mitra, Varuna, Soma, Ashvms, Maruts, Ribhus and the 

othei Gods duh carr> out their respectiv e functions m place 

according to the authority vested m them of the One 

supreme God, Savitr, of Him these Gods are many names and 

are like limbs distinct and clear, personalities of the Imper¬ 

sonal We shall take up some of these by wa> of illustration 

If Agm as the Divine Will m the heart, seven-tongued, 

having authority over the seven stations, Immortal among 

the mortals, ever-moving, the Guest, starting from our 

earth-plane ascends the Heaven, Indr a the Lord of the 

heaven, mighty Power of the Gods, presiding over the divine 

Mind, descends with his lightnings, showers the sump¬ 

tuously hfe-givmg rams, destroys, as the Hero, the Asuras 

like Vntra that cover and obstruct all life and light, un¬ 

veils and releases truths that are covered and imprisoned 

and causes the realisation (lit direct perception) of the 

Sun, the Lord of the Supreme Truth 

Soma is the Deity presiding over Rasa, the essential de¬ 

light, the Lord of Immortal Beatitude The Gods betake 

themselves to the sap of delight that is the essential element 

of all bemgs m creation—the nectar by which they attain 

immortality That is why the Yajamana extracts the rasa 

and offers it to the Gods whose food is amrta, nectar, the 

essence, the rasa of all his knowledge, dynamism and vitality, 

indicated by the term Soma And this immortal delight 
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known as Soma becomes the food of the God^ The eater 

of the food, be it noted, is of couise the Agm, the mouth of 

all the Gods Thus it is said, appropriately, m the Brah- 

manas “Soma is the food, Agm is the eater of the food ” 

The kind of passages such as “Agm is a]l the Gods, Soma is 

aU the Gods”, is clear m its import when read m the esoteric 

sense Similarly the othei Gods Vaiuna as the all-peivadmg 

Loid is disposei of complete purity and removes all sm 

Mitra is the God of Felicity who by his luminous power of 

love and companionship brings about harmony among all 

impulsions and activities and experiences, inner and outer 

There are othei Gods and we shall consider then characte¬ 

ristics m appropriate places The Gods aie not only male 

ones, theie are female goddesses also celebrated m the 

Veda The Shaktis, Powers of Agm, Indra, Varuna and 

otheis are the goddesses Agnayi, Indram, Varunam etc 

Besides there are lauded some who aie Female deities m 

their own light For instance there is Aditi the Infinite, 

Greatnx of all beings, Mother of the Gods, the Prime God¬ 

dess Also to be noted are Goddesses, Ila, Mahi, Sarasvati, 

Sarama and others The distinction between the Male and 

Female deities lies m this that the former actuate (cause to 

act), impel and get the work done while the lattoi execute 

the woiks 
We have so far dwelt m brief on the esoteric theme of 

the Vedas based on Symbolism, as applied to the sacrifice, 

the system of the worlds and the Gods Even this too brief 

a sketch, haidly more than a pointer m the direction, 

cannot be complete without quoting—even though m 

substance—a few cardinal passages from Sri Aurobindo 

the seer of the secret of the Veda Here are the statements 

(in translation from Sanskrit) 

What then is the substance of the Veda as yielded by 

the esoteric mterpietation9 
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This is the first, the central teaching the centi al aim, 

with which accords all the lest in the Veda, is the seeking 

after the attainment of the Truth, Immortality, Light 

There is a Truth higher and deeper than the truth of the 

outer existence, there is a Light greater and higher than 

the light of human understanding which comes by extra- 

ordinal y and transhuman sight, hearing Theie is an 

Immortality towards which the human soul has to use We 

have to find our way to that and get mto touch with that 

Truth and Immortality We have to be newborn into the 

truth, to grow m it, to ascend m spirit into the Wot Id of 

Truth and live in it Such a realisation alone is to pass from 

mortality to Immortalitv, to unite with the supreme Godhead 

Here is the second doctrine of the Mystics there is an 

inferior truth of this world because it is mixed with much 

falsehood There is another higher truth, the Home of 

Truth—“The Truth, the Right, the Vast” as described 

(taught) m the Mantras True knowledge there is termed 

rta-cit, Truth-Consciousness And there are other worlds But 

the highest is the Woiid of Truth and Light This is the 

World celebrated as the Svar, the Great Heaven We have 

to find the path therefore to this Great Heaven 

And this is the substance of the third Doctrine 

In the woild-jomney oui life is a battle-field of the Devas 

and the Asuras, the Gods are the powers of Truth, Light 

and Immortality and the Asuras, the powers of the opposing 

Darkness These are Vntra, Vala, the Pams, the Dasyus 

and their kings We have to call m the aid of the Gods to 

destroy these powers of Darkness who cover the Light 

We have to invoke the Gods m the inner sacrifice by the 

Voice potent with the power of the Mantra To them offering 

of whatever is ours is made, receiving all that is given by 

them m return, we shall be enabled and competent to ascend 

the path of the goal 
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Finally this is the supreme secret of the Vedic Rishis 

at the summit of all the mystic teaching is ‘The One Reality’, 

‘That One’ which later became the central goal of the 

Rishis of the Upamshads, taught with explanation m 

detail. 

This m essence is the central thought of the Veda m its 

esoteric sense, presented here for the benefit of those who 

choose to follow the line ol mterpi etation of Mantras 

methodised by Sri Aurobmdo It is an invaluable guide 

to those who fail to find satisfaction m Savina’s explana¬ 

tions and fixing of meaning of the Mantras or to those who 

aie not satisfied with the fanciful theones regarding the 

import of the Vedic Mantias and the charactei of its Gods 

propounded with a good deal of conjectural mixtuie bv 

western scholarship And again, for those who desire to 

get at the inner meaning of the hymns with Savana’s aid 

itself and seek the road that leads to the riches of occult 

and spiritual truths covered undei symbolic imagery, it is 

hoped this summary will prove of utmost use as a signpost 

foi direction 



SECTION TWO 

In the foregoing Section we have stated m brief the thesis 

of the Esoteric Interpretation of the Veda while considering 

and meeting the objections of the other side represented by 

(and under the influence of) modern thought and new 

schools of research and scholarship We will see how far 

the thesis of the secret m the Veda is strengthened by scrip¬ 

tures of Sruti (revealed authority) beginning with the Rig 

Veda, and covering the Biahmanas and Upamshads, the 

Nirukta, Bnhad Devata and other standard works and the 

pronouncements of the Dharma Mimamsakas Some ques¬ 

tions arise forthwith and m answering them with due 

deliberation we shall examine and buttress the thesis of the 

esoteric import of the Mantras based on the symbolic 

significance of words m the Rig Veda 

How is it that the Rig Veda alone of the four Vedas is 

taken up foi enquiry ? Does it imply that for you also it is 

the only True Veda as it is indeed so esteemed by western 

scholars? If not how not? Is the whole basis of Dharma 

Mimamsa wrong? Then how are we to account for the long¬ 

standing stronghold of the Doctrine of the Mimamsakas? 

Is the understanding that the Mantras are holy and com¬ 

mand reverence due to their hoary antiquity alone? And 

what is the mam subject-matter that is arrived at by scruti- 

msmg the meanings of the Riks? Surely there are many 

kinds of Mantras according to the ancients like Nirukta- 

karas (etymologists), if so, how can it be said that the whole 

body of the hymnal texts is a store of mystic knowledge 

including knowledge of the Gods, spiritual and occult? 
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If it is maintained that by grasping the symbolic meaning 

of words, the heterogeneous character of the Mantras 

apparent on the surface is dissolved with the unveiling of 

their real secret, then what are those symbols? How are 

they not mere conjectures? Is there basis for such a line of 

esoteric interpretation in the Veda itself? Rig Vedic hvmns 

apart, is there elsewhere m Vedic literature an) authority 

for attaching the symbolic sense to the Vedic conventional 

religion, Vedic sacrifice and the Vedic hymns? And what is 

the real character of the Gods? What is the religion and 

philosophy of the Vedic Rishis m modern terms with which 

we are familiar? Are we to condemn as futile all the labours 

of modem Indian scholars of note (worthy of praise) engaged 

m the study and research of the Vedas along modern western 

lines? Again, m the long period between the Vedic Rishis 

and ourselves has there been no attempt at all to probe 

into the secret of the Vedic hymns? We shall discuss these 

questions in full and answer them, for by so doing the 

thesis of the esoteric interpretation will be confirmed To 

this purpose we shall devote the second and the third 

Sections 

The Rig Veda 

It is a fact that there are four Samhitas (collections) 

of the Vedas How is it then that the Triad of the Vedas 

is spoken of? The triple classification relates to the Mantias 

while the fourfold to the Samhitas, the collections of the 

Mantras What are the Mantras? There must be some 

distinguishing characteristic which determines what is 

a Mantra and what is not (or, which decides the point 

definitely, 'this is Mantra, this is not5) Though some have 

generally defined the Mantra, it is quite general (not 

absolute and strict definition) That is a Mantra "which 
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the Rishis, hnoweis of the Triad, know to be Riks, Samans 

and Yajus55 Shabaraswami hoids that those that are not 

pionounced to be Mantras by acknowledged authority are 

no Mantras The purport is that the word of those of 

recognised merit alone is the deciding authority m the 

appraisal of the Mantras The charactei of the Mantras— 

Riks, Yajus, Samans—as stated m Jaimim’s aphorisms is 

“That is a Rik where the line (a foot m the metucal verse) 

is regulated bv the sense, that set to music is Saman, the 

lest are Yajus55 (II 1 35,36,37 ) This is the substance 

The Mantras m metrical forms aie Riks, Riks chanted aie 

Samans and the rest of the Mantras m prose are Yajus 

This is the threefold classification following which the 

Vedas aie spoken of as trayz, triad It is common know¬ 

ledge that the collection of Riks is the Rig Veda Samhita, 

that of Yajus the Yajus Samhita and that of the Saman the 

Sama Veda Samhita There is another, the fourth—the 

Atharva Veda Samhita which contains Riks and Yajus 

Many of the Riks of the Rik Samhita are to be found m 

the Atharva Veda Samhita Similarly some of the Yajus 

also aie found m the fouith Samhita The Mantras that 

are hallowed by inclusion m the Vedic triad aie admittedly 

applicable m the Sacrifice But those Mantras which are 

to be found only m the Atharva Veda are reputed to pro¬ 

mote the ends of man and to be meant for other purposes. 

But on that account they do not lose the character of the 

Veda, as the Fourth Samhita also is a Veda Samhita We 

said that most of the Riks therein are from the Rig Veda 

and a few from the Yajur Veda Hence if the Rik Samhita 

is commented upon, the substance of the Riks m the Atharva 

Veda also is given out And there is no purpose m explaining 

the remaining Riks m the Atharva Samhita m as much as 

they are of no utility m sacrifice, the sacrifice according to 

our exposition being a Symbol. We are here concerned 
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only with the Trayi (triad) that is connected with the 

Sacrifice The mystic symbolism of the Rig Veda ma\ apply 

to the Mantras of the Atharva, but we do not need to 

consider it here The Sama Veda is not considered se¬ 

parately for the leason that almost all the Riks in the 

collection are of the Rik Samhita The Yajus alone remains 

And if we do not take it up for consideration there is good 

reason for it An enquiry into the Yajurveda has an un¬ 

certain value for our purpose Our purpose is to unveil 

the symbolism employed by the Rishis and thereby to 

elucidate the inner meaning of the Mantras, the real cha¬ 

racter of the Gods and the goal of man as envisaged by 

the forefathers of the race All this is easier to grasp from a 

scrutiny of the language of the Rik Mantras The symbolism 

and language of the Yajurveda are not always uniform or 

easy of undei standing There is another difficulty in 

taking up the Yajus The Black Yajurveda of the Taittmya 

school consists of both the Mantras and Brahmanas whereas 

our enquiry relates to Mantras alone and not to the Brah¬ 

manas with or without the Upamshads In the Yajurveda 

the Mantras are read along with the Brahmanas that are 

useful (for application) m rituals This Samhita of the 

Taittmyas is not a collection of Mantras alone, unlike the 

Rik Samhita etc Even a collection of Manilas and 

Brahmanas goes under the name of Samhita 

It is a matter of no dispute whatever that the Brahmanas 

set out to explain the Mantras with their ritualistic slant 

Even though their mode of intei pretation brings out clearly 

the symbolic meaning of the Mantias, it will be evident to 

thinking minds that the Brahmanas hold the Mantias to 

be solely for purposes of ritual m the Sacrifice That is 

why Say ana wuote his commentary on the Mantras taking 

the Biahmanas for his basis Hence our enquiry foi ascer¬ 

taining the meaning of the Mantras has no place for enquiiy 
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into that of the Black Yajuneda which consists of Mantias 

and Bi ahmanas The Biahmanas show only the i ltuahstic 

use of the Mantras and not the meaning hidden m them 

Thei c is another interesting fact if w e but recall the story of 

Yajnavalkya This we shall state in brief He leturned to 

his Guru Vaishampav ana the Yajur\eda that he had 

learnt from him While being returned the Veda came out of 

him m the shape of tittm birds Then he undeitook penance, 

and pleased with it God Aditya appeared m the form of a 

Horse ivaji) and levealed to him the Shukla (white) Yajur- 

veda consisting purelv of Mantias, without the Brahmanas 

Hence it is known as the Vajasanevi Samhita The (full) 

stoiy is not given here for want of space, it is to be found m 

the Vishnu Purana m detail (3 5) We presume that it 

was Yajna\alk\a s view that the Biahmanas which suppoit 

(or m\ igorate) the ritualistic side shall not be included m the 

body of the Veda Samhita The Brahmanas may lemam se¬ 

pal ate even askhe Brahmanas of othei branches stay sepaiate 

from their corresponding Mantia Samhitas If the Krishna 

Yajus Samhita includes m it the Biahmana which is avowedly 

for ritual acts, karma, the Shukla Yajus Samhita, as lfm rivalry, 

incorporates m it the Ishavasy a Upamshad, the only Upani- 

snaa of a Veda Samhita which avowedly treats of Brahman 

Thus the surmise is reasonable that some of the ancients did 

not consider it pioper to include Biahmanas m the Mantra 

Samhita^ The inclusion of the Brahmana m the Taittiriya 

Samhita had far-reachmg consequences it led to confirm 

and establish m the socio-religious system of latter-day 

India, the doctrine of the Sutra literature, that the Veda 

consists of both the Mantras and the Brahmanas Herein 

is to be found the seeds of the later doctrine of the supremacy 

of the Ritual, according to which the Veda consists of both 

the Kaima and Jnana Kandas, the Karma Kanda compri¬ 

sing the Biahmanas and the Mantra Samhita and the 
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Jnana Kanda being the Upamshad—a position which was 

accepted by all the Sutrakaras (authors of Dharma Sutras) 

and the Achaiyas of later times 

It is not that we subscribe to the views of the -western 

scholars who do not recognise the scriptural authority of 

the Yajur Veda The Yajus too are Mantias, we do not 

disregard the Veda be it Rik or Yajus or Atharva The 

reason why our enquiry does not extend to the Mantras of 

the Yajus branch is that it is of no avail for our purpose 

But on that account we do not consider the Yajur Mantras 

as no Veda at all On the other hand we do recognise— 

our view is him and unshaky—the purifying and sacred 

character of the Mantra portions as did the Agamikas before 

us (Vaidic, Shaivic etc ), who mcoiporated m their system of 

Japa, Parayana etc Mantras of Rudra Adhyaya and other 

sections, witness for instance the famous Panchakshara 

(five-syllabled) and the Ashtakshara (eight-syllabled) 

Mantras which are from the Yajus 

Now the field of our enquiry is the Samhita of the Riks 

To say this is not to deprecate the scriptural value of other 

branches of the Veda All the material needed for us is ob¬ 

tained only from the Rig Veda Here the language is 

antique, the systematic symbolism of the Rishis is not 

difficult to grasp, their spiritual knowledge and strength are 

easy of access, and the true character of the Gods is within 

the reach of discriminating knowledge There is another 

important reason Yajus is the Veda for the act of sacrifice, 

that is why it is called adhvaryu-sakhd (the vedic branch of 

the adhvaryu priests) The adherents of the Yajus themselves 

admit the primacy of the Riks m the case of sacrifice and say 

“Whatever is achieved, m the Sacrifice, by Yajus and Saman 

is loose, what is done by the Rik is firm, strong ” (Taitt 

Sam 6 5 10) Again, this is to be noted Along with 

Riks, there are the Yajus and Samans for the sacrifice. 
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The modern view o The historian that the Yajurveda came 

later than the Rig Veda is not correct In the Rik Samhita 

itself there is mention of the Yajus and the Samans There 

is no Yajna without the trayi, triad of Rik, Yajus and Saman 

It is not possible to perform the Sacrifice leaving any one 

of the three, they are inseparable m the sacrifice In the 

outer sacnfice the triad has its use and the users have their 

place The triad has its place m the inner sacnfice as well 

We shall presently make it clear It must be borne m mind 

that the preeminence of the Riks (Rig Veda) m considering 

the province of sacnfice, the sacrificial act, the Gods, the 

fruit and other secrets, is proclaimed not only by the Taitti- 

nya Samhita but by all the Brahmanas of the Adhvaryu 

Shakha when they declare a hundred times “It is so affirmed 

by the Rik 55 It need hardly be added that the Upanishads 

with their sole object of knowledge laud the preeminence 

of the Riks m matters relating to knowledge Phrases such as 

“so it is said by the Rishi55, “this is the verse55, “these are 

the Mantras in this connection55, “thus said the Rishi about 

this55, “so it is laid down55, directly underline the supremacy 

of the Riks of the seers of the Mantras 

The triad of the Rik, Yajus and Sama Vedas has a sym¬ 

bolic meaning m the inner sacrifice and this is explained now 

We hear of the Vedas as the “exhalation of this great 

Being, Brahman55 We learn from Brahmanas like the Aita- 

reya and the Shatapatha that the Rik, Yajus and Saman are 

the lespective manifestations of the Gods Agm, Vayu 

and Aditya presiding over the three worlds denoted by the 

triple vyahrti of Bhuh, Bhuvah and Svar What is the intention ? 

We said in the first Section while dealing with the symbolic 

significance of the Yajna, that Ritviks like Hota and others 

are Gods, here the functioning of the Gods of the three 

Vedas are affirmed Agm is the vicar who invokes the 

Gods, he is the lord of Vak, speech, all Riks are included m 
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that Vak, by that Vak the glory of the Gods is sung and 

their truths are brought to light, by that Vak flaming forth 

the abode of the Gods, Heaven, Svar, is reached Aditya 

presides over the Saman, he chants loud and leads the Yaja- 

mana triumphantly among the Gods by means of sweet 

harmonies of the music lulling him into the rhythmic ecstasy 

of the bliss of Truth In between the Earth with its presiding 

Agni and the Heaven with its Aditya, is Vavu presiding over 

the mid-region, the Master of all activity who executes the 

work of sacrifice by means of the Ya]us He is himself the 

Adhvaryu priest of the Gods That accounts for the lmpoi- 

tance of Yajus in the sacrificial rite By the Riks, the words of 

Conscious Voice, the worship is effected, by Saman the Yaja- 

mana is lifted up to the delightful, ecstatic highei melodies, 

to the lofty note known as Udgitha, and by the Yajus the 

Yajna, worship by action, is carried out All this is done 

by the Gods as the respective Ritviks, Priests These 

are the three Gods, Agm, Vayu and Aditya who as Hota, 

Adhvaryu and Udgata respectively use the Rik, Yajus and 

Saman m the inner sacrifice And it must be understood 

that this is the true sacrifice which is established symbolically 

m the exoteric worship by the ancient Rishis for the practice 

of those who are not competent for the mystic knowledge 

Dharma Mimamsa 

The Purva Mimamsakas, holding as they do that the 

name Veda applies to both the Mantras and the Brahmanas 

and not to the Mantras alone, would not subscribe to our 

thesis of the esoteric interpretation of the Veda Their 

position and ours are poles apart Their conclusions are 

diametucally opposed to the basic principles that govern 

our approach to the symbolic and secret meaning of the 

Veda, We rely on the primary importance of the Mantras, 
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but we concede to the Brahmanas their role of the ritualistic 

purpose Thus the word Veda primarily signifies the Mantra 

Samhita It is our aim to arrive at the secret of the Veda 

by enquiring into the meaning of the Riks The enquiry 

of the Mimamsakas however is made into the meaning of the 

Brahmana passages And though we are not concerned 

with any detailed examination of the doctrine, still there 

is something to be considered about the fundamental 

principle with which they start viz enquirv into the know¬ 

ledge of Dharma Desiring to acquire this knowledge they 

proceed to enquire into the Vedas on the principle— 

legitimate m itself—that all Veda is the basis of Dharma 

There is no dispute about the Veda being the basis of 

Dharma It is the connotation of the word Dharma that 

is to be considered They identify it with the socio-religious 

convention of their times and hold Vedic ritualism to be 

the supreme Vedic doctrine This is their argument the 

knowledge of Dharma is obtained from the Veda and this 

supreme Dharma is enshrined m the Veda as the Sacrifice 

The Yajamana offers to the Gods his wealth, and even a)l 

that he has as is done m the Vishvajit Yaga By this Karma 

the Yajamana reaps the fruit of Heaven The donor of 

the fruit is an unseen power, apiirva, something that gives 

the fiuits generated by the work We need not further 

discuss this subject of Dharma nor concern ourselves with 

some of the most fantastic doctrines of the Mimamsakas. 

Their views on the Heaven, the Gods, the character of the 

Mantra, eternality of the Veda, the unavoidable necessity 

of assuming a soul m the body but different from it, the 

absence of any necessity of God to the world and to the 

beings, the downright and absolute realism of the world as 

a matter-of-fact etc are testimony to the unbridled nature 

of their doctrines 

What precisely is this Dharma whose knowledge is got 
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from the Veda alone? If it is the ceiemomal sacrifice that 

is really the truth of the supreme Dharma revealed by 

the Vedas, then it was never applied and is never applicable 

to all peoples m all ages but was confined to a corner of 

the globe peopled necessarily by a portion of mankind. 

Such a Dharma of sacrificial ritual, then, applies obviously 

to a particular period, it is not universal or eternal It is 

this character of Dharma that has been determined by the 

Dharma-Shastrakaras Drawing upon the Brahmanas for 

their support, for their congregational sessions and com¬ 

munity of religious worship, they systematised the ways 

and means of establishing this Dharma and called them 

the command of the Veda, vidhi, injunction, chodana From 

this Shrauta Dharma rose many Dharmas like smarta and 

grhya, which ser\ed the purpose of a standing constitution 

for social polity, religion, and statecraft And m this sense 

the Veda can indeed be the basis of all Dharma It is cer¬ 

tainly edifying that m the old society there was a universal 

undei standing m regard to Dharma, both individually 

and collectively But there is no doubt whatever that the 

original arrangement based on the inclusion of both the 

Mantra and Brahmana m the signification of the Veda, 

led to much difficulty m later times The original error 

of the Sutiakaras was neither recognised nor lectified All 

the same it is an error by which the belief gained ground 

among the enquirers into the meaning of the Veda that 

the Mantras are for the sole purpose of application m the 

ritual, and they are to be interpreted in the ritualistic and 

no other sense We could now see how the inclusion of 

the Brahmanas m the Taittmya Samhita alone, m spite 

of the fact that there are other Samhitas (without the 

Brahmanas) like the Rig Veda, led to unfortunate conse¬ 

quences The true and inner meaning of the Yajna which 

is the real great Dharma gradually came to be eclipsed 

11 
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inevitably bv the outer sacrifice of the Shrauta Dharma 

That is how all the Achaiyas (leaders of spiritual and 

philosophical thought) that came m the course of ages, had 

to reckon with the conception of Veda as having two 

Kandas (Sections), and the Mantra Samhitas being in¬ 

corporated m the Karma Kanda they came to recognise 

only the Upamshads as the Jnana Kanda 

But once we look into the inner meaning of Yajna, keeping 

separately the outer sacrifice as symbolic, then its universal 

character becomes plain, the fact becomes quite apparent 

that that is the truth of the Eternal creative Spirit, the 

Yajna Dharma, the Law of Sacrifice, by which the Purusha 

offered the substance of his own being foi the world-creation 

For what else is the meaning of the Mantras of the Purusha 

Sukta? Though the language of the Purusha Sukta is, 

relatively to other hymns, generally easier and clearei m 

meaning, still it is not a solitary instance in the Rik Samhita 

(the Book of ten divisions) of more than a thousand hymns, 

which gives us the idea of creation by the supreme Law 

(Truth) of Sacrifice We see it a hundred times m the 

hvmnal text of the Rig Veda when the Rishi offers to the 

Gods something of himself, he knows that he is leaving 

behind the human, the mortal m him to that extent and 

assumes (receives) the immortal element correspondingly. 

By accepting his offering the Gods accept the Yajamana 

himself to that extent and manifest themselves m him If 

by the sacrifice the mortal becomes the immortal, the Gods 

who are first born m creation as cosmic Powers, also take 

their second birth m man (dvijanmanah) This mutual exchange 

is the secret of Yajna, by which creation everywhere subsists 

(lit is maintained). The secret of Yajna lies m this Law of 

Interchange, of give and take, which upholds the mutual 

relation of spiritual commerce between the individual 

and the collectivity, the macrocosm and the microcosm, 
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the soul and the Gods or the here and the hereafter, keeps 

all activity going and sustains all existence When the 

Deity is addressed b\ the Rishis m comradeship, “We 

invoke thee our friend55, there is commenced, we must 

note, a direct intimate relation of mutual entry between 

both This ancient truth of Yajna encrusted with the 

passage of time got laid low under the doctrines of the 

ntuahsts And the Gita sets out to recover it from this 

miserable state and make of it a luminous truth no longer 

undei veil It proclaims 

“Together with Yajna, the Loid of creatures created 

creatures and spoke of old, cby this shall you bring forth 

(fruits of offspring'), let this be the cowr of plenty, the milker 

of your desires By this foster the Gods and let the Gods 

foster you, fostering each other you shall attain to the 

supreme good 555 (III 10-11) 

Such bung the case, it might be urged the significance 

of the Yajna as expounded m the Gita does not really 

apply to the Vedic sacrifice, such a subtle meaning came 

to be lead into the Yajna m later times with the deve¬ 

lopment (lit rise) of spiritual and philosophical thought 

But this is not to be thought of so It is true that the 

Bhagavad Gita, the epitome of the Vedanta, effects 

a reconciliation of many philosophical systems with 

Vedanta And in so doing, it undoubtedly leveals all 

the deep wisdom, happy discrimination, firm grasp of the 

truth and straightforward adherence to it, required to 

reconcile and harmonise so many kinds of philosophy. 

To say that the character of Yajna as stated in the Gita is 

not m fact the Vedic meaning of Yajna is tantamount to 

attributing to the scripture (Gita) falsehood or wrong 

understanding—an utterly unjust and reckless position that 

no right thinking mind would take up Though the teaching 

of the Gita is directed towards a reconciliation (or harmo- 
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msation) throughout, yet it is not neutial in matteis that 

are blameworth) , it condemns what deserves to be condem¬ 

ned and suppoits what is to be suppoited It censures the 

Vedists who are unwise and simplv repeat the floweiv 

speech that theie is nothing else besides sacrifice, litual 

(II 42) It sa>s that people who believe only m Karma, 

woih, who are not qualified to enter into the mystery of the 

Veda, men who are ignorant, are not to be disturbed m 

their ignorance (III 26) It holds the Mantras m reverence 

and maintains that the central message of all the Vedas is the 

attainment of the supreme Lord (XV 15) Besides, it is not to 

be supposed that only a text like the Gita aiming at libera¬ 

tion, Moksha, explains the truth of the Yajna m this wray 

We find that even m latei Dharma Shastras devoted to 

woiks and rituals, socio-religious conventions, the idea of a 

secret knowledge embedded m the Vedic rituals is expoun¬ 

ded A passage m Manu Smnti beginning with “Study of 

the Veda” says “All these (rites) are included and totally 

implied m the Vedic Karma Yoga—each m its correspond¬ 

ing ritual” (12 83-87) That this refers to the character of 

rituals as symbols of yogic discipline, is clear beyond a 

shadow of doubt The text uses the term Karma Yoga 

(for Vedic rituals) exactly m the manner of the Gita We 

need not go here into the question whether the Gita is 

earlier than the Smnti text or vice versa What is doubtless 

clear and unequivocal is this much that both point to the 

fact that the outer rituals stand as cloaks of the inner disci¬ 

pline—Sadhana 

Is there any doubt that the inner meaning of the Vedic 

works of sacrifice is brought to light m ancient works, the 

Brahmanas, Puranas and the Mahabharata? It is only 

when the ritualists established for the Brahmanas a supreme 

place m the Veda and believed them to be the mam Veda 

that the doctrine of works m the form of the Vedic sacrifice 
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as the supreme Dhaima laid down m the Veda began to 

take root This bi ought about the thoiough screening of 

the secret of the Vedic sacrifice, the Mantias, m the hands 

of the unthinking priestcraft, remained solely for purposes 

of ritual With the establishment, after great labours, of the 

ritualistic character of the Mantras and Brahmanas by the 

Purva Mimamsakas, the Achaiyas of latei ages—even the 

comparatively recent ones—came to hold that the authority 

of knowledge was to be found in the Upanishads alone 

We have examined and stated this befoie Though for pur¬ 

poses of dialectical professions Vedic sacrifice is said to be 

the sole Vedic creed, foitunatel) no Mimamsaka contents 

himself with believing that the supieme purpose of life 

could be achieved by ritual So, these exponents of the 

ritualistic cieed were Mimamsakas for dialectical piofessions, 

but Vedantms m faith, believers m God And the^v reconcile 

this contradiction resulting from the bisection (of creed) by 

resort to the doctrine (philosophy) of action without attach¬ 

ment, enunciated m the Gita Still, the orthodox Mimam¬ 

sakas will only maintain that theie is nothing higher than 

Dharma, and that Dharma lies m Yajna, the knowledge ol 

Yajna is obtained from the Veda and from its performance 

results the attainment of Heaven, the question of God or the 

Supieme Soul does not arise at all and the Upanishads do 

but extol the Vedic Rite and are only vidhi-sesa, subsidiary 

to Biahmanas (Vedic commands) 

Then, it is no exaggeration to say that all groups of Pundits 

look upon with esteem the skill m debate with subtle reason¬ 

ings of the Mimamsakas They are ingenious in explaining 

inconvenient difficult texts for maintaining the position— 

this is not disputed That the Vedas are eternal, every 

sentence and every word and every syllable, is their well- 

known doctrine In establishing the eternality of the Veda 

they maintain that even letteis beginning with a are all 
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eternal If that be so there could be m the Veda no men¬ 

tion of historical happenings and proper names as also 

narratives of incidents If it be asked how the uncieated 

character of the Veda could be maintained m such con¬ 

texts, the Mimamsakas reply that it can be, since the mean¬ 

ing is grasped through its secondary (figurative) sense In 

a passage like “Babara Pravaham (son of Pravahana) 

desired”, if it be pointed out that this work could not be 

antenoi to the birth of Babara, and hence the Veda is not 

eternal, Shabara Swami replies that the word Babara is 

not a proper name at all He says “He who makes (some¬ 

thing) flow, yah pravahayati, is pravaham, Babara is an ono¬ 

matopoeic word Therefore both these words denote an 

eternal object” (Shabara Bhashya 1131) He comments 

that the onomatopoeic word has been mistaken to be a 

proper name To turn to the ingenuity of the commentatoi 

m explaining occurences there is a passage m the Taittmya 

Samhita which states Prajapati the Creator drew out his 

omentum (II 1 1) The commentary reads Prajapati must 

be some eternal object, wind, sky or sun He drew out his 

own omentum which is the rams, wind or the rays He 

threw it m fire which is lightning or earthly fire Out of it 

arose the goat, that is the food, seed or creeper Obtaining 

it and using it men get possession of cattle All these are 

figurative woids (II 1 10) This is an instance of skill m 

subtle reasoning of the Mimamsaka, this is how when 

confronted' with difficulty m justifying the eternality of 

the Veda, they resort to the argument of secondary (figura¬ 

tive) meaning and cleverly explain an occurrence, historical 

or fanciful, m such a way as would fit m with their position 

that the Vedas are eternal—thus they discharge their task 

But here is an astonishing fact By means of this figurative 

sense, resorting to metaphor and allegory, they establish 

but the symbolic nature of occurrences In the thesis of the 
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esoteric meaning of the Vedas also, the secondaiy sense, 

based mainly on the derivative significance of the Vedic 

words, is resorted to for establishing the symbolic meaning. 

But theie is this difference between the two, the former 

is the gross external symbolic meaning leading to the 

establishment of ritualism, the latter is the mnei, subtler, 

symbolic sense leading to the achievement of occult know¬ 

ledge Suffice it to say that after all their enormous labouis 

of Cosmic magnitude the Mimamsakas have onlv brought 

out the proverbial mouse of the mountain’s labour as the 

fruit devoid of juice 

We have had to say this much regarding the Purva Mi- 

mamsaka doctnne as even scholais of modern education 

believe m the authority of the Mimamsakas for explaining 

the Mantras Not knowing the very basis of the Mimam- 

saka Doctrine, they not merely themselves believe that 

there is no esoteuc 01 symbolic meaning m the Veda, but 

make others also share the view and lead them astray There¬ 

fore this must be borne m mind If the Veda means pre¬ 

eminently the Brahmanas, Brahmanas along with the 

Mantras, then the Purva Mimamsa which li\es, so to say, 

on the Shrauta Sutras and Dharma Sastras (themselves 

offshoots of the Brahmanas) is the authority for enquiry 

into the Vedas If on the other hand the Veda means, 

pnmanly, the Mantra-perceptions, Riks or Yajus, whose 

glory is reflected m the Brahmanas along with the Aranyakas 

—treatises dealing with Ritual and Knowledge, then surely 

the Purva Mimamsa is no authority on the interpretation of 

the Veda consisting mainly of Mantras Such being the sys¬ 

tem of enquiry into the meaning of the Brahmanas, a system 

far from the spirit of enquiry into matters of spiritual con¬ 

cern, devoid of cultivation for the practical means and reali¬ 

sation of God, lemotest fiom the very thought of the uni¬ 

versally accepted supreme object of life—how can it be 
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competent to assume the voice of authority m any examina¬ 
tion of the impoit that is the seciet of the Veda? 

The Mantrx 

The Riks then are the Mantra-perceptions of the Rishis 
cast m metrical mould The object (or meaning) on which 
the Rishis meditated, the purpose for which they led the 
bodily life, the goal they fixed (and established) as the aim 
for the well-being (Beatitude) of their followers and poste¬ 
rity, that object (meaning), that purpose, that aim can be 
understood from the text of the Rig Vedic hymns They 

may be what are called poetical compositions but they are 
ceitamly not the kind of literary compositions we are fami¬ 
liar with Nor is it right to look upon these poets as compo- 

seis such as are quite common everywhere m all ages and 
countries, even m our own day This is no mere tradition 
The Riks themselves proclaim that the Hymns are packed 
with tiuths perceivable only by the subtle intellect, related 
to subtler worlds (not visible to the outer eye), the presiding 
Gods and their subtle laws It is a mvstic tradition that if 
one acquires competence for entry into the occult path, he 
could have direct access even while living m the body, to 
these subtler worlds organised m a hierarchic oidei and 

their Gods These Mantras are renowned as the seemgs■— 
mantra-drsti, and the Rishi is the seer of the Mantra The 

Rishi not merely sees, he also hears He finds too the right 
word to express the truth he has perceived Therefore the 
Rishi m the Veda is known as the Kavi, the seer of what trans¬ 
cends the senses (understanding). This seer of the beyond 
is also the hearer of the truth, therefore that the Poet-seers 
are truth-hearers, kavayah satya-srutah is famous m the Veda 
This seeing and hearing of the Rishis is not of the ordinary 
kind. The eye and ear of the Rishi aie of an uncommon 
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kind and so is the poetiy manifested thiough them The 

hymnal poetry is unusual, different fiom other poetry — 

even from the most superb specimen full of power, of delec¬ 

table sense and delightful phrase and aesthetic appeal It 

is not permissible, for this reason, to class Vedic hymns with 

poetry of a literary and aesthetic kind There is reason for 

the special excellence of the hymnal poetry which lies m its 

Mantra character The power of the Mantra is special 

The meamng of the Mantra may not be very high to our 

ordinary view, the language of the Mantra may not be of a 

■very high splendour, the idea suggested may not be \eiy 

deep and its metrical diction may not be strikingly rhyth¬ 

mic (25) Still the powei of the Mantra does not suffei That 

this faith (m the power of the Mantra) has taken deep roots 

m the Indian peoples, God-believmg and oithodox, from 

the Vedic times to our own day's, is a fact that admits of no 

doubt whatever This tradition of the Mantras was guaided 

by later teachers and their followers Such is the established 

faith m the greatness of the Mantra-power that some even 

consider that there is no necessity of enquiring into the mean¬ 

ing of the Mantra since the manifestation of its potency is 

not dependent on the understanding of its import It is an 

ancient belief that the Mantra is an extraordinary means of 

achieving all the ends of life It is said that the “Veda is an 

uncommon means of realising what is desired and waiding 

off what is undesirable” Here the word Veda signifies pri¬ 

marily the Mantra Why is the greatness of the Mantra 

described thus? The Vedic Rishis, though mainly devoted 

to spiritual discipline, were also well veised m the piactice 

of occult knowledge and secret sciences They believed that 

outei results could be produced by inner means and that 

thought and word could be so used as to bring about reali¬ 

sations of every kind That is why while most of the Mantras 

are used for sacuficial purposes, there are many that are 
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used, for the attainment of (other) lesults not connected 

with Yajna (lit outside Yajna) Thus it is that the Mantras 

are sacied not because of their mere antiquity but of their 

intrinsic power and also of their being the seemgs of the 

Rishi Again some hold that the saciedness and power of 

the Mantia« is due to their sound-substance being the body 

of the Gods This too is possible But the real greatness of 

the Mantra lies, as we leam from the Mantras themselves, 

m the mode of its coming to expiession Theie is a Rik of 

Dirghatamas declaring that the abode of the Mantra is the 

supieme Ether known as Akshara, unmoving, where dwell 

all the Gods, and foi him who knows this not, the Riks have 

no use Here is the Rik “The Riks abide m the Immutable, 

supieme Ether where are seated all the Gods, what can he 

do with the Rik who knows not that? Those who know that 

are indeed here assembled ” (I 164 39) There is this ano¬ 

ther Rik m the same hymn “The voice, vak, is measured out 

m four steps, the Brahmanas that aie wise know them Three 

of them concealed in the pi ofound secrecy cause no move¬ 

ment, the fourth step is what men call the human speech ” (I 

164 45) The import of this Rik is profound The Kavi, the 

seei of the Mantra, del\es deep into the inner ocean of the 

heart, has dnect perception of the Home of the Gods, the 

Fourth Plane and expresses the truths he sees m the words 

of inspiration that are heaid, on the acquisition of the 

primal Word Thus there are foui stations or steps of the 

vak, Speech, that sets out from the supreme station of the 

Unmovmg Of these, three stations aie concealed m the 

secrecies, secret, not audible to the human ear and the fourth 

one, m its descent, is the human speech All the foui stages 

of Speech are known to the Rishi, one who has control 

of mind, who is consecrated m the secret and inmost 

parts of his being, not to any other Thus is it famous 

that Mantras were not made but were seen by the Kavi, 
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the Seei, the saiyasrut And because the paiamam vyoma, 

supreme ether the abode of the Gods and the original 

source of the Speech of the Riks, is not a creation of anyone, 

the Veda Mantras manifested out of it are also b\ couitesy 

identified with it, said to be eternal The paramam vyoma 

has been there before the appearance and after the disappear¬ 

ance of the Rishi, the seer of the Mantra It does not depend 

(for its existence) on the seei, on the other hand the percep¬ 

tion of the Mantra is possible because of it The Mantia- 

word and its inalienable meaning are there m the sublime 

spaces of Ether, self-existent but their manifestation de¬ 

pends upon the achievement and competence of the Rishi 

That is how we see frequent mention made m the Rih 

Samhita of the Rishi as the author of the Mantra e g 

“O Seer, by the lauds of the hymn-composers ” (IX 114 2) 

“They chanted the Mantras carved out of the hcait” 

(I 67 2) When such Riks clearly bring out the nature of 

Mantras as being created, how, it may be asked, can the 

Veda be said to be eternal, uncreated'1 The Rik quoted 

above lefeis to the original, basic vdk, word, of the Mantra 

abiding m the paramam vyoma, when it speaks of it as etei nal 

The entire Veda came to be understood as eternal on account 

of its origin m the paramam vyoma Even Sayana’s commen¬ 

tary on the Rik (VIII 64 6) is thus intelligible For he says 

“By Vak, is meant speech m the form of Mantra which is 

eternal, that is to say, not produced ” In this view, as explained 

by us, there is no contradiction (inconsistency) between the 

eternahty of the Veda and the authorship of the Rishi That is 

why Patanjali, author of the Mahabhashya, while explaining 

the Sutia (IV 3 101) of Panim begins by saying “The woid 

prokta (uttered) (in the sutia) is purposeless” and says m the 

end “Then for the Chhandas (Veda) this is to be stated 

Ghhandamsi, Vedic passages, are not made, eternal aie 

they If it is said for the sake of Chhandas, it will be proper 
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But it was argued that Chbandamsi aie not created, 

they aie eternal (If it is aigued thus, the leply is ) though 

the meaning is eternal, the order of the letteis is not eternal 

This then is the meaning of the Mantra The Mantras aie 

not cieated, they are eternal Because of that difference, 

this question arises55 On this Kaiyata’s note ‘That diffeience 

means difference in the due order of letters’, ‘Vac with pre¬ 

position pi a means bringing to light or publishing, or teach¬ 

ing ’ Here Patanjah accepted the eternality of the word 

and idea contained in the Veda but not of the arrangement 

and order of syllables, words and sentences That arrange¬ 

ment of words (to manifest the Mantra) is of the Rishi’s 

making (26) for the purposes of making the Veda known 

Thus that the Vedas are both created and uncieated is 

compatible That the Riks are poetiy of an extraordinary 

kind wheiem lies their Manti a - character, is e\idenced 

by the h>mns of Du ghatamas and Virupa above lefened to 

There are hundreds of such instances m the Rik Samhita 

which describe the glory ol Speech but they are not 

mentioned heie for fear of swelling the subject with details 

Now, the outei meaning of the Riks can be undei stood 

from Sayana’s commentary But the secret sense, as stated 

earlier, is dependent on the meaning of the symbols Yaska, 

the author of the Nirukta, also says the meaning of the 

Mantra is difficult to grasp According to him the Mantra 

called ‘Biahman5 levealed itself to the Rishis m Tapas, 

not m any other way He states “It (Mantra) Brahman the 

self-born came to the Rishis who were doing Tapas, there¬ 

fore they became the Rishis, m that lies the Rishihood of 

the Rishis ” (II 11) Elsewhere he observes that the purport 

of the Mantra is difficult to know “The shore (of Know¬ 

ledge) of the Mantras has to be reached by Tapas” (XIII 13). 

It is clear that m the view of Yaska there is no other means 

except Tapas to understand the meaning of the Veda and 
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that Mantra reveals itself to the Rishi stationed m Tapas 

What we have said regarding the manifestation of the 

Mantia, its eternahty and its being a creation—all these 

are decisively substantiated not only bv the Mantras them¬ 

selves, but justified by Yaska also The Bnhad Devata 

supporting Yaska, says “The Mantra is not perceptible 

to one who is not a Rishi” (VIII 129), The treatment m 

the Bnhad Devata of topics like the Rishi’s capacity for 

seeing, the purpose of the triad, the efficacy of the rnuals 

properly performed, goes without doubt to remfoice the 

position of the esoteric significance of the Veda These 

are the dicta 

“He knows the Gods who knows the RiLs They are to 

be approached through Yoga with self-conti ol and skill, 

undeistanding, general knowledge and above all tapsya ” 

(VII 130) 

“The Gods accept the offering of the sacnficer who knows 

the Deity of the Mantra but not of him who knows not the 

Deity (131) 

“The Deity does not accept (lit long for) the libation 

offered m ignorance Therefore the libation is to be offeied 

to the Deity with self-control m the mind (132) 

“He is like a God worthy of praise m heaven even bv the 

Gods, who is pure and studies the Veda with knowledge of 

the Gods and the Mantra 55 (133) 

It is to be noted that though the sacredness and power 

of the Vedic Mantra lies in its inner and spiritual meaning 

of the revealed word, it lends itself—even m the outer 

sense—to uses other than sacrificial This is the basis of 

the traditional belief that common objects m life also can 

be achieved by uncommon means This is also the basis 

of works like Rig Vidhana of Shaun aka that deal with the 

use of the hymns for the fulfilment of varied objects m life 

Yaska refers to this truth when he says “The Mantras of 
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the Rishis are uneven, high and low, in their ideas ” The 

Bnhad Devata also says as much “Desning the attainment 

of objects the Rishis of yore hied towards the deities with 

the Mantras, so say the great seers themselves m the Veda” 

(VIII 137) If thus there are also Mantras which aim at 

the achievement of worldly objects, it may be asked, how 

could the Veda be described as the highly sacred store of 

spiritual disciplines and secrets? Theie is no inconsistency 

whatever We ha\e made it clear heietofore that the mnei 

meaning alone is the supreme truth of the Vedas and that 

the external, gross sense is of use for purposes of sacrifice 

or fulfilment of objects m life Looked at on the surface 

there is a manifest unevenness m the ideas of the Rishis 

Yet on scrutiny of the inner meaning, it will become clear 

that the swearing, curse, censure, praise and the rest are 

related to the history of spiritual discipline (in the inner 

life) It is no wondei that to those wdio look only at the 

outer garb or who follow the western scholars the Rishis 

present a picture of simple idiocy We do not say that all 

the seers lived at the same time, led the same identical inner 

life and perceived the Mantras But this is the truth we 

maintain the same symbolic sense of the words, the sacrifice— 

both inner and outer,— the cosmology of the worlds, the 

truth of the Gods, the supreme object m life—all these 

formed one common knowledge which the Rishis drew upon 

for worshipping (communing with) the Gods and to achieve 

the end by means needed for and suited to the particular 

state of inner development (individually) This should be 

clear to all diligent students of the symbolic and esoteric 

meaning of the Veda 

The Secret of the Veda—Internal Evidence 

Now begins our enquiry legardmg the secret speech (of 
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the Rishi) m which is concealed the meaning of the Mantia 

That secret is so veiled by a symbol or image that to a 

superficial mind the truth (or idea) that is symbolised does 

not arouse the suspicion of its very presence, while the 

symbolic words m their outei significance appear quite 

m their place The symbols refer to the sacrifice objects 

of the world or the play of natural forces m the Cosmo-* 

Or to an ignorant mind, deities like Agm mentioned m the 

Mantras may appear to be some superhuman persons 

perceptible to the eye m the guise of Fire, Wind, Sun, 

Storm, Ram, etc Let us first see if the Veda speaks at 

all of a secret speech For if we are certain that there is 

mention of secret speech in the Veda itself then we can 

turn to examine the system of symbolism and see how the 

secret was guarded 

If there be authority to hold that there is a secret speech 

systematised and used m the inner transaction of the Rishis, 

engaged m Tapasya, with the Gods and for the expression 

of the same, it should be m the Mantras themselves, it should 

be looked for m the wrords of the Rishis When we consider 

words of the Rig Veda which are used to denote whatever 

is hidden or secret and enquire what these words point at, 

we find that to signify an asura or a god, a place or a world, 

as being concealed, invisible, the word mnya, synonymous 

with what is concealed, inwardly kept, secret and 

invisible, is used At times, the name, the voice of appeal 

invoking the presence of a God, is spoken of as a secret, 

concealed or inwardly kept, guarded m the cave, m the 

heart, hrt Knowledge that is to be acquired and words 

of praise are referred to by the word ninya, secret Ninyam 

is one of the half-a-dozen words given by Yaska as syno¬ 

nymous to what is concealed We have to note howr ac¬ 

cording to contexts this word is used to denote what is 

guarded, inwardly kept, concealed, invisible, secret We 
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shall examine the use of this word and proceed to show 

that the Vedic Rishis laid some seciet m the speech used 

by them and guarded it from the outward minds and the 

unregenerate Fortunately for us, Sayana who usually 

explains words arbitrarily with or without elaboration 

according* to the context, is consistent m giving the word 

mnyam the same meaning “lost to appearance” or “gone 

out of sight” We shall first show how though he gives 

the word mnyam its correct meaning and though the pur- 

poit of the passage in question is not needed for his purpose, 

he makes out quite a different sense of it just as he likes 

In a place he has commented upon the word mnyam dif¬ 

ferently, without giving any authority therefor or utility 

thereof If authority is given then it has been wrongly 

interpreted For instance, he says, mnyam is mr-namadheyam} 

nameless The following is a Rik from Hiranyastupa’s 

hymn to Indra “With*his body passed over by the ceaseless 

and flowing waters and lost to sight, Vntra, the enemy of 

Indra passed into the long darkness, tamas ” (1 32 10) Its 

gross meaning following Sayana’s word-explanations is 

as follows the body of Vntra without name (i e without 

any mark) thrown amidst waters that are ceaselessly (not 

stationary) moving and ever aflow (without resting place), 

is submerged under the coursing waters Thus thrown into 

the waters, Vntra, the enemy of Indra fell down and lay 

there for the long sleep which is death Here due to his 

being submerged m water and being thus concealed, his 

name is not known by anybody Hence, Sayana explains, 

mnyam is nameless Let us see what is the drift Indra struck 

down Vntra and m falling down his body of Tamas (dark¬ 

ness) sunk into long sleep It ceased to be visible Fallen 

deep below and with the ceaseless flowing of waters above, 

his body was lost to sight Does it detract m any way from 

the legendary or naturalistic interpretation if Sayana were 
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of his own being (for that is what is meant by the term svadhd) 

Thus ninyam is used not mei ely m the case of Vritra Asura’s 

disappearance but also to denote Agni hidden m waters 

or the forest At times, ninyam is used to refer to a place or 

world that is hidden, secret Kashyapa addresses God 

Soma “All the Gods, O flowing Soma, the thrice-eleven 

are lodged m thy secret abode55 (IX 92 4) This is the 

secret place wheie, states the latter half of the Rik, thirty- 

three Gods cleanse him (Soma) by the laws of their being 

The soul, jiva, is also described as secret Thus, says Dirgha- 

tamas, “I know not if I am this a mystery, ninyam, am I, 

and bound, I move about with the mind ” (I 164 37) In 

the hymns of the Vasishthas, the intuitions of the heart or 

direct perceptions are mentioned as the means by which 

one walks towards the Secret, ninyam, which spreads m 

thousand branches “They alone by the heart’s intuitions 

walk towards the Secret that spreads m thousand branches ” 

(VII 33 9) In his hymns to the Maruts, Vasishtha, seeing 

with wonder the forms, vehicles etc of the Maruts, exclaims 

that only a seer knows these secrets, ninyam “These secrets, 

the sage knows—what the dappled cow, Pnshni, m her 

mighty udder bore” (VII 56 4) Again, m addressing 

Mitra and Varuna, he says “Our secret words of praise 

are known to you” “The secret words, ninyam, cannot be 

concealed from your knowledge” (VII61 5) “Even se¬ 

cret words of praise” says Sayana explaining ninyam These 

instances should suffice to show that m the Veda, the term 

ninyam is used m the sense of what is not apparent or visible, 

anything mysterious, knowingly concealed or secret When 

we look into the Rik of Vasishtha just quoted, its purport 

is clear the secret words of praise, the Mantras, are known 

to the Gods since nothing can be concealed from their 

sight, and this secret is veiled for guarding it from the 

generality of men who are outward-minded. Sri Aurobmdo 
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has shown how Vamadeva’s phrase ninyavacamsi establishes 

beyond doubt the secret character of the language of the 

Veda Here is the said Rik of Vamadeva “Oh Agm, 

Disposer, to thee who knowest these secret words, fructuous, 

I have uttered, I have sung, enlightened, with thoughts 

and prayers” (IV 3 16) We shall give the meaning here 

following Sayana’s commentary Vedhah disposer, ague O 

Agm, viduse kavaye, to thee who knowest, nitham, fructuous 

or well intonated (inspired), mnyd secret, mvacanam, to be 

uttered fully, kavyani, words, kavibhih by seers that are 

wise, krtam are made Eta viswd vacamsi all these words, 

matibhih ukthaih, along with enlightened prayers and 

thoughts, viprah, the wise one, avocam have sung, torn sevasva 

accept them Another Rik of Vamadeva may be here 

instanced Here the fact that Indra’s drinking of Soma is 

accomplished m secret is cited by an illustrative instance 

Indra drinks the Soma m secret, without others knowing 

it just as the Rishi discovers m secret the truths or things 

to be known “Like the seer discovering truths m secret 

(nmyam), Indra drinks the Soma ” (IV 16 3). 

From this enquiry into the word mnyam, signifying secret, 

with relevant illustrations, it is quite clear beyond a shadow 

of doubt that the Rishis laid some secret m the language of 

the Veda It must not be forgotten that this secret may 

pertain at times to a God, at times to a hostile power, else¬ 

where to knowledge, truth or some object There are other 

words, m the Rik Samhita, which are also used to convey 

the sense of secret We shall give two or three illustrations 

which would also show that there is a secret cast m the 

Mantras of the Veda They are the words, guhd, guhya, 

apicya and m some cases praticya We know that the Riks 

bear different appellations signifying their particular quality 

and form of activity, and depending upon their own use, 

like uktha, sastra, stoma, gir, vak, vam, brahman, mantra etc But 
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there are Mantras where the word nama is used to denote 

words of praise couched m secret speech Nama undoubtedly 

means name But the name of a deity m the Veda is not 

merely a means to distinguish it from other deities and 

indicate the particular one On the other hand, the Name 

carries with it the necessary power to convey the special 

character of the deity-personality m question or to invoke 

its presence It is called Nama because it is the means by 

which one bows down (namanaya sddhanam)to the Gods 

Namana-sadhanam, even according to Say ana, is nama Nama 

therefore, denotes the word of praise m the form of Mantra 

which is a means for 1m okmg the Gods, and for expressing 

one’s entue submission m person “We would dispose the 

speech of submission” m such places also what is to be noted 

is humility before the Deity m every way and freedom from 

egoism on the part of the Rishi, the devotee aspiring to 

acquire the state of identity with the Deity 

Thus we see from the Riks themselves how nama, the 

means of bowing, is used m the sense of prayer, words of 

praise There also the nama is described at times as lodged 

m the cave, concealed, secret At times it is used m asso¬ 

ciation with the qualifying word apicya, which also like 

nvnyam means secret, covered There are not a few Riks m 

which the secret name or secret word of praise is denoted 

by apicyam nama Gritsamada hymns “They increase the 

charming face and the secret name (nama apicyam) of him, 

the Child of Waters” (II 35 11) The purport of the Rik 

is that the pleasing face of the Child of Waters and his 

secret name 1 e words of his praise which are concealed, are 

increasing But in the gross sense, whatever be the meaning 

of nama, its being qualified by apicya is a fact that leaves no 

room for doubt Nabhaka, the seer, praises Varuna “He 

who is the supporter of the worlds, who knows the names of 

the Rays, mysterious, (apicya namam) hidden m the cave?— 
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he is the seer poet, he nourishes the poet-wisdoms as Heaven 

does the manifold form” (VIII 41 5) The following terms 

are to be noted apicya ndmdni, guhya kavih kavyd, so also its 

purport. Varuna who sustains all the worlds and knows the 

secret Names (or words of praise) concealed m the ca\e of 

the hghts of Knowledge indicated by the pen or ia\s, the 

seat of the Gods, he is the seer-poet nourishing the poet- 

wisdoms m the manner of the Heaven nourishing the multi¬ 

fold form This in sum is the meaning In the same hymn 

there is the Rik, “He is the concealed, mysterious (apicya) 

ocean, mounts the heaven swift ”(VIII 41 8) Thus it 

is stated that Varuna is the inwardly placed secret Ocean 

Here Bhargava Kavi, the Rishi says that the Son upholds 

the secret name of the Father and the Mother “The 

flame of Truth pours forth the Son upholds the seciet 

name (apicyam nama) of the Parents” (IX 75 2) Commenting 

on Vasishtha’s Rik, “Thy name, I e\er chant” (VII 22 5), 

Sayana says “Your name, words of praise, I e\er utter” 

Again explaining the Rik, “The wide Name of thee the 

Immortal Jatavedas (knower of all births) we mortals, 

illumined know” (VIII 11 5), Sayana interprets bhiin nama 

mandmahe (we know the wide name) to mean “We know 

the wide stotra, words of praise” 

There are numerous Riks m the Samhita whei e nama is 

a word of appeal to the particular personality of the God¬ 

head and also used to denote the Mantra, the word of adora¬ 

tion In both the senses it is spoken of as secret, concealed 

or mysterious Occasionally we find the word pratici used 

m the sense of veiled, secret, hidden But m the Veda, as m 

current usage, pratici is frequently used to mean ‘confron¬ 

ting5, ‘turned inwards’ This word m the sense of ‘turned 

inwards5 is used even today, as m the case of pratyag-atma, 

the inner self Pratyan-mukha and paran-mukha, are common 

terms meaning ‘face turned inward and outward5 What 
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has been shown is enough to convince inquiring minds with 

a spirit of refined deliberation, with proof from the Samhita, 

that there is a secret m the Vedic speech 

Let us examine this secret What is the nature of the secret 

and b> what veil is it covered and kept concealed? The 

veil lies m the symbolic meaning, stated earlier We said 

the inner meaning is the true sense which is known and 

made use of by those on the occult and spiritual Path, the 

outer, symbolic and gross is useful to the ritualists Still, 

it is not a restrictive rule that m all places the outer meaning 

is obtained m the symbolic form There are many Riks 

where the double sense—outer and inner—is conveyed with¬ 

out resort to any symbolism The chief device for this is the 

well-known use of certain words, m the Veda, m their double 

or multiple sense Here are some instances to the point 

the word dhlh commonly means ‘thought’ both m the Veda 

and m usage But m the Veda it is used also m the sense of 

‘work’ Hence m the context of the inner meaning, it is 

always understood to mean ‘thought’ mode of knowledge, 

in the outer, dhiyah is taken as ‘works’, not always as an 

invariable rule The word ketu means a play of inner 

knowledge that illumines, m the esoteric context, but m the 

outer sense, though it can mean illumination, following 

the root significance, still ketu is ray m as much as the rays 

give light m a most palpable manner and makes known 

(perceptible) the objective world 

Here also there is no rule as such, the term does not have 

only one meaning for the ritualistic commentators Sravas 

is one of the terms deriving from the root sru meaning ‘to 

hear’ e g fruti, audition, srotra, ear, sravana, hearing etc. 

In the system of esoteric sense it means an inner audience or 

one of divine character, or an inspired hearing m the wake 

of divine grace or strength of knowledge following a strenuous 

discipline In the grosser sense it is taken to mean fame and 
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7egitimatelv, for fame is heard everywhere Say ana explains 

it, at times, as food, but here also there is no definite rule 

Kratu, m the inner sense always stands for wisdom m action 

or will with wisdom, but there is no such restraint in the 

outer meaning Sayana mterpi ets it at times as wisdom, at 

others as sacrificial ritual and elsewhere as something else 

as he pleases Rtam is a most important word m grasping 

the esoteric sense of the Riks, it is the first door of entry 

into the inner significance of the Veda In the mystic 

interpretation, rtam is consistently Truth manifested Tiuth, 

or Right, the Law of Truth, it has no other meaning But 

m the external sense rtam is at times water, at times sacri¬ 

fice, something else elsewhere, indeed m Say ana’s Bhashya 

there is no knowing what it may not mean to his unbridled 

ardour for interpreting everything ritual-wise Since there 

are many other terms which make meaning m the outer 

and the inner sense without being symbolic, there is no need 

to dwell upon them here They will come by in course of 

explaining the Riks But this much must be noted The 

strength of the esoteric interpretation lies m this by giving 

the same meaning consistently to words like rtam, the Riks 

are found to yield coherent meaning m the inner sense But 

m the gross interpretation—as we shall show later m the 

commentary—there is not merely poverty of sense but even 

an incoherence m meaning 

Then, the Symbols we have shown how words like 

rtam, even though they are not symbolic, lead 10 the inner 

meaning There are other terms like go, cow, asm, horse, 

ghrta, clarified butter etc which are symbols Each of these 

is the perceptible outer image or symbol of a truth, an idea 

of an object of the inner world Here are examples To take 

up first the celebrated term go, cow Though go, m the Veda 

as m ord nary usage, means variously ray, speech, the 

particular quadruped etc , m the esoteric sense it is used to 
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denote the inner illumination signified by rays The quad¬ 

ruped cow is its outer symbol Though the wo meamngs 

can be arrived at from the double-meaning of the term go, 

still it is to be taken as a symbol m as much as cow and its 

synonyms dhenu etc and the products of cow, milk, clar fied 

butter and others are all frequently mentioned m the 

Riks m the symbolic sense To ignore the symbolic character 

m following the sense m such places lands one into false 

and unenviable positions The seers, the R shis, would 

appear to be intoxicated and incoherent babbleis Asva, 

horse, is the symbol of strength, life-force, even today we 

moderns speak of horse-power m quantitative measurement 

of power It must be borne m imnd that this signification of 

power by the symbol horse is of ancient origin Apah, waters, 

symbolise the sap of life, the powers of life and the energies of 

Cosmic principles active m creation The rivers, nadyah 

sindhavah, stand for creative and nourishing forces, the 

ocean, samudra, for the infinite substance out of which emerges 

the Sun of Truth The Hill, parvata, with its plateaus and its 

summit is the image of the manifested existence (of the earth 

and other worlds of creation) with its several tiers, one 

above the other like so many plateaus The cave, guha, is the 

symbol of the secret spot, of the heart which is the basic 

centre of all beings. When we look, with sufficient delibera¬ 

tion, it would be clear how naturally these external forms of 

objects are used by the Vedic Seer-poets to convey the mean¬ 

ings intended by them It is not to be wondered at that the 

being of these original poets of unartificial minds was 

impressed by the infinite substance and form of the ocean 

etc. So also the immensity, grandeur or the exuberance of 

infinite substance of the ocean, the ceaseless flowing and 

spreading of the rivers, the life-sustaining principle of water 

and similar particularities of quality and function of other 

objects around—moving and unmoving-—corresponded to 
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and imaged (27) the personal realisation of the Rishis who 

delving into the subtle and profound depths were occupied 

with exploring the workings of the Godhead m the inner 

nature Physical objects like the river, ocean, cow, horse 

and the like came to be spon aneous and natural images, 

to the Vedic poet, for giving expression to the truths, the 

subtle and uncommon ideas that greeted him m the course 

of his journey to the supreme Godhead It is thus that the 

expression given by the Rishis to secret truths, m the words 

of the Mantra, came to be of practical value to the Rishi 

himself as well as to his followers or to those that trod the 

same Path This is the supreme use of the sv mbols that they 

convev the intended sense with a naturalness and leave the 

impress (of the truths that are contained m them) on the 

onlooker without the aid of elaboration Even m latter ages 

of the Intellect and the classical literature—for that matter 

even today—a full expression of ideas is not generally possible 

without the aid of images The poets convey their ideas by 

means of the figure, by resort to metaphor following the 

superimposition of qualities and functions of one over the 

other In the Veda, howe\ er, due to the grasp of symbols 

thei e is no necessity to attribute the nature of the imposing 

object to that which is imposed upon The very sight of the 

image of hill evokes m the being spontaneously a sense of 

immobility, of the base of all flowing (waters of) life, of the 

many rising plateaus of the hill of existence and its towering 

height And then it is to be noted that unlike m our age of 

the Reason, feeling or experience was not separate from 

understanding m the age of the Veda, there feeling and 

understanding, heart and mind, went together m happy 

communion The truths that are sought after by the intellect 

are there m concrete form capable of being seized by direct 

feeling, experience, they are not grasped only m their abstract¬ 

ness. Hence there the concrete truth clothed m its own form is 
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always palpable to experience as well as knowable by the 

cognising intellect In fact every truth has a form, it is 

substantial whether it be conciete to our experience or abs¬ 

tract to our understanding What we call concrete is only 

its surface exterior (superficial presentation) and its abstract¬ 

ness is nothing but a distant shadow of the mind With 

those ancient seers the movements of the heait and the 

mind converged on the truth m a happy communion and 

hence there was no effective duality of feeling and experience 

on the one hand and thought on the other To put it m 

brief, the symbols used by the Rishis were concrete at once 

to their experience and to their understanding 

Now the symbols are not of one kind The use of symbols of 

the mountain and the like, found m the physical universe, 

has been alreadv described They aie all of one class And 

mostly it is this order of symbols, described by us earlier, that 

is used m the Riks and an understanding of which makes it 

easy to follow the line of esoteric interpretation There are 

other kinds of images which do not belong to the external 

world They are images from a different order of existence 

seen with the eye of knowledge by the Rishis, these images 

take the place of language and are used to express the truths 

attained m the course of their walk m the mystic path Subtle 

truths of the planes of the larger consciousness overtopping this 

gross world of our waking state manifest themselves through 

these images seen by the Rishi Therefore such images 

speak for themselves Such mysteries come to be directly 

perceived by the Rishi To this group of symbols belong 

some of the colours, vehicles, forms and movements of parti¬ 

cular Gods, mentioned m the Mantras 

It is certain that in the early human societies of the bygone 

ages, the religious rites and worship were profusely rich m 

symbols Even today certain Tantnc symbols like the point, 

triangle, sexangle, circle and others, known as yantras— 
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diagrams with mystical meaning, are worshipped Again 

there are the trident, conch, disc, eagle, bull etc famous m 

the Puranas and the Agamas, which are used and well 

known even now, these symbols are at times explained m the 

Puranas The symbolic meaning of the Tantnc figures is 

suggested here and there covertly or overt!} It must be 

noted that there is a distinction between symbols of this 

kind and the symbols m the Veda, mentioned earlier, by 

reason of their different basis and purpose We do not go 

into the subject further for reasons of space and also want 

of relevance to our purpose Suffice it to say that for an 

enquiry into the meaning of the Vedas a grasp of the symbol¬ 

ism employed is proper and legitimately called for 



SECTION THREE 

Our position regarding the secret of the Veda has been 

stated elaborately The role of symbolic objects m unveiling 

the secret meaning has been substantiated with due support 

from authorities It has been shown how Riks of seers like 

Vasishtha and Vamadeva are themselves the leading wit¬ 

nesses (lit direct authority) for the secret sense of the 

Veda Henceforth, we shall examine, m this connection, 

authorities other than the Mantras of the Veda, which point 

to or uphold the mystic doctrine of the Veda, covertly or 

overtly First to be considered are some passages from Yaska 

conveying the views of the Nairuktas, some of these have 

been referred to in relevant places before We will now state 

m brief his views generally on the Gods, Mantras, Rishis and 

the interpretation of the Mantras It is well known that 

the Nirukta is a limb of primary importance for understand¬ 

ing the meaning of the Veda The Nirukta gives the deriva¬ 

tion oi the Vedic words What are the Vedic words whose 

derivation Yaska has set out to give? They are words drawn 

from the Vedic Mantra, useful for enquiring into the 

meaning of the Veda after it was learnt by heart, handed 

down by ages-old tradition for chanting and study—words 

to be understood by the designation of Nighantu words 

That is why, m order to show that the Nirukta is a collection 

of words that are sacred—samamnaya—the work begins 

with the word sam—dmnaya, “The samamnaya (Nighantu) 

has been cited and now it is to be explained 55 The distinc¬ 

tion between the Nighantu which is a collection of words and 

the Narukta which gives their derivation is to be noted. 
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Thus Yaska is no lexicographer 1 ke Amaiasimha of Nama- 

hnganusdsana, but an etymologist Even so, basing himself 

on the v.ews of the many former etymologists and quoting 

their words, Yaska wrote his work according to his 1 ght 

Even though it is doubtless that the etymological interpreta¬ 

tion is generally gross and extrovert, yet there are m Yaska’s 

uttei ances certain elements which would repay attention 

to students of the secret sense of the Veda Even though it 

is not possible to admit as correct and proper, derivations 

of words as given by Yaska, even though his derivations 

m many places, it must be admitted, are arbitrary and 

fantastic, yet the derivative significance of Vedic words 

expounded by him as the view of the Nirukta school is 

invaluable for investigators into the esoteric meaning and 

is the door that opens on the secret (orthe Veda) That the 

Vedic words have derivative significance is a creed with 

the Niruktakaras and Swami Dayananda took his stand 

upon their position m his endeavour to revive the Vedic 

Dharma The derivative significance of words m the Veda 

is the chief ground on which our enquiry into the esoteric 

interpretation proceeds This is the first point to be noted, 

the other is that narratives, legends and accounts of rela¬ 

tionships among deities etc are not to be taken literally, m 

the primary sense of words, the Nairuktas hold these things 

are to be understood m their secondary, figurative sense 

This resort to the secondary or figurative significance of 

words by the Niruktakaras is both necessary and acceptable 

for the presentation of our theme also Only, be it noted, 

in arriving at the purport we take the subtler and inner 

sense, and not the outer gross one like the Nairuktas At¬ 

tention may be drawn to the fact that the Mimamsakas 

also interpret words m the figurative sense, m their own 

way—this has been illustrated earlier m the course of our 

presentation Commenting on the passage, “May the lover 
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of his own s ster Lsten to us” (RV VI 55 5), Yaska observes * 

“Dawn is said to be his sister on account of the invariable 

association or of his taking m the rasa, water” (Nirukta 

III 16) Elsewhere, speak ng of Vntra as the enemy of 

Indra, he says “Who is the Vntra? The Nairuktas say it 

is a cloud, the mythologists ho’d he is an Asura, son of 

Twashtn Out of the collusion of watei» and light results 

the ram The battles there are m similes (i e allego ical) ” 

(II 16) Though the meaning derived by Yaska is the outer 

gross sense, yet, the fact thaL the srutarsis, (28) the Rishis 

who came after the Vedic seers, knew very well to resort 

to the figurative use of words in considenng the meaning 

of the Veda is a pointer of utmost value to us (in our study 

of the Vedas) 

Though he gives, m this manner, the naturalistic inter¬ 

pretation of the Mantras, Yaska points out with illustrations 

from Riks how there is a mystery about the Gods, a mystery 

about the import of the Veda “Shakapum decided ‘Let 

me come to know all the Gods’ Before him appeared a 

deity of both the signs He could not know it He spoke 

to it ‘May I know thee’ It revealed to him this Rik, saying 

‘This is the Rik of which I am the deity’ ” (Nir II 8). In 

this context the Rik cited by Yaska is ya im cakara ( RV 

I 164 32) from Dirghatamas’s hymn asya vamasya Yaska 

observes “The Panvrajakas say that the many peoples 

came to grief, the Nairuktas explain it as raining”, and goes 

on while stating the purport of the explanation of the Pari- 

vrajakas, to give the gross meaning of the Nairuktas Even 

Sayana the teacher-commentator of ritualistic school states 

that this Sukta (I 164) of Dirghatamas is to be explained 

entirely m the spiritual sense and has commented upon this 

Rik from the spiritual standpoint Whatever be the import 

of this Rik, we gather this much from Yaska’s statements 

it as difficult to grasp the truth of the Gods, one can do it 
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only by the favour of the Devatd, the Deity Even when 

the Deity presented itself before Shakapum, it did not 

reveal its own form Indeed, it said to him “You have 

desired to know all the deities, I am myself the all-deity 

My true form is revealed there m the Rik, ya im cakara 

You are proficient m finding the derivative meaning of 

the letters and words of Mantras, know me, then, from this 

Rik and be assured ” That the meaning of the Veda 

is difficult to follow has been stated (with proofs) From 

this also it is clear that there is a secret m the Veda 

Again, for arriving at the import of the Vedas, Yaska 

quotes, without refuting them, the views of the many autho¬ 

rities of the times, of other schools of interpreters He 

speaks, now and again, of the Yajmkas, the ritualists, the 

purve ydjmkak, ancient ritualists, Nairuktas, the etymologists, 

Naidanas, the grammarians, Panvrajakas, wandering as¬ 

cetics, Aitihasikas, mythologists and others We understand 

from all this that the interpretation of the hymns was of 

diverse kinds and that at the time when Yaska’s Nirukta 

was prepared, the spiritual and occult interpretation was 

almost forgotten In spite of it, speaking about the seerhood 

of the Rishis and the mode m which the Mantra came to 

be seen, the author of the Nirukta says “Brahman 

(Mantra) the self-born appeared face to face to the Rishis 

who were active with their austere disciplines, tapas, askesis ” 

Elsewhere speaking of the mystery of the Mantras, he 

quotes two Riks “Otherwise seeing he sees not, hearing he 

follows not. But to him (to the qualified) she (Vak m the 

form of speech) reveals her form even as a loving well- 

drest wife disrobes herself to her husband ” (X 714) 

“Even one man m friendship (with the Riks) they call 

drunk deep and steady (m the meaning of the speech, the 

Rik), others do not follow him m the valorous deeds (of 

plunging into the meaning). Another (unable to drink the 
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milk of the word) moves with it (the Vedic cow) as with 

one that gi\es no milk, to him the Word is a tiee without 

flower or fruit ” (X 71 5) The earlier Rik purports to say 

an effort is necessary to follow the meaning of the Mantra, 

one who lepeats it without understanding its meaning— 

though seeing only its gro^s meaning—is as if blind, si¬ 

milarly one who is not so able to be awakened to the power 

of the Mantra, though he hears the word of the Mantra, 

is as if deaf But to him (the knower) who is gifted with 

the sight and the hearing and is competent to seize directly 

the secret of the Mantra, the speech m the form of the Riks 

becomes self-luminous (reveals itself) like a wife—to use 

a simile—delivering the body to her lord Thus the Rik 

points out that it is impel ative to understand the true 

meaning, otherwise not knowing the meaning one is liable 

to be censured as but a post bearing a load of weight What 

follows from the other Rik is this We shall follow the 

commentary of Durgacharya m giving the word-meanings 

and then come to the purport of it Uta tvam, though alone, 

sakhye, for the friendship of the Gods 1 e for common status 

with the Gods Yaska observes later, whichever the deity 

mentioned, he becomes one with that, this should be borne 

m m nd here What do they call such a one? Sthirapitam, 

one who falls not from the Law, one who knows the 

meaning Who says thus? It is this Speech m the form of 

the Rik Enam, him who knows the meaning of the 

speech, vajinesu apt, even m the formidable things that 

can be known only by vak, speech, m things d fficu t 

to know and difficult to fathom like the gems covered m 

the ocean, m things like the knowledge of deities etc , na 

hinvanti, others cannot follow The latter half of the Rik 

censures him who does not know the true meaning (Sus~ 

ruvan, he who has heard from others, aphalam, apuspam 

vacam, speech that is fruitless and without blossom ) Such an 
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ignorant one, adhenia may ay d cat ah, walks m delusion of the 

cow of speech The cow does not } leld him the milk of his 

desire He has heard the speech without flower and fruit 

from others and on hearing hears onl} the word, remains 

obstinately m the belief that there is nothing else to be 

sought after besides routine repetition of words To 

such a one the speech naturally bears no bloom nor 

fruit 

Here Yaska observes “The yajmc is the flower and the 

daivic the fruit or the daimc the flower the adhyatmic the fruit55 

Commentators on this passage say knowledge related to 

the yajna is the yajmka, that related to the Gods is the dai- 

vatam, knowledge related to the self is the adhyatmam They 

are knowledge of the sacrifice, knowledge of the Gods and 

knowledge of the Self This is what is taught m all Veda. 

If the Dharma promoting material prosperity (i e the Yajna 

which achieves it) is resorted to, then the knowledge of the 

Gods is the fruit of it The former becomes the flower, the 

latter the fruit If on the other hand Dharma leadmg to the 

higher welfare is desired, then both the yajmc and the daimc 

become the flower, the daivic containing m itself the yajmc 

becomes the flower and the adhyatmic the fruit ” 

Yaska holds that the knowledge to be attained from the 

Mantras is threefold—knowledge of the yajna, knowledge of 

the Gods and knowledge of the Self If it be said that the 

Mantras are not clear m their meaning, he replies that it is 

no fault of the post if the blind does not see (l e if a blind 

man knocks against a post) He also keeps m mind the tradi¬ 

tion of his times that the Rishis who had i ealised the Truth 

handed down the Mantras b> way of initiation to the lesser 

men who had yet to reach the Truth Initiation, upadesa, 

is the term he uses Here he clearly refeis to some ancient 

mystic tradition pointing to some secret m the Veda That 

is why he says, at the end of the work, that its shore is to be 

13 
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reached by means of tapas From this again it is clear bevond 
doubt that there is secret m the Veda 

From his utterances cited above it will be seen that Yasha 
believed m the mystery of the Gods even as he did m the 
mystery^ of the Mantras Finally, it should be noted that his 
statements regarding the Gods strengthen the doctrine of 
the mystic character of the Gods He observes “The one 
Self of the Deitv is praised variously due to its greatness of 
this one Self the other Gods are several limbs The Gods 
are chaiacterised by a mutuality of birth and mutuality of 
nature, bom of works, bom of the Atman, then carriage is 
the Atman itself, Atman their horses, Atman their weapon, 
Atman their arrows, indeed the Atman is eveiything of the 
Gods ” Thus it is seen how7 Yaska, though faithfully present¬ 
ing the different schools of interpretation affirms the three¬ 
fold knowledge fiom the hymns and drives at the supremacy 
of the spiritual interpretation This goes to strengthen the 
position of Esoteric Interpretation 

It is to his credit that Yaska is very faithful in stating the 
views of the earlier Nairuktas or other schools, still he is not 
an indiscriminate believer (lit one who eats the food with 
grass) Where he sees anything wrong m the views of the 
ancient authonties, howevei eminent they may be, he points 
out the flaw unhesitatingly Here is an example stating 
that it was wrong of Shakalya, the author of the Pada Patha 
of the Rik Samhita, to have split the word vayah into two m 
the Rik (X 29 1) uanena vayo nyadhayi, Yaska observes 
“Shakalya makes it read va and yah In that case the verb 
[nyadhayi] would have been accented, and the meaning 
also would not be complete 55 (Nirukta VI 28) (29) As noted 
earlier, Shakalya is the authoi of the Pada Patha for the 
Rik Samhita But though Yaska thus points out faults even 
m the author of the Pada Patha of the Veda, he is not 
unrestrained or reckless, he respects the supreme authority 
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of the Mantras But though he looks upon the Mantras as 

authoritative, he does not regard the Brahmanas, which he 

quotes in places, m the same manner Thus m the section 

on Gods, while on the subject of Vaishvanara, he sa)s 

“The Brahmanas proceed on the assumption of many quali¬ 

ties 01 aspects” (Nirukta VII 24) The commentators ex¬ 

plain that Bhakti is an assumption of qualities by which the 

Brahmanas speak of everything m every way, and hence 

the truth therein is to be searched out We have to remem¬ 

ber m the course of oui study of the esoteric meaning of the 

Veda, such passages from Yaska pointing to the necessity o 1 

accepting statements of the ancients only after deliberation 

We have shown how far Yaska is helpful to us (for our pur¬ 

pose) It is clear from this that there is secret m the Veda 

which is to be sought out and brought to light. 

The Bnhad Devata of Shaunaka points out errors m Yaska 

even as the latter sees flaws in many of the passages m the 

Brahmanas on account of their prefeience for sweet speech 

For instance “He (Yaska) gives the derivation after split¬ 

ting up a word into two He speaks of the term purusada 

m this way m the Rik vrkse vrkse ” (Br D II 111-16) Like 

Yaska, the Bnhad Devata also speaks of the variety of views 

on the interpretation of the hymns and testifies to the exis¬ 

tence of the spiritual interpretation We may cite the topic 

of the jive peoples, panca jandh, for example 

“Some say the five peoples are the Five Fires—Shalamukhya, 

Pranita, son of Gnhapati, the Northern and the Southern 

Agms, others say they are Men, Fathers, Gods, Gandharvas, 

Uraga-Rakshasas, or following Yaska, they are Gandharvas, 

Fathers, Gods, Asuras, Yaksha-Rakshasas Shakatayana 

thinks they are the four Varanas and the fifth the msada 

Shakapum says they are the Ritviks (officiating priests) 

five in number—Hota, Adhvaryu, Udgata, Brahma and 

the Sacnficer Yajamana But the Atmavadms (who are for 
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the inner meaning of the Vedas) hold that they are the 

Sight, the Audience, the Mind, the Voice and the Life 

The Aitareya Brahmana speaks of Gandharva-apsaras, 

Gods, Men, Fathers and Serpents Other Yajmkas refer to 

other creatures of the earth and the Gods ” (Br D VII 67-72) 

Thus m six verses it speaks of the diffeient views as to 

what is meant by the term panca janah Hence we learn 

from works like the Nirukta and the Bnhad Devata that 

thei e was cuirent an interpretation of the spiritual and mystic 

school of thought as distinct fiom other modes of mterpi e- 

tation We conclude thence that there is secret m the Veda 

which can be arrived at by following the symbolic and the 

esoteric meaning 

It was stated earlier that the Brahmanas themselves 

substantiate the symbolic character of the yajna, sacrifice 

Thus the Brahmanas bear clear testimony to the existence 

of secret m the Veda Otherwise symbols like “The Yaja- 

mana is the sacrificial post” could not have come to be 

Here the Brahmanas speak of the enriching or increasing of 

the Yajamana, sacnficer, who is to be consecrated by the 

anointment and his entry into the sacred chamber called 

pracina vamsa, m the sacrificial Hall (a hut where the support¬ 

ing beams are turned eastwards) and proceed to declare 

that such a consecrated Yajamana, obtains the opulence of 

new birth while living here m the body To this effect 

passages are to be found m the Brahmanas The Aitareya 

Brahmana states “The Ritviks make him an embryo whom 

they consecrate and sprinkle with water”, and proceeds 

to say thereon “Him alone pure and purified (by the act of 

consecration) they consecrate (finally) and lead him to the 

hall of the consecrated This, venly, is the source (or 

womb) of the consecrated, for, indeed they lead him to his 

own source (or womb) which is (symbolised by) the diksita 

—vimitam, the hall of the consecrated ” (I 3) Sayana explains 
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diksita-vimita etc b\ stating that entrv into the sacred 

hut m the sacrificial hall means enteung into one’s own 

source Elsewhere it is said “Born of oblations, gold-bodied, 

he goes to heaven ” It is also said that Agru himself is the 

womb of the Gods There is another matter that ma) be 

cited in this context The Brahmanas which are the supieme 

basis of the ritualistic school themselves counsel that union 

with the Gods or attainment of heaven is not possible without 

spiritual knowledge Thus the Shatapatha Brahmana dec¬ 

lares “This is the verse By knowledge they ascend there 

where desires are left behind There the gifts do not reach, 

nor those who are austere but have no knowledge thus one 

does not attain to that wrorld by means of gifts and austerities 

who does not know m the aforesaid mannei, but that world 

is meant only for those who know m the aforesaid manner ’ 

(X 5 4-16) Is it necessarv to add that even when the avowe¬ 

dly ritualistic texts like the Brahmanas proclaim in places 

about the spiritual and occult truths, scriptures like Aranyakas 

and Upamshads known as Jnana Kanda—Knowledge Sec¬ 

tion—explain the supreme meaning of the Vedic sacrifice 

onlv m terms of the inner sacrifice? Passages like “To him 

who knows this, the Yajamana is the self of the Yajna, 

Faith the wife and fuel the body” are to be found elsewhere 

m the Aranyakas 

Then, this must be stated regarding the texts of the 

Upamshads Even though we admit as fairly reasonable 

the idea that the Rishis of the Upamshads, men given to 

askesis, set out independently foi the knowledge of Brahman, 

actuated by the spirit of enquiry into the Truth, yet, it must 

be noted they knew that the hymns were pregnant with the 

secrets of spiritual knowledge etc That is why they repeat¬ 

edly confirm their own perceptions, and conclusions based 

upon them, by reference to the Mantras of the ancient Rishis 

(by drawing upon the Mantras of the ancient Rishis for 
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authority) This is the import of phrases like “That has 

been said by the Rik’\ “That is said b) the Rishi” etc At 

times it is cleariy notable that certain instructions given in 

the Upamshads have their basis directly m a Rik Sn 

Aurobmdo, revealer of the Secret of the Veda, has cited an 

instance to the point, which we shall presently quote 

He has shown how the passage from the Isha Upanishad, 

Hiranmayena pdtrena, “By the golden lid . T and the Rik of 

of the Seer Shrutavit of the Atri House, rtena apihitam, 

“The Truth is concealed by the Truth . ” are identical in 

meamng We shall first give the Rik m the order of the 

Pada Patha and explain, then we shall proceed to show 

that the meamng of the Rik fits m with that of the 

Upamshadic passage 

ftena rtam apihitam dhruvam vam suryasya yatra vvmucanti asvdn 

dasa sata saha tasthuh tadekam devanam srestham vapusam apasyam. 

“There is a Truth covered by a Truth, where your place is 

secure, where they unyoke the horses of the Sun, the ten 

hundreds stood together, where was That one, I saw the 

greatest of the embodied gods55 (RV V 62. I)1 

Word meaning with explanation suryasya, of the supreme 

God Savitr who activates all, rtam, the supreme Truth m 

its own Form, rtena, by the truth m the form of the universe 

standing as the three worlds denoted by the term lower 

half, apihitam, concealed, apasyam, I have seen, yatra, m which 

Supreme Truth, vam, of you both, mitra-varunayoh, Mitra and 

Vaiuna, the place is dhruvam, secure or eternal, where 

asvdn vvmucanti, they mass the rays and marshall them 

And where dasa-satd, the ten hundred Rays, stood 

together m one place Devanam vapusam srestham tad ekam, 

1 Sn Aurobmdo s translation 
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of those that had attained the form uf the gods or of the 

embodied gods, the excellent, most auspicious Form, pre¬ 

siding over, yet above the Cosmos, known to the Rishis 

famously as That, without compeer, dazzling, brilliant, the 

Form of Truth, have I seen 

Here it is to be noted Savana explains imm in the third 

case as the subject of the impersonal voice, we read it as 

your place, seat, vam yuvayoh, sixth case Either way there 

is ellipsis That the seat of Mitra and Vaiuna is the World 

of the Sun is not disputed Savana says, rtena is ‘b\ watei ’ and 

rtam is the solar orb I, the Rishi have seen the sun covered 

by the water On the other hand we sav it means the Rishi 

says he had beheld the Light celebrated m the Hymns 

as varenyam bhargah, the excellent Effulgence, tad visnoh 

paramam padam, that highest step of Vishnu, sarvadhaiamam 

srestham, the excellent all-sustainer, the One supreme Tiuth 

known by the terms Tat, That, shining m that High Ether, 

the pure, the intense and substantial Consciousness—known 

as Aksara, the Immobile, the Truth whose symbol is the Sun 

To Sayana, asvah, means ten hundreds of rays To us also 

this is acceptable But Sayana goes on to explain the 

purport by drawing upon legends which speak of the horses 

of Suiya, imprisoned by Asuras called Mandeha and others, 

being i eleased by the prayers of the invokers We would 

suggest that the mention of release and dwelling together 

indicate the massing and marshalling of the bi illiances of the 

Light of Truth denoted by the word Ray We accept too 

the figurative (metaphorical) meaning £of the embodied 

gods’ given by Sayana to devdnam vapusmatam If it be asked 

what are the two rtams spoken of m rtena ?tam, we 

would point out the current use of the terms Rita and Satya 

to mean one and the same thing is also to be found at times 

in the Veda But really there is a distinction between the 

two The word Satya signifies that which is the eternal, the 
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supreme, Existence m its own form Sat Ritam signifies 

that which is evident or peiceptible, manifested out of 

the Satya, what has come to be m accordance with Satya 

or that which represents the Satya In this Rik the word 

Rita has been explained m terms of Satya Both the Ritams 

are indeed Satya One is the supreme Satya, Truth, the 

Eternal of the Upper Half known as the supreme Ether 

That Truth is here said to be covered by an inferior truth of 

the lower half Sayana explains the passage to mean that 

the cloud covers the Sun and the Rishi saw the Sun on the 

exit of the cloud Now, one need not be a Rishi to be able 

to see the sun when the cloud has passed, anyone with 

ordinary eyes can do that1 No wondei the modems, on the 

strength of such explanations, speak lightly of the Rishis 

of the Veda as simpletons, idiots who see a gieat wonder 

even m the every day sight of the sun and go into ecstasies 

over it1 

The import is clear the highest, eternal Truth standing 

over, Beyond is covered by the inferior truth of this creation 

and when this cover is removed, one comes face to face 

with that higher Truth Sayana’s gioss interpretation has 

it that the dwelling place of Mitra and Varuna is the Sun 

The hymns laud both of them as the guardians of the Truth, 

whose Law is the Truth and whose dwelling also is the 

paramam vyoma, the supreme ether “With the Truth as your 

Law, you stand m your carnage m the supreme Ether, 

protecting the Truth” (RV V 63 1) This and similar Riks 

convey the identity between (the two) Mitra and Varuna 

on the one hand and the Surya that is the Truth on the other 

In explaining this Rik, we have indicated somewhat, the 

trend of thought in Sayana’s commentary as also our own 

Grasping the import of this Rik, the Rishi of the Upamshad 

says m plain uncovered language “The face of Truth 

is covered with a brilliant golden lid, that do thou remove, 
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O Fosterer, for the law of the Truth, foi sight O Fosterer, 

O sole Seer, O ordamer, O illumining Sun, of power of the 

Father of creatures, mai shall thy rays, draw together thy 

light, the Lustre which is thy most blessed form of all, that 

in Thee I beheld The purusha there and there, He am I 5 

(Tr by Sri Aurobmdoj These are the lines of the passage in 

the Isha Upamshad We shall show how this Mantra of 

the Upamshad fits m with that of the Rig Veda 

In the Veda it is by the inferior truth, m the Upamshad, 

by the golden lid Though, by reason of its inferiority, it acts 

as a covering, still it is essentially the Truth and hence 

the covering lid is described as brilliant gold Truth (is) 

concealed in the Veda, the face of the truth is concealed m the 

Upamshad In the Veda, it is the greatest of the embodied, 

in the Upamshad, the most blessed form It refers to the eternal 

supreme Light beyond 

In the Veda, it is That one, m the Upamshad, He am I 

In the Veda, it is ten hundreds (of rays)—Sayana too explains 

it to be so, the Upamshad plainly says, rays Released, in the 

Veda, marshall, m the Upamshad In the Veda, they stood 

together, the Upamshad says draw together Always m the Veda 

the Supreme Person of intense Consciousness, Truth 

and Light is symbolised by the Sun, so also generally m 

the Upamshads This one illustration is enough to show 

the direct connection of the truths (we come across) m the 

Upamshads with the Mantras of the Rig Veda It should 

be evident that the knowledge cf the Rishi of the Upamshad 

is more subtle and more grand and true '^self-justifying) 

than that as noticed m the commentary of the champion of 

the ntualists, Sayana Needless to add that the knowledge of 

the Rishis of the Upamshad was especially superior to that 

of the modern scholars or their followers 

This again shows beyond doubt that there is secret m the 

Veda 
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The Puranas, also, it is stated, lauding the Vedas as the) 

do, aie reall) amplifications of the meaning of the Vedas 

This is conveyed b> passages from the Mahabharata, 

Puranas and narratives, some of which we may cite e g 

“The Veda is to be amplified by means of legends and 

Puranas”, “The Puranas elaborate upon the lost branches 

of the Veda”, “This ancient story is told, O King, adapted 

from the Vedas (or conformable to the Vedas)” etc The 

Mahabharata really gives m plain language what is con¬ 

cealed m the legends and happenings recorded m the 

Vedas At times certain Vedic legends are seen to leveal 

their true meaning m the Mahabharata Vyasa narrates 

to Yudhishthira the true significance of the legend of Vntra 

as he learnt it from the ancient sages These lines are to be 

found in the Ashwamedha Paiva (XI 7-20) “Then did 

Indra, O monarch of the Bharatas, slay Vritra who dwells 

m the body, with his invincible thunderbolt, thus have we 

heard ” Also, “This issue of Dharma, a secret, was declared 

to the great Rishis by Indi a and by the Rishis it was told to 

me hearken to it, O King ” The commentator Nilakantha 

explains vajra as vweka, knowledge born of discrimination, 

and Vritra as darkness itself Or again m (verse 19) c Va- 

sishtha awakened him with the saman called rathantara'\ 

Nilakantha explaining the meaning of the term lathantara, 

says, that which surmounts, tarati, the ratha, l e the body 

known as Maya By means of rathantara saman Vasishtha 

awakened him, it is stated This is the purport Whatever 

be the symbolic meaning of the word ratha—we do not 

enter into the question here—it is enough to note that the 

commentator holds it to be a symbol The Mahabharata 

also says that the whole legend of Vritra is a secret, that 

too must be noted Elsewhere m the Anushasana Parva the 

symbolic significance of ram etc are found to be stated 

(Ch 84 47-48) “The goat is the symbolic form of Agm, 
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the ram that of Varuna, the horse that of the sun, elephants, 

deer, seipents/ buffaloes aie Asuras, cocks and pigs are 

Rakshasas, O Darling of the Bhngus ” We need not add 

that passages like these that are cited are the results of 

attempts made bv the author of the Mahabharata to dis¬ 

cover the hidden meaning and significance of symbols of 

the Veda 

We have dwelt with the recorded tradition that there is 

a secret, a spiritual wisdom, m the Veda We have sum¬ 

moned repiesentative evidence from the Puranas, historic 

legends, Brahmanas along with the Aranyakas, Nirukta 

and other works and the hymns themselves to authenticate 

our findings There remains one important question meriting 

scrutiny Has there been none m the period that has elapsed 

between ourselves and the Rishis of the Veda—and the 

period was so long—who knew the secret m the Veda and 

wrote a commentary to bring out the secret? The answer 

is simple there is no doubt that no such commentary, 

expounding the secret, is m evidence But on that account 

it can hardly be argued that there is no secret at all and 

that if there be one, there would follow m the matter of 

course, its expression as well Can it be sustained, for ins¬ 

tance, that there was no tradition of Vedic ritualism for 

the simple reason that we do not see any complete com¬ 

mentary on the Vedas prior to Sayana^ In the same manner 

it does not follow that there was no tradition of the Vedic 

secret since there has been no commentary working out the 

spiritual interpretation On the other hand, one has to recog¬ 

nise the disadvantage suffered by the esoteric interpretation 

due to the fame of the ritualistic supremacy Also, be it noted, 

for the enquiring mmd to be solely guided by faith m the 

commentary of Sayana is a handicap for any investigation 

into the hidden meaning of the Veda We have shown 

earlier, with authentic evidence, how m spite of the ancient 
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school of nrystic interpretation being forgotten, there has been 

and continues to be a tiadition—living and unequivocal 

—pointing to its existence It need not be repeated here 

Hotye\ er, m the face of the works of Maddhwacharya, no 
V 

one can assert that there was no attempt at all to resuscitate 

the spiritual mtei pretation of the Vedas Foi a little before 

Say ana, Acharya Ananda Tirtha wrote a commentary on 

the hist forty Suktas of the First Mandala of the Rik Sam- 

hita to illustrate how the meaning of the Riks is to be 

grasped He holds that in as much as performance of 

rituals is a necessary part of the practice of the Vedic 

Dharma, a ritualistic interpretation of the hymns is justi¬ 

fiable, but it is wrong to sav, that the fundamental message 

of the hymns is observance of ritual He maintains, on the 

other hand, that the spiritual interpretation gives the central 

meaning of the Mantras and that all the Vedas point to the 

supreme object of life which is to attain the sublime status 

at the feet of Vishnu Maddhwacharya’s Bhashya is small 

in volume Barring a few Pundits m the Maddhwa tradi¬ 

tion, most of the students of the Veda are hardly aware 

that there is such a Veda-Bhashya, though incomplete 

His follower, the great Yogi of majestic lustre, Raghavendra 

Swami, wrote the work Mantrartha-Manjari, following the 

Bhashya of the teacher and amplifying the points therein 

The Riks are indeed to be explained with reference to 

Agm etc as deities and to Vishnu as the supreme Deity 

dwelling in them, and also m the spiritual sense Though 

we do not propose to examine the bases of the three ways 

m which the Riks aie to be understood, we shall state m 

brief how m this mode of interpretation the three meanings 

are derived from the Riks Where necessary we shall quote 

passages taken from the Mantrartha-Manjari itself 

“Of two kinds are the words Agm and others, like milk 

that is mixed with water (which is one kind) and (on the other 
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hand) like fire (heat) that pervasively occupies an iron ball 

Some words denote the form of the Lord’s consciousness 

with corporeal frame, mingled with and qualified by the 

consciousness of Agm and other souls Some words denote 

pure consciousness Words denoting pure consciousness 

also are of two kinds viz the consciousness of the Lord and 

the consciousness of the soul Of these the first kind is to 

be seen m the Mantra agmm lie where Agm denotes the 

well-known God Agm bv (direct) expressive power of the 

word as also Vishnu by the supremely expressive power of 

the same word (These two meanings are simultaneously 

understood by the proficient), as in the case of cm the Ganga 

there are fish and the hamlet of herdsmen’, by the expres¬ 

sive and the not-expressive (indicative) powers of the word 

Ganga the two meanings, flood and bank are conveved at 

the same time, or cThe moon rejoices m the blue lotus’, 

‘The king delights m the earth’ (30)—here the conventional 

usage and the derivative significance give the two meanings 

simultaneouslv” In this way, the purport of the Mantra 

of the Rig Vedic hymns must be grasped as referring to 

Agm expounded m the Mantra for application m the rites, 

as well as to the supreme Godhead named Vishnu presiding 

over Agm etc The reasonableness (of this line of grasping 

the purport) is shown with the support of the scriptural 

texts, Shruti, Smnti, Purana and Itihasa Such being the 

case, it may be asked the meaning as referring to Vishnu 

alone is enough, why should there be the meaning as re¬ 

ferring to God Agm and others? The answer is No, it is 

necessary, because “the conventional meaning of words 

related to particular things has been (established and) 

accepted and the purpose is manifested and without con¬ 

tradiction (to the supreme meaning Vishnu) (31) And 

^because of the support of instruction (in the scriptures) 

the word has power to express Vishnu also In this context 
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(it must be noted) that the Deity meaning is necessary, 

because its use is great (plentiful) such as the realisation 

of the exact nature of the Devata, Agni etc And there is 

the statement of the necessity of the meaning as applied to 

Devata also because of the impropriety of abandoning 

Devata meamng of Agni etc obtained from the Vedic 

texts, Vedic lexicon, Grammar, yielding the derivation 

and finished form (of the words Agni etc )” In this manner, 

the Acharya establishes the expressive meaning as applied 

to the Deitv, Agni, and the supremely expressive meaning 

as applied to the supreme God Vishnu Further he says 

“Nor need it be doubted that because the purport of the 

two being different, there must be difference m the sentence 

that proclaims it, because the supreme purport is only one 

(there is no difference m the sentence)55 ''The supreme 

purport is the truth applied to Vishnu the excellent among 

all, God of Gods, and not to anything or any one else 

Whatever is subsidiary is different from that, but has also 

that (Vishnu) for its importance etc Therefore the object 

of human life according to all the Scriptures is He (the 

Vishnu)5 Quoting this passage from the Pamgi Shruti he 

reinforces it with passages from the Puranas “(All au¬ 

thorities) reveal the Knower of all, the Doer of all, the 

Best among all, Narayana, devoid of ill-health Here indeed 

is the supreme purport All the Vedas, the Itihasa, the 

Purana, all the cutena of knowledge, are all for him, for 

this purpose something else is stated 55 Therefore by the 

division of the supreme purport and the subsidiary 

purport more than one meaning was propounded, it was 

also shown that the hymns of Agni, Vayu, etc , refer to 

Agni, Vayu etc , and to the supreme Vishnu, the highest 

Self presiding over the deities, as well as to the inner mean¬ 

ing which is the spiritual meaning Thus m a threefold 

planner the Mantras are to be commented upon and 
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undei stood and with this idea the Achana pointed out 

the method of expounding the meaning of the Mantras 

by commenting on the (first) forty hymns (of the Rig Veda) 

The worshippers of the Lord by means of the hymn to 

Agni etc could worship, constantly meditate upon, mani¬ 

fest and attain the Lord m the centres (seats of Agm etc ) 

and by this triple instrumentation (lit of meditation on 

the Lord, of His being manifested, of his being attainable), 

the arrangement of the hymns addressed to various deities 

such as 'This is Agm hymn’, 'This is Vayu hymn", is quite 

appropriate it must be so understood Then for the 

purpose of showing the manner of commenting on the Riks, 

we shall use the words of Mantrat tha-Manjan and grve the 

meaning of the agmm lie Rik m brief — 

Beginning with agmm lie is the hymn to Agm Madhu- 

chchandas is the Rishi Its application is for the purpose 

of obtaining Moksha—release of the soul—through devo¬ 

tion to Vishnu, secondarily it is used in ritual To gam 

space we shall here mostly refrain from giving the grammar 

and connected details and state the substantial meamng 

expounded by Sri Raghavendra Swami, agmm, he who is 

m front, agre bhavam, the first to be adored or the prime 

activiser, Vishnu under the name of Agm or the famous 

Agm who is the abode of Vishnu, lie, I adore Adjectives 

governing Agm are explained as follows purohitam, he 

who is helpful to all creatures from begmnmgless time, 

yajhasya rtvijam (singular m the sense of class), he who 

being the doer of Jyotistoma and other sacrifices, ordains 

the high priest, the Ritviks known as Adhvaryu, Hotr, 

Udgatr etc as the restraining agent, and so known as 

Ritvik himself, following the principle "one becomes that 

which is under one’s control”, ho tar am he who controls the 

Hotr, is specially present m him and thus following the 

above mentioned principle, known as Hotr himself, there 
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is no redundancy here m the mention of the Ritvik and 

then of Hotr The analogy of Kurus and Pandavas, the 

general followed by the particular, is to be remembered m 

this connection Ratnadhatamam loot ram with unadi suffix 

kna of which k is dropped according to the Suti a of Pamm 

lasakvataddhite (138) and m m the root also is dropped by the 

lule of Panim (VI 4 37) Thus we get the form ratna Ratna 

means felicity and ratna-dha is one who holds felicity m 

utmost abundance Devam, the root dw signifies praise and 

hence devam means praiseworthy These qualities mentioned 

are boundless m Vishnu and m Agm as his abode they are 

there m appropriate proportions. Similarly m regard to the 

rest. 

In its spiritual sense this is the meanmg purohitam, 

helpful to all, yajnasya of the knowledge-sacrifice, rtvijam, 

staying as the controller (with self-regard for them) of 

the senses that are the ntviks, he is named Ritvik Hotaram, 

he who delivers the oblation of sense-objects into the fire 

of the senses i e who gives sense-delight agmm, he who 

leads the anga, body, i e the activiser of the whole body, 

lie I adore, is the connection m the sentence In this spiri¬ 

tual interpretation the Yajamana, sacnficer, is understood 

to be any one who is striving for liberation, Moksha The 

rest is to be explained as stated already 

This is what we arrive at following the exegesis of the 

hymns by Maddhwacharya the meaning of the Riks as 

related to the Soul (spiritual) and the meaning as related 

to the Gods are to be brought together The meaning 

relating to the soul is the inner import, the meanmg relating 

to the Gods contains m itself the sacrificial meanmg Thus 

following the direct meaning, the Mantras do have a 

secondary application m rituals However m giving the 

most direct meaning as related to the Gods, the Mantras 

refer predominantly to the Supreme Lord Vishnu himself. 
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Thus the three kinds of knowledge obtained from the Veda 

1 e the knowledge relating to the sacrifice, to the Gods and 

to the self, spoken of by Yaksa, generally agree with the 

thi ee meanings of Mantras as maintained by the teacher of 

Dualistic Vedanta In any case, the use of the Mantras 

m ritual is only of secondary significance The Riks of the 

Veda are to be explained accordingly Endowed with a 

knowledge of word (vy aka? ana) and sentence (Mimamsa) 

and criterion of knowledge, pramdna i e nydya, and gifted with 

the eye of the seer, the Acharya Anandatirtha established 

with skill and support from the Shrutis, Smritis, Puranas 

and legends that whatever be the mode of interpretation, 

spiritual, sacrificial or what pertains to the Gods, their 

fundamental import points to Vishnu alone This must be 

noted it is the ancient tradition that the meaning of the 

hymns is preeminently spiritual and concerned with the 

Supreme God and that mere ritualistic meaning is of an 

inferior order and the tradition pointing to the secret 

m the Veda has been confirmed with due appropriateness 

m these works—Rig Bhashya of Maddhwacharya and the 

Mantrartha Manjan Suffice it to note that these too confirm 

there is a secret m the Veda which can be unsealed by having 

recourse to the esoteric interpretation 

It may be asked then whether the labours of modern scho¬ 

lars, who have followed the line of western learning m their 

study of the Vedas, are not all rendered m vam if the esoteric 

interpretation is accepted We reply in the negative If the 

conclusions of their study based on the outer meaning of the 

hymns are consistent and legitimate then they would 

prove useful m deciding upon the place, time, conditions, 

natural character of the Vedic Rishis, we would not treat 

them as opposed to our thesis of the esoteric interpretation 

based on the inner meaning of the hymns For the line of 

symbolic and mystic interpretation proceeds on the recogm- 

14 
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tion of the outer and gross meaning of the hymns We take 

exception only to the claim that the outer is the only meaning 

of the hymns We have dealt with this before and it is not 

necessary to repeat it here So we are generally indifferent 

ffor our purpose) to the labours based on the external 

sense of the Riks It is not to be denied that such an inter¬ 

pretation done m a straight manner, could be helpful for 

drawing conclusions on the environment, age and other 

conditions of the ancient society of the Rishis or to unearth 

their history and record Similarly it may be possible to 

fix upon, following Mr Tilak, the Arctic Home of the 

Vedic Rishis or their Age, or following Mr. Paramasiva 

Iyer, to fix upon the identity of Ahi and Vritra. 

The western scholars differ among themselves regarding 

the nature and form of the Vedic deities and the social 

conditions and laws of the society of that age Some say that 

the Rishis of the Veda are polytheists because they worship¬ 

ped many Gods Others point out that the Rishis regarded 

each deity, at the moment of its worship, as the supreme 

one and hence ascribed supremacy to the deity whom they 

were engaged m worshipping at the hour Still others there 

are who state that the difference among the deities is only 

m name and that there is really only one supreme God to 

the Rishis who are monotheists According to some, 

the Rishis regarded in the different objects m the material 

umverse the presence of the respective presiding deities, 

that is why even creations, like Heaven, Earth, Fire, Wind, 

Sun, Ram are worshipped as Deities and hence the Rishis 

are nature-worshippers, pantheists Such are the various 

bewilderments of modern scholars enquiring into the Vedas 

We would state this much it is not that basis is lacking for 

any of these theories What is to be borne in the mind is 

that the original seers of the VedaAvere not conversant with 

such theories. Just as the Rishis of the Upamshads far 
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removed from the latter philosophies of Dwaita (Dualism), 

Adwaita (Momsm) and Vishishtadwaita (Qualified Monism) 

simply stated their own realisations, the truths as they saw 

or heard directly, the seers of the Mantras, even farther 

removed from monistic and other philosophies of our day, 

gave the Mantras as perceived and heard by them and duly 

engaged m the invocation of the Gods, they waited m adora¬ 

tion upon the Supreme Godhead Hence there will be no 

end of theories if we were to begin examining the view 

or views of the Rishis of the Veda regarding the world, 

soul and God Such arguments about the Vedas will be akin 

to the debates of the later day Acharyas and their followers 

regarding the Doctrine of the Upamshads, akin to the 

dialectical debates among the Dwaita and other schools which 

to this day adorn the throne m the world of Pundits noted for 

debating skill The reason for it is their Systems of philo¬ 

sophy like Nyaya, Vaisheshika etc are undoubtedly governed 

by the rule of definition, laksana, criterion, pramana, exami¬ 

nation, parlksa,) in the ascertainment of Truth The line of 

approach (to Truth) of the early Rishis and there too of the 

Vedic seers was different Such standards as these had no 

place with seekers engaged m Tapas, like the Rishis, Their 

own realisation, perception and audition were obtained by 

the strength of the initiation received from the hierarchic 

line of the Guru A straight reading of the Mantras would, 

without doubt, confirm all the facts that we shall presently 

state. 

It is clear from the hymns that there is only one Supreme 

Godhead who is himself so many Gods and bears as many 

names The manifold character of the Godhead is known 

from the hymns themselves, it is because the deities stand 

as so many distinct beings that by following their respective 

characteristics, particular hymns- can be determined to be 

devoted to the particular deities, It is also possible to show 
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from many of these hymns that to the Rishi each God is the 

Supreme Himself and none other We also learn from the 

hymns that the mutuality of nature and mutuality of birth 

of the various Gods who are charged with Cosmic functions 

whether m the microcosm or the macrocosm, are perceived 

and revealed by the Rishis Passages from the Rig Veda 

point unmistakably, agam and again, to the One Great 

Soul—signified by Surya, whose forms and personalities, 

parts and limbs are the many Gods assuming the appellations 

appropriate to their character and function—the Gods 

mentioned m the the Vedas Hence if we are to achieve our 

supreme object with the help of the Veda, it is necessary 

that the Riks are accepted as |the authentic speech and 

studied, both word and meaning, following the tradition 

of the Rishis, according to the context Even though 

there is no mutual conflict among the many aforesaid theories 

drawn from the hymns, yet we do not think any effort 

is called for towards their reconciliation What does it 

matter, indeed, if there be no elimination of difference or a 

reconciliation among them? This treasury of Mantras is 

to be approached with devotion, knowledge, tapas, and 

adored 
This is no work like a Sutra treatise with exegesis and 

similar writings which are a battle-field for pros and cons, 

argument and counter-argument The Mantras of the 

Rig Veda are m fact a veritable treasure of the (recorded) 

revelations vouchsafed to the most ancient Rishis Here is 

a priceless trove of gems of truths of the Spirit, of the Gods 

and many of an occult character The Veda is a literary 

record of uncommon realisations, of divine revelation 

and inspiration, of our forefathers, Vasishtha, Vamadeva 

and others who m the course of their inner disciphne—Yoga 

—got at many truths m the mystic path, truths beyond the 

grasp of the sense but attainable by extraordinary means of 
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self-discipline, truths of the vaster worlds of existence beyond 

the ken of the physical eye, truths of the Gods who are the 

functionaries m those worlds, their Powers, Shaktis, as also 

those who are Shaktis m their own right And who knows 

what other secrets lie embedded in this most ancient 

collection of Hymns—the Rig Veda' “By Tapas is its 

shore to be reached, indeed, by Tapas, is its shore to be 

reached ” 



SECTION FOUR 

We have still to say this much concerning the subject of 

the Deities m the Veda 

Such are the Mantras m the Rik Samhita m many places 

that they hardly make any consistent meaning unless inter¬ 

preted m the inner sense, and read m the gross external 

sense there is only incoherence The other point to be noted 

is that though the modems, following the western line of 

research, adopt Sayana’s method of interpretation m the 

outex sense, they do not adhere to him always, particularly 

when he foiows the ancient Indian tiadition regarding the 

Deities This is a feature to be noted regarding the Gods 

Our ancients believed that the Gods presided over their 

respective worlds or over their principles with self-regard 

for them When they praise the Surya, the Sun God, it is 

the Person who presides over the solar body or who dwells 

in it that is adored Similarly praise of Agni and others 

means the praise of Deities presiding over Fire etc But 

the moderns would oppose this position. They accepted 

only the physical forms, m external Nature, of Agni, Vayu, 

Indra, Surya and others but rejected the presiding, in¬ 

dwelling and self-regarding aspects (of Agni, Surya and 

others) This is the reason m their opinion, the primitive 

poets of the Veda were simply indulging m their fancy 

when they ascribed divinity to physical objects We, how¬ 

ever, adherents of the esoteric mterpretation, accept the 

truth of Agni presiding over Earth and so on even while 

recognising the symbolic character of exterior objects In 

the exposition of the hymns according to this esoteric 
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the meaning vayam we, tamasah from darkness, from sm, 

pan above, spnngmg up, ut uttaram risen and excellent, 

jyotih light, pasyantah beholding, devatia among Gods, devam 

shining, suryam the sun, uttamam jyotih the excellent light, 

aganma we have attained This is the common mean¬ 

ing Sayana quotes from the Brahmanas m explaining that 

the word tamas signifies sm In that case, the Sun cannot 

be the sun of the physical world Sayana himself, com¬ 

menting on the fourth quarter, says that seer Praskanva 

speaks of conscious union, sayujyam, with the Sun In this 

Rik, then, there is an unmistakable mention of the supreme 

Light that transcends the senses and signified by the word 

Surya, Sun It is also to be noted that here m this Mantra, 

whatever the interpretation, the Sun referred to is not simply 

the physical sun of our system and this is clear. 

We have instanced two Riks—one devoted to Vishnu as 

Surya, the Sun and the other to the Sun-God as the highest 

Light—to show how the theory that the Sun and the other 

Gods are really nothing but phenomena of Nature, holds 

no water Now we shall take up some Riks m praise of 

Indra It is held that Indra, the king of the Gods ruling 

over the triple world, stands above the region of the clouds, 

deals with his thunderbolt a death-blow to the cloud 

known as Vritra and releases the waters There are cer¬ 

tainly Riks which, when torn from the context, go to support 

such views, but they do not, m most places, cohere m 

sense But if we follow the inner sense a happy harmony of 

sense leaps to the eye For instance, m the Rik, “Far is 

that Name secret by which worlds m fear called to thee, 

with faces downcast, for strength” (X 55 1). Here ad¬ 

dressing Indra, the Rishi says Far is that secret Name 

of thee by which the Heaven and the Earth called to thee. 

Or the following Rik “Great is that secret Name longed 

for by many by which thou madest what was and what 
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shall be ” The import is clear “The secret name is Gieat, 

the name that is aspired to by the worlds and is at once 

the means by which you created all that has been and shall 

create all that is to be ” To take up another Rik from the 

Atreya Mandala “His strong and secret abode I ha\e seen, 

desiring him who founds, I got at (his abode), I asked of 

others, they said, ‘being men of leading, awakened, let us 

attain to Indra’ ” (V 30 2 ) The seer of this Mantra is 

Rishi Babhru and this is its import “I have seen the firm and 

secret abode of Indra Desiring him who establishes (founds) 

thoroughly I attamed his station How? First I asked 

other wise persons. They told me, ‘Leaders that we are, 

being awakened, we shall attain to Indra 5 55 It is again the 

same secret, the secret m the two Mantras mentioned above 

is the Name, here it is the abode And where is this abode or 

name— a little above the region of the clouds or higher 

than that? The Rik is uneqmvocal m stating that the 

attainment to Indra comes to him who is awakened and 

longs for Indra Here Indra is described as the nidhata, he 

who founds thoroughly Is he any fanciful God living 

somewhere m the sky? Does the word bubudhana, awakemng, 

signify simply the waking from ordinary sleep on the part 

of the Rishis? 

Now about Maruts Let us concede they are storm-gods 
Even though the Maruts, brothers of Indra, the leader of 

the storm-gods, may not be the leading deities like Indra, 

even though their external functions are generally noted 

and therefore the Mantras devoted to them substantiate 

doubtless the external interpretation, to gross sight, yet 

the Mantras do reveal the inner functionings of the Maruts, 

the protection they give from sm and their veiled forms etc. 

Rishi Agastya prays to the Maruts to be saved from sm—aghdt 

raksata If the Rishi appeases the Maruts—the material pheno¬ 

mena, the storms—by his praise, his dwelling-places and other 
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possessions may be rendered safe from the attack of furious 

storms But if they be simply the natural phenomena how 

is it possible for them to be instinct with conscious activity 

and inner functioning that eliminates sm? Here is a Rik of 

Vasishtha “Here, here, ye of self-grown strength, seers with 

skm of Sun’s splendour, O Maruts, I dedicate to you this 

sacrifice” (VII 59 11) The Rishi says ‘Oh you Maruts, 

you gods are svatavasah, grown of your own strength, kavayah, 

seers, surya-tvacah the splendour of the Sun itself is your 

covering and protective skm, to you, such as these, I dedicate 

today the Sacrifice ’ Now how could these seers—those who 

look beyond the past and present and as such endowed 

with consciousness, be meie natural phenomena of storms, 

entities without consciousness? From the Rik quoted earlier 

(Section II), “He is a sage, the illumined thinker, dhira, 

who knows these mysteries whom the mighty Pnshni 

bore m her udder” (VII 56 4), it should be clear that 

the mysteries of the Maruts can be known only by the 

enlightened sage with the subtle sight 

Now about Soma There is no doubt whatever that the 

particular creeper of this name is simply the outer form It 

is also clear from certain Riks that it is a symbolic plant m 

the sacrifice, standing for the God of the current of conscious 

delight m the inner context Read m the outer sense most 

of the Riks hardly make coherent meaning Soma is men¬ 

tioned among the kalpa-osadhis, elixirs for longevity etc m 

the Ayurveda Modern imaginative minds m their flights 

of fancy assume that the seers intoxicated with the Soma 

drink, go on to laud the glory of Soma Twentyfour varieties 

of Soma plant are mentioned m the section on Chikitsa 

Sthana of the Sushruta Samhita (Ch 29) But nowhere 

there is the intoxicating property eulogised It is indeed 

astonishing that the Rishis desiring the intoxication of the 

drink should have praised Soma by means of hundreds of 
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Riks, while m fact the creeper was only a sv mbolic form It 

is only m the inner sense that the Soma Mantias make co¬ 

herent sense, m the Rik, “O thou, all-seeing, the illumimng 

rays of thee who art the lord encompass all the abodes, 

Soma, with thy natural powers thou pervadest (the all) 

and flowest, thou art the King and lord of the whole world 55 

(IX 86 5) How is it possible to explain the Rik if Soma is 

just a creeper? Let the thoughtful reader answer This is 

the meamng of the Rik viimcaksah, all seeing! Soma O Soma, 

prabhoh of one who has mastery, te thy, rbhvasah vast seeing, 

ketavah illumimng rays, visva all, dhamam abodes oi lights, 

the abodes of Gods, panyanti encompass, illumine O Soma, 

vyanasih, Thou who pervadest, dharmabhih with the powers 

that hold and sustain, with the drippings of Ananda known 

as Rasa, pavase thou flowest Visvasya bhuvanasya, of the 

whole world, patih the lord, rajasi thou art the king We 

arrive at this meaning following the commentary of Sayana 

himself. If what has been said is not enough to dispel doubts 

on the subject of Soma, there is another Rik m the tenth 

Mandala which should set all doubt at rest, “When they 

crush the herb, one thinks that he has drunk the Soma, 

but no one ever tastes him whom the Brahmans know to be 

the Soma” (X 85 3) This Rik decides the real nature of 

Soma It declares that commonly all drink the juice ob¬ 

tained by squeezing the Soma creeper, but rare is he who 

partakes of what is known as the real Soma to the wise— 

this is the purport of the Rik 

Then Ushas Ushas is rightly identified with Dawn m the 

ordinary outward interpretation, but its truth is to be 

found only m the inner sense, there is no doubt whatever 

The goddess of solar radiance manifests herself m advance 

before the rise of the Sun, which symbolises the nse or the 

beginning of the realisation of the Sun of Truth hymned m 

Vedas as the supernal Light. That is why the Riks describe 
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her as rtdvarl, full of Truth, sunrta, speaking sweet the word 

of Truth “Following the course of the Ray of Truth, 
bestow on us happy, happy knowledge-will” (I 123 13) 
Addressing m these terms, the Rishi prays to Ushas following 
the course of the Truth for the Gift to him of the firm and 
most felicitous knowledge-will How can the physical 

dawn make such gift? Similarly other Gods like Mitra, 
Varuna, Ashvms and others whose identities are uncertain 
m the external interpretation, reveal themselves m a pene¬ 
trating study of the purport of their respective Mantras, 

as well-defined Gods m the context of the inner sense 

There is another question to be looked into. We have 
said before that the Gods are Names, limbs and personalities 
of the One Supreme Godhead A doubt may arise whether 
the hymns themselves support this conclusion or whether 
it is based on exegesis of latter-day exponents of the Upa- 
mshadic teachings The moderns hold all over the Rig 
Veda the Gods are spoken of as many, it is only m the 
Upamshad that the One Truth, Brahman the One-without- 
a-second, is established Even if the Rishis appear to know, 
at times, the One Supreme Godhead, that is only m later 
Mantras, particularly m the tenth Mandala We would 
reply that is not a fact Mantras can be cited from many 
Mandalas m the Rig Veda wherein Agni or Indra or any 
other God is adored as the direct and immediate form of 
that One That One, the One Existent, the supreme Light 
—-thus is known the Supreme Truth designated by the term 
Surya, and we learn that it is on account of the multiplicity of 
its functions that there are so many Gods different m 
personality and Name Fust there is the oft-quoted famous 
Rik of Dirghatamas beginning with ‘Indra and Mitra’ 

“The One Existent the illumined ones call variously, 
ekam sat viprah bahudha vadanti55 (I 164 46) The essence 

of the matter is given out m this third line of the Mantra. 
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In a hymn of twenty-two Riks of the Vaishwamitra Man- 

dala (RV III 55) each Rik ends with the words, ‘mahad 

devanam asuratvam ekam\ the Great (powerful) Might of the 

Gods is One (the Great One) Asuratva, the might, the 

great treasure of the Gods is spoken of as One Elsewhere, 

(III 54 8), the Rik reads “ The All One has become what 

moves, what flies, all that is manifold 55 This is the fourth 

line of the Rik The purport of the Rik is the Heaven and 

Earth bring into creation all beings and sustain them dis¬ 

tinctly and separately, and even though they bear ail the 

Gods they are not weaned of the load That is so because 

that which is the moving and the unmoving, that wdnch 

desires the creation, itself becomes what moves, what flies 

and what comes to be m manifold form In the hymns of 

Vamadeva, we find the expression vapusamideham (IV 7 9) 

—the One of the embodied (Gods) Again m the Fifth 

Mandala we find the Rik vapusdm apasyam (V 62 1)—that 

One, the greatest of the embodied Gods, I saw The verse 

has been explained m the Third Section alieady Or another 

Rik “An immortal Light set inward for seeing, a swiftest 

mind within m men that walk on the way All the Gods with 

a single mind, a common Intuition, move ar ght m their 

divergent paths toward the One Will ”* (VI 9 5) In this Rik 

(addressed to Agm) also mention is made of the Immortal, 

firmly set, Light, set within for seeing of the One Will towards 

which all the Gods move m their respective ways Vasishtha 

says “That One, thy birth, was there when Agastya brought 

Thee here” (VIII 33 10) Again, m the last Book, it is 

plainly stated “Where they regard the only One beyond 

the seven Rishis” (X 82 2) In the same hymn (Rik 6) 

“In the navel of the unborn the One was placed and there m 

*In this Section translations of Riks marked with an astensk are by 

Sri Aurobmdo 
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that One all the worlds abide 55 (X 82 6) All the worlds 

are set within the navel of the One without birth Again (m 

X. 114 5) “The One existent, beautiful of plumage, the 

illumined seers by their words formulate m many ways 

(or foims) ” We have given enough instances from many 

Mandalas, not only from the tenth, to show how That One, 

the one Supreme Truth, God of the Gods, is lauded m the 

Rig Veda, covertly or openly A study of the hymns to 

Indra, Soma and other Gods—not only to Agm—bearing 

this truth m mind would convince that the One Existent 

is all the Gods, each of whom renders m his own way help 

to man, the sacnficer, and leads him to that supreme One, 

the Light, the Immortal Truth 

We shall take up a few Riks describing that One, the 

Supreme Light, as the many Gods In addressing the Marut 

Gods, Rishi Kanva Sobhan says “Whose Name, resplendent, 

One alone, widely extended like a sea, for the joy of many 

like the enduring strength of ancestral heritage” (VIII 

20 13) The Rik purports to say that the One Name of 

the Maruts, resplendent and wide-extended like the ocean, 

is there for the enjoyment of many, like an ancestral heritage. 

This also shows the One basis of the Maruts, and the help¬ 

fulness of the many Gods to the sacnficers or to the Creation 

In the Valakhilya Hymns (VIII 58 2) we find it plainly 

stated “That One has become all this” Verses 4 and 5 

m VIII 100 read cO singer, look, here I.. the One seated on 

the summit of Heaven 5 Here Indra addresses seer Nema who 

is overcome with doubt regarding the existence of Indra 

cO singer, I am, I, by my greatness, surpass all that is born, 

the followers of Truth increase me, the espousers of Truth 

ascend and approach me, but I, the One, am seated on the 

summit of Heaven 5 Another hymn reads “The one son born 

of the three, the conquering, ruddy treasure, they send, the 

Immortals unassailed look over the happy places (planes) 
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of mortals 55 (VIII 101 6) Here, the Light, born m the 
Yajamana as the great gift of the workings of the Gods, the 
one Light is described as the offspring of the three mothers 
“Held by the seven thought-powers he pleases the unharm¬ 
ing rivers who increase the One Eye ” (IX 9 4) He 
(Soma), held by the thought-powers of the se\en planes of 
existence, delighted the streams of consciousness, and these 
rivers nourished the all-seeing flame known as the One Eye 

of the Universe “The Might of the great Deva is the great 
one” (X 55 4)—these words echo the verse quoted earlier, 
mahad devanam asuratvam ekam, the powerful Might of the 
Gods is the Great One 

Thus the Mantras themselves reveal the common origin, 
common self and common object of the Gods The differen¬ 
tiation among the Gods is the differentiation of Name, 
function and personality That is why the ancients com¬ 
prehended the characteristic maiks of the Gods from the 
Mantras and described them Even the weapons, vehicles 
and hues indicate the particular deities This truth is known 
from the 29th hymn of the Eighth Book The vehicles are 
dealt with m the Nirukta-Nighantu (I 15) Similarly the 
characteristic marks of the deities are to be found m the 

hymns themselves 
We have to state this much though it is undoubtedly 

true that the activities of the Gods have their roots above 
and start from the plane Beyond, yet it is a fact to be noted 
that their importance, direct help or distinct benevolence 
depends upon the state of progress of the Yajamana m the 
mner path upwards to the heaven, m the journey signified 
by the term adhvara, sacrifice The Universe itself, inner 
and outer, is the field of activity for the Gods Even though 
their functions are spread out over the whole field from the 
Foundation above to the Earth below, they vary from step 

to step according to needs Though particular stations m 
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the Path are presided over by and form the special sphere 
of a particular Deity, still that Deity is but one facet of the 

Supreme Godhead The other deities stand behind or 
above that Deity supporting it m its functioning It is this 
truth that is at the basis of the hymns of the Seers where 
the Yajamana, though lauding many Gods, yet approaches 
each one as the All-God and according to the context as 
the distinct one for the purpose at hand Need it be added 
that to the Seer, these Gods are realities, not fanciful? 

And this is to be noted as the inner sacrifice proceeds, 
the Yajamana comes into relation with Agm and other 
Gods presiding over their respective places This relation 
is seen m the Veda to be of many kinds—of father and son, 
of friendship etc Another interesting feature is that the 
very God who is the piotectoi, the father, the adored, is 
born m the Yajamana as the son That is how all the Gods 
who are born first m the Cosmos for its governance obtain 
a second birth m the Yajamana Hence it is meet that the 
Gods are called dvi-janmanah, the twice-born How and 
whence does the second birth of the Gods take place m the 
Yajamana’ Here is the answer The Heaven is the head 
of the creation which has set out from the Supreme’s Home 
Beyond the heaven, the Earth is the feet and the lower ter¬ 
minus of the Cosmic creation Between the Heaven and 
the Earth, as between the summit and the base of a moun¬ 
tain, there are many steps like the plateaus of a mountain 

As the Yajamana ripens m his realisations the Gods pre¬ 
siding over these stations take birth m him, by first porn mg 
into him their own riches for his uplift The chief among 
these is Agm, the first born Hence we shall enquire into 
his nature and function For when that is done, it will be 
easy to follow the truth of the other Gods Our enquiry 

shall proceed m this matter on the basis of the Mantras 
themselves 
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Who is this Agm, the God who is awakened and adored 
by the Rishis ? Surely it cannot be the elemental fire, the 
third among the fi\e elements being inanimate, and be¬ 
cause though Agm may be the Deity with self-regard for 
the principle of heat, it is only the external symbol The 
God without whom “the immortals are not happy55, cannot 
be the fire pioduced from the arams, tinders, m the external 
ceremonial rite “The immoitals rejoice not without thee55 
says the Rik He is frequently lauded m the Vedas as the 
God who is the Seer-Will, one whose knowledge is that of 
the Seer into the Beyond Many are the celebi ated Riks 
m the Rik Samhita describing him as the repository of the 
mysteries of Sacrifice, as one m whom all the immortals 
rejoice He is the face as wrell as the mouth of the Gods 
He conveys to the Gods all that is offered by the Yajamana, 
sacnficer A leader m front of the Gods he approaches the 
Yajamana to accept the oblation (offering) Accepting the 
oblation, offerings and adorations, he causes the Gods to 
relish, he pleases them Therefore he is the messenger of 
the Gods It is through h m alone that the mortal can 
commune with the immortals He is the leader, the nara, 
the priest, rtvik, hotd, of the sacrifice Executing the sacri¬ 
fice he calls upon the Gods to accept the offerings of things 
made by the Yajamana Thus he is the first of all the Gods 
to be born m man this is his second birth to which we 
have referred before He is the kratu, Will, the knowledge- 
Will of the Divine m man functioning as the intelligent 
Will with the determination “This is so, not otherwise55 
And when like the sacrificial fire produced by the friction of 
tmders, arams3such a Will (the Divine Will) is aw akened m 
the altar of the heart of man by the grace of the Universal 
Father Heaven and Mother Earth, he rises as one arisen 
from sleep, and grows heavenward step by step, fed by the 
self-offerings of the sacrificer. This is Agm, the divine Flame 

15 
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m the heart, whose original home is the great Heaven but 
who is born m man, immortal m the mortal At his birth 

he is fostered bv the seven sisters He is described as the 
Child of the Seven Mothers who is nourished and supported 
by the Waters, the seven Rivers These are figures, it must 
be undei stood, of the energies of the seven Cosmic principles, 
governing the seven planes of existence Thus the energies 
of Knowledge and Power on the seven planes of existence, 
governed by then seven principles, it must be grasped, are 
there contained m Agni And that is why when offerings 
like cooked rice etc are made they reach all the seven 
planes of being, their shares of it serverally, it is to signify this 
fact that Agm is said to have seven flames, seven tongues Thus 
when the offerings of the Yajamana are reached to the 
seven planes of his being, they are severalky ready to receive 
him on their respective levels and the birth of the immoi tal 
Gods of these planes m the Yajamana, the mortal, is 

rendered possible 
Many are the names by which Agm is addressed m the 

Veda He is described as lodged m the secret heart denoted 
by the word guhd, cave We shall illustrate and explain some 
of the Riks conveying (containing) descriptive attributes 
which throw light on the character and function of Agm 
and show how Agm himself came to be the celebrated 
Skanda Kumara of the Puranas From the very beginning 
of time the Rishis have had a firm conviction that Agm is 
the Divine Truth (m truth the God himself), not fanciful, 
not merely physical or sacrificial, but the God immortal 
m the mortals The solar powers of the sublime Truth 
having attained Rishihood and typified by the Bhrigus are 

said to have brought down, from the heaven, and placed 
Agm m men like a lovely (friendly) treasure For what 

purpose ? For man to attain the divine birth—so they sing 
Says Rahugana ‘The Bhngus placed thee, Agm, m the 
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men blissful fnend foi the Divine buth” (I 58 4) There 

are a number of Riks of this Lind and thev would make no 

coherent meaning if we do not accept that the Rishis had 

known at least some tiuths of the inner um\ erse “This 

our sacrifice, O knower of all births, set among Immortals, 

be pleased to accept our offerings” (III 21 1) The Sacn- 

ficer, the Rishi prays O Agm, thou knower of all that is 

born Do thou set our sacrifice among Gods, the Immortals, 

be pleased to convey these offerings to them “This seer- 

poet, kavi, intensely Conscious, the Immortal m the mortals 

is established among the unseeing, akavi” (VII 4 4) This 

Mantra of Vasishtha cleaily sa>s that this Agm, the seer 

into the beyond, is established among akavis, the unseeing, 

who are not kavis the sightless, the Immortal among the mor¬ 

tals Or, “Thou art great,the supreme Intuition of the pilgnm- 

sacnfice, without thee the Immortals are not joyous” 

(VII 111) Here Vasishtha again says that Agm is en¬ 

dowed with a supreme knowledge regaidmg the Sacrifice 

which is really a journey on the Path to the Heaven and 

without him the Gods rejoice not “To Agm, knower of 

all births, Son of Force (for the gift of desirable things) 

who becomes twofold, the Immortal m the mortals, (the 

most delightful m the People)” (VIII 71 11) He is said 

to be twofold because though divine m himself he is the 

Immortal among the mortals “I saw the greatnesses of 

this great Immortal in the mortals that are the peoples” 

(X 79 1). This Rik of seer Sowchika says I have seen among 

the mortals the greatness of the Gieat Immortal Agm 

There is a clear Rik m the hymns of the Atris “Agm shines 

out m the Gods Agm enters into the mortals, Agm is the 

carrier of our offering Serve Agm with all your thoughts”* 

(V 25 4) In the same Mandala (11 2) it is said that Agm, 

the supreme Intuition of the Sacrifice, the repre entative 

Priest, seated m the same chariot, along with Indra and 
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other Gods, comes to the seat made up of the pile of sacred 

grass “He who in mortals Immortal possessed of the 

Truth” of Rahugana (I 77 1), “The Universal Life, the 

Immortal m mortals” (VI4 2), “He Immortal among 

the mortals, a mmd of Knowledge” (VI 5 5), “Approach 

and set the Immortal with your words” (VI 15 6)—these 

Riks of Bharadwaja celebrate Agm as the Immortal among 

the moitals 

If, then, the immortal Agm is there m us, he must be 

somewhere hidden m some secret place The seer calls 

this secret inner place, the heart, hrt3 indicated by the 

figure of the cave, guha This cave, the dwelling place of 

Agm is hymned m numerous Riks Here are excerpts 

from the hymns of Parashara, Vishvamitra and Vamadeva 1 

“He hides himself like a thief with the cow of Vision m the 

secret cavern Jie takes to himself oui adoi ation and thither 

he carries it” (I 65 1) * 

“Seated m the cave holding all strengths m his arms, Agm 

bears all the gods m his Power Leaders of men, upholders 

of intelligence, attain to him there in the cavern chanting 

the words carved out of the heart” (I 67 2) 

“O Fire, thou art Universal life, enter into the secrecies of 

secrecies” (I 67 3) * 

“He who has perceived Him when He is in the secret cave” 

(I 67 4) * 

“Abiding m the secret cave and rich with many lights” 

(IV 7 6) 

“Moving m the cave with felicitous sisters” (III 1.9). 

Riks of this kind declare the cave, the secret heart, as the 

dwelling place of Agm 

Agm is always associated with the septette because the 

seven principles of Existence are set m this Immortal 

Being, power, light, bliss are all described as being 

sevenfold m principle and hence Agnfs connection with 
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the sevenfold principle is mentioned m various contexts 

“The seven ravs are extended m this leader of sacrifice51 

(II 5 2) 

“In house and house founding the seven ecstasies the Fire 

took its session as a pnest of the Gall strong for sacrifice5 5 

(V 1 5) * 

“For me, howso small, impart not the heavy burden of this 

thought, O purifying Fire, uphold with violence this \ ast, 

profound and mighty sevenfold plane55 (IV 5 6) 

The unbearable burden of the seven Planes is beyond me 

to hold Hence, O Agm, give me not this heavy burden of 

thought This is the purport Trita sings 

“He, Agm, Knower of Honey, desiring the seven Sisters 

flushing red, raised them, for seeing blissfully55 (X 5 5) 

Or elsewhere, 

“The Immortal going about the seven abodes55 (X 122 3) 

We wrould also recall a passage from the Shukla Yajur 

Veda quoted by Yaska “In this body are established the 

seven Rishis 55 Thus everywhere we hear of septettes, seven 

hills, seven rivers, seven Rishis, seven sisters, seven stations 

or places As explained earlier, these are figures of the 

gradations of Planes of the sevenfold (seven-principled) 

Existence with their corresponding Knowledge, Power, 

Light or the presiding deities and must be so understood 

according to the context 

Now m our enquiry into the character of Agm we must 

consider the nature of these Waters because of the important 

context What are these Waters or Rivers that are sung 

as sevenfold m the hymns of the Veda? They are the streams 

of the Truth, floods of the Higher Consciousness, carrying 

the radiances of the Superconscient According to the 

school of outward (naturalistic) interpretation they are 

released by Indra, the lord of the Gods, by slaying with 

his thunderbolt the demon Vntra, their coverer But, it is 
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to be noted, the Asura who obstructs the entry of the 

Truth-powers into the Eai th-consciousness has for his outei 

symbol the cloud named Vritra The hymns of Vasishtha, 

Vamadeva, especially VII 49 and IV 58 make it clear 

that the ocean is the image of the Infinite and Eternal 

Existence, the waters are the flowing streams of Conscious¬ 

ness and the seven nveis are the poweis rich with radiance 

that create and sustain the Existence m all its seven planes 

This symbolic truth would get clear beyond doubt from a 

study of the import of the hist hymn of Vishvamitra to 

Agm We shall state m brief the mam points m the hymn 

The Gods beheld Agm (in the Waters) The seven mighty 

ones increased in him He became full of felicity White 

m birth, he is ruddy or pink when he has giown They loved 

and laboured about him, the Maies around the newborn 

child Wearing light as his robe all about the life of the 

waters, he formed m himself glories vast and without any 

deficiency Here the eternal and ever-young goddesses 

from one womb held the one child, they are the seven Words 

Spread out were masses of him m universal forms m the 

womb of the clarity, m the flowings of the sweetnesses, 

here the fostering livers (cows) themselves stood nourishing 

The two mothers of this accomplishing God became vast 

and harmonised He discovered at his birth the source 

of abundance of his Father and he loosed forth wide his 

streams and wide his rivers One, he fed upon his many 

mothers m their increasing In the Vast Truth he accep¬ 

ted the home made for him by the undivided Sisters 

From him dwelling m his vast secret seat within the shore¬ 

less Vast they milked out immortality 

This is the substance m part of the hymn of Vishvamitra 

We shall explam the symbolic meaning, using the words 

of the Riks then and there These seven (rivers) are the 

sevenfold Divine Waters of Truth The Divine Waters 
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brought Agni from the High above to set him here This 

Agm, a divine secret, is set m plants on the earth, he is to 

be manifested by the pressure (friction) of the two tinders 

of heaven and earth Hence he is called the child of the 

Heaven and Earth, and the Consciousness of the Puie 

Mind of Heaven is itself called the dyauh The waking 

consciousness of the physical mind is symbolised by the 

Earth And it is by the strength of the interaction of these 

two that man has to achieve with effoit that secret thing 

called—Agm In the Divine Waters he is found visible, 

easily born in all his strength, knowledge and enjoyment 

and easily approached White m birth he grows ruddy m 

his action when he increases At his very birth the Gods 

give him splendour, force and body The seven great 

rivers (Cows) nourish him The rivers usually named 

dhenavah, fostering Cows, are here described as Horses 

This is the reason m the Veda the Cow (termed dhenu) is 

the symbol of the power of knowledge, while the Horse is 

the symbol of form of action Here Horse is the dynamic 

force of Life, the dhenavah, Waters labouring over Agm on 

earth, m his birth (and sustained) become the waters of 

the vital dynamis And this Prana—the hfe-force—breathes, 

acts, desires, and enjoys Agm himself begins first as the 

material heat, then becomes life-force, Prana and m the 

end becomes heavenly Fire The sevenfold waters thus rise 

upwards and become the Pure luminous Mmd, the Mighty 

Ones of Heaven They all take their rise and flow from the 

highest, the One Truth-Consciousness The seven Words 

are the fundamental creative expressions of the Supreme 

Lord The Father of all things is the Lord and Male, he is 

hidden m the secret source of things, that is the supreme 

(plane of) consciousness Agm with his companion-gods 

and with the sevenfold Waters ascends to that plane This 

ascent to Heaven by Agm m us, mortals, the Sacrifice^ 
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is effected without leaving the existence which is the field 

of the waking state indicated by the teim Earth By this 

ascent Agm finds the source of the honeyed plenty of the 

Father of things and collecting them pours them out into 

our lives He beais and himself becomes the Son That is 

why he is the eternal Youth—Kumara, puie Light, pure 

Male, Immortal m the mortals, is perfected as the one 

Soul m man revealed m its universality The Seer-Will, 

the Divine child, the Son of God—his birth here, growth, 

nourishment by the Waters, the rivers that are Waters, the 

Cows, they again are the Mares—all these do not make 

coherent sense unless lead m their secret symbolic meaning. 

To construe these without admitting the symbolic imagery 

would involve us m utter fanciful imagination or lead us 

to impute incoherent prattles to the seers of the Mantras 

Such symbols with their inner meaning unveiled of their 

own accord, are to be seen m other hymns also Can there 

be doubt that Vamadeva’s hymn (IV 58) brings into the 

open the secret of the Veda? Fiom passages such as, “The 

name of ghrta that is secret55, “Tongue of the Gods, navel 

of immortality55, “These from heart-ocean55, “Streams 

of clarity, ghrta . rivers like cows purified by the Mmd 

in the inner Heart55, “Auspicious maidens Agm55, “Thy 

Home the entire umverse 55 and “In the inner Ocean, 

m the life-span m the Heait” etc we see beyond doubt 

that ghrta, honey, Cow, Waters, Maidens, Heart, inner 

Ocean, etc reveal their great symbolic significances, of 

their own accord Some of these symbolic images are clearly 

seen to be preserved in the Pm anas When Vishnu is said 

to sleep on the folds of tlie snake Ananta upon the ocean of 

sweet milk, Ananta is clearly seen to be not the common 

serpent, nor the milk the material sweet milk, nor the ocean 

an expanse of the milky liquid The symbolic meaning is that 

the All-pervadmg Vishnu rests on the coils of the Infinite 
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m the blissful ocean of Eternal Existence It may be said 

that the authors of the Puranas were priests, gioss minds 

who knew not even the truth of the solar and lunai eclipse, 

how could they be m the know of profound venties? The\ 

mean only the usual physical serpent and matenal ocean 

of real milk and it is we who read into them the swnbohc 

meaning We would point out that there is no necessity 

for us to imagine so These poets themselves have unpimted 

the symbolic thought bv means of figures and words and 

made known impenetrable truths for the benefit of all 

Note, those words are Vishnu means all-pervading, the 

serpent Sesha is Ananta, infinite, sweet milk a symbol of 

Bliss and the Ocean, immensity of the Eternal Existence 

The Agm who is lauded m the Vedas as the Son, Kumara, 

is the same who m Purana is called Skanda, the Child of Agm 

All the circumstances mentioned m the Puramc accounts 

of the Kumara narrative are to be seen m the symbolic 

language of the Veda Though the Puranas diffei m many 

places m details of narrative, still all of them give essentially 

the same account of the story and truth of Kumara A peru¬ 

sal of the Mahabharata would remove all doubt whatever 

and show how the details m the description of the birth 

of Skanda given m the narrative of Angiras m Vanaparva 

are in fact bodily taken fiom the Vedas In spite of the 

difference m language the Mahabharata uses at times the 

very Vedic words and brmgs out generally the signi¬ 

ficances found m the Veda In the Veda it is Kumara, 

the Child of Agm who has arrived from his own Home of 

his Father, from the Beyond, in the Mahabharata and the 

Purana it is the effulgence spilt from Mahadeva, the Skanda, 

Subramanya, the Kumara In the Veda he is born m the 

plants, m the Puranas he is born m the wood of sara weeds, 

fostered by the Cows (m the Vedas) m the Purana he is 

given milk by (the fostering Lights of) Knttikas The Veda 
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mentions seven Cows or Maies, mothers or sisters The 

Purana does only six mothers leaving one mothei, the 

Highest plane of being 

In the Mahabharata it is the reading that Indra stands 

on the summit of the Manasa Hill waiting for the arrival 

of Agm,—'‘going to the Manasa Hill and contemplating 

deeply upon this subject55 (Vanaparva 222) It is also 

mentioned that the Cows, Rivers are the fostering mothers 

of Agm “These rivers are renowned as the Mothers of the 

abodes of Fne 55 (221 26) 

Thus when we look closely into the nairative of the birth 

of Skanda we do find without doubt that the symbolic 

imagery of the Vedas is at the basis of the Puramc accounts - 

The Mahabharata makes it clear beyond question,~ m a 

line based on the Vedas, that Skanda is Agm himself It 

says unambiguously that the Agm, Wonderful, adbhuta, 

described m the Veda is Skanda himself “The gieatness 

of adbhuta as sung m the Vedas, (I shall tell you)55 (221 30) 

Many are the Agms spoken of m the legend of the Angirasas 

And of these, Agm the Wonderful, adbhuta, is indeed des¬ 

cribed m the Veda If Agm is called adbhuta in the Vedas 

then it is possible to say that the author of the Mahabharata, 

on the strength of the knowledge of the meaning of the 

Vedic Hymns has placed the account of Skanda (who is 

the same as) Agm called adbhuta, m the story after the 

manner of the Puranas But the name adbhuta is not known 

to be a signification of Agm just as we know Agm as Puro- 

hita—placed in front at the sacrifice, or Hota, priest of the 

Call, or the mouth oi messenger of the Gods, the Com¬ 

mander, the seven-tongued etc Hence this our enquiry 

The term adbhuta is seen to be used more than twenty-five 

times in the Rig Veda, m four other places it is part of 

a compound word e g adbhutamasah Let us first determine 

the connotation of the term adbhuta Adbhuta m the Veda, 
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as m classical Sanskrit, undeniably means Wonderful But 

it is also used m the sense of mahat, the gieat, according to 

Sayana’s commentary also And it is this great supreme 

that becomes the adbhuta, the wonderful The same figure 

is reflected m the line of the Upamshad “As the Wondeiful 

does one behold it” In the Upamshads the word Biahman 

following the root significance brh to grow, comes to mean 

the Great, Mahat, the Purusha m the Upamshad is thus 

described as mahaio mahiyan, gi eater than the Great In 

lauding Agm as adbhuta, the Vedic hymn says the Supreme 

Light, the Father himself has become the son, Kumara 

Though at times Sayana follows the extravagant word- 

derivation of the Nirukta m explaining adbhuta as what 

never was (na bhuta abhuta adbhuta) usually he explains it 

as wonderful, great Let us first consider the word adbhuta 

as part of a compound and then take up the word itself 

as used to denote Agm 

The word adbkuta-enasah occurs m the Rig Veda twice, once 

as an adjective of the Maruts and once that of the Adityas 

Sayana explains it as the Maruts m whom theie is no 

sin, na bhutam enah papam esu te marutah This is hardly 

straight To take it as those whose sms are wonderful is 

more appropriate Why? The Maruts are known m the 

Veda as violent m their action and in the common mind 

violence is sm (lit doers of violence are sinful) But the 

actions of the Maruts though they aie violent are not of 

the ordinary kind, they are wonderful It is to denote 

this that adbhuta-papah is used The purport is that there 

is no sm for them as there is for moi tals like us Be it noted 

that the import of Sayana’s explanation is well arrived at by 

taking adbhuta to mean the wonderful, there is no need 

for arbitrary derivation, nor is there injury to the enrich¬ 

ment of the import All the occasions where the appella¬ 

tion adbhuta for Agm is used m the Rig Veda are to be 
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examined to show that the word is generally used as an 

epithet of Agni Even if m places it is found to be used 

m leference to other deities e g Soma or Indra, still it is 

to be noted that attributes signifying Agni are used there 

We shall show this later on We shall leave aside contexts 

where the word is used merely m the sense of wonderful 

and take up only those where it is applied only to the 

Godhead, Devata 

“It is not now, nor is it tomorrow Who knoweth that which 

is Supreme and Wonderful”* (I 170 1) Here the supreme is 

pointed out 

“He is the Will, he is the strength, he is the effector of per¬ 

fection, even as Mitra he becomes the charioteer of the 

Supreme”* (I 77 3) Here Agni is descubed as the chario¬ 

teer of the Wonderful, the Great Being (Supieme Being) 

“The Lord of the assembly, the W onderful, the lov able friend 

of Indra” (I 18 6) Agni the Wonderful is indeed dear to 

Indra 

“The bright, the purifying, the Wonderful, spi miles the 

sacnficer with honey” (I 142 3)—thus Dirghatamas lauds 

Agni 

“God among Gods, Thou art friend, the Wonderful” 

(I 94 13) Here also Agni is the adbhuta, wonderful 

“The King of the peoples, the Wonderful, this Agm who pre¬ 

sides over the Laws, I adore may he give ear” (VIII 43 24) 

It is clear that Agm is the adbhuta 

“G Flame, Thou Supreme and Wonderful, it is thou who by 

force becomest m us the greatness of these discerning 

powers”* (V 10 2) 

“Thou art the true m being, the Transcendent and Wonderful 

who gives to man the luminous plenitude”* (V 23 2) Here 

it is Agm the Wonde?ful that is addiessed 

“This is the eater of the Tiee for whom is poured the run¬ 

ning butter of the Light, this is the desirable, the ancient 
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pnest of the Call, the Wonderful, the Son of Force’5* (II 7 6) 

Here the deity is none other than Agm 

“The Wonderful, the Friend propped up Earth and Heaven55* 

(VI 8 3) It is again Agm that is signified 

“And now, O Wonderful, well pleased m him who has cast 

to thee the offering55* (VI 15 2), it is Agra that is addressed. 

“When the worshipper following the Law and m season 

holds to his words of prayer he (Indra) is called the Bright, the 

Punfier, the Wonderful” (VIII 13 9) This is a Mantra 

addressed to Indra Here also the deity is lauded with attri¬ 

butes of Agm, Bright, Purifier, Wonderful—these attributes 

that are used here are those of Agm 

“O Soma, like a king of auspicious deeds, thou enterest the 

hymns of praise, purifier, bearer, O Wonderful (or Mighty)55 

(IX 20 5) Here the deity is Soma In the invocation 

“O Vahm (the bearer)55 “Wonderful55 are used 

“A mighty Ruler art Thou, Destroyer of enemies, Wonderful55 

(X 152 1) Here, only once, is Indra spoken of as wonderful, 

but without any attributes of Agm 

“Whoever serves him with offerings rich m clarity (ht 

ghrta, clarified butter) widely active, adbhuta, Wonderful55 

(II 26 4) The deity is Brahmanaspati, only once is this 

attribute wonderful used of him Only once mV 66 4 are 

Mitra and Varuna spoken of as wonderful Again once m 

V 70 4, adbhuta as part of a compound word refers to Mitra 

and Varuna adbhutakratu Similarly as part of a compound 

adbhutakratum it applies to Agm (VIII 23 8) We have 

already referr d to the adjective adbhuta-enasam, applying to 

the Maruts There is another place (VIII 617) asti devah 

etc “The Gods, Sons of Aditi, adityah adbhuta-enasah of 

Wonderful sm 55 
We have examined all the places m the Rig Veda where 

the word adbhuta occurs. We have not taken up instances 

when it is used m the common sense of wonder for the 
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reason that it is not relevant to our purpose Everywhere 

the term adbhuta denotes the speciality of Agm It is true, as 

has been pointed out, that at times it is used referring to 

other deities That however does not detract from the 

speciality of Agm as distinctively qualified by the word 

adbhuta We thus see that m the Veda adbhuta denotes the 

Higher Light m the form of Agm Since the Supreme One 

is also the many Gods, the word adbhuta may well apply at 

times to other Gods like Indra and Soma Agm himself is 

lauded as all the Gods Though the word adbhuta is found 

m places to be applied as an adjective to other deities, it 

mainly indicates Agm just as m the Vaishwanara Hymns, 

though the Surya, Sun, is referred to at times it is Agm who 

is specifically made known by the term Vaishvanara 

Setting out to describe “the greatness of Agm, the adbhuta, 

celebrated m the Vedas”, the Mahabharata narrates the 

account of the birth of Skanda m the form of a story This 

Vedic origin of the legend of Kumara becomes clear on a 

reading of the Riks already quoted from Vish\amitia’s 

Hymn to Agm We ha\e drawn upon the Mahabharata 

because though the essential element m the story of Skanda 

is the same m the Mahabharata and the Puranas, still the 

formei is more helpful in establishing the symbolic character 

of the Vedic language, by reason of its language and its 

idea Similar is the Vedic origin of Puramc stories of Vritra 

etc to be understood Here, however, our subject is con¬ 

fined to Agm, his character, and by a study of the Pm amc 

story of Skanda and its basis, we have confirmed the symbolic 

character of the language of the Veda 

Such is the mass of Riks, the treasury of Mantras that is 

to be commented upon Though their inner sense is pre¬ 

dominant, the Riks are so formed as to serve th purpose 

of ritual also and m our attempt to grasp their import follow¬ 

ing the inner sense we must make the resolve not to avoid 
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the symbolic terms like cow, hoise etc It must be noted 

that though the names of Gods viz Agni, can be explained 

m terms signifying their respective characteristics, still they 

cannot be treated as mere names which can bear 

substitution of synonymous words Existence of Gods 

like Agm m the external universe m the form of physical 

fire etc , it must be noted, is merely symbolic The true form 

and character of the deities are to be percerved by divine 

or inwardly open eye To say that each God is a limb, 

quality or power of the One Supreme Godhead (One with- 

out-a-second) is not to mean that a God like Agm is only a 

power, quality, or limb , he is himself the one with quality, 

with power or the personality All over the Rig Veda the 

symbolism is one It may be that m these hymns of the seers, 

at times the richness of ideas is more m abundance, the dic¬ 

tion at times more profound or simple, at times direct, word 

and meaning may vary m their sweetness and profundity, 

at times there may be profusion of symbols and esoteric 

meaning, yet to all the seers there is but one aim, one 

secret, only one system of symbolism That is why there is 

no difficulty m getting at a knowledge of the secret meaning 

The symbolic meaning is arrived at m an uniform method 

We learn from the very opemng hymns of Madhuchchandas 

m the Rig Veda that a knowledge of their symbolism is the 

door for entering into the secret of the Veda It looks as if 

the first hymn to Agm is placed theie at the commencement 

to serve as the first step towards an understanding of the Sec¬ 

ret of the Veda This will be intelligible, no doubt, m the 

course of investigation into the meaning of the Mantras 

The ancients speak of the Japa, the inaudible repetition, of 

the first hymn as holding m itself the fruit of the study of 

the entire Veda The point m this eulogy (of fruits) is that 

the seed of the entire knowledge of the secret of the Veda 

js to be found m this hymn* 
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The Rig Veda is subdivided m two ways One is into 

Astaka (one-eighth part), Adhyaya (chapter), Varga 

(group) and Rik (Mantra) This classification is useful 

for study, to get by heart The other division into Mandala 

(circles), Anuvaka (section), and Sukta (hymn) is useful 

for purposes of practice Practice also is of two kinds the 

observance of ka?ma> rites, and observance of japa> inaudible 

repetitiont and allied practices The ritualists, yajmkas, call 

the connection of Mantras with the ritual vimyoga, applica¬ 

tion The Sutia-Kara, the authoi of the aphorisms lays down 

the speical vimyoga of the Mantras m the particular acts of 

ritual and this is of great service to the votaries of Vedic 

rites However, it must be noted that the entire Veda has 

a general vimyoga,, application for purposes of one’s own 

study, ]apa and meditation And this is the most needed 

for us to whom the secret sense of the Veda is most important 

The Mantras of the hymns have their general use m practice 

that aims at a realisation of the particular deities,—prac¬ 

tice that is charged with the strength of meditation on the 

meaning and idea-force of the Mantras and takes the foim 

of Japa, delibeiation, constant poring over etc The words 

of the Mantras have a potenc) of an uncommon kind, tiue, 

but a mere reading of them without putting oneself en 

rapport with the meaning is as wasteful as pouring oblations 

of clarified butter m the ashes without file That is why a 

student who did not know the meaning was derisively 

referred to by the ancients as a “post bearing a load’ Even 

leading exponents of ritualists (lit of the cult of the supre¬ 

macy of Vedic rites), authors of aphorisms like Ashvalayana 

say that the student of the Veda has to turn inwards with 

a one-pointed mind With this idea m mind, they state 

“Study of the Veda is indeed Brahma-yajna, the worship of the 

Veda (Brahman is the Veda Mantra, Yajna is worship) One 

should take to the study of the Veda with as much self-gathe- 
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ring as one would bring to bear (while) gazing ai the meeting- 

place of Heaven and Earth 1 e horizon, or with closed 

eyes ” Thus though m the study of the Veda 1 e worship 

of the Veda, the word is primarily important, yet it is per¬ 

fectly clear that the practice is fruitful only when the meaning 

of the text is thought of and meditated upon May this 

enquiry into the meamng of the hymns be of help to ah 

who aspire for the riches of mystic knowledge of the deities 

etc and at the the same time are m their faith wedded to 

the creed of Rituals, (32) is our hope and prayer. 

Thus ends the Introduction to the Commentary on the Rik- 

Samhita entitled Siddhanjana, the Mystic Collynum, for 

the hidden meaning of the Veda, 

among the works of Kapdh Bharadvdja son of Visvesvara, 

blessed by the Revered Sn Aurobmdo the Teacher of Integral 

Toga, and a pupil of the Revered Vasiftha Ganapati Mum 

blessed by the Revered Maharsi Ramana 



CONSPECTUS 

OF 

THE INTRODUCTION 

Section One (Pages 1-47) 

[Pages 1-P] 

Topics of the Introduction m summary verses 

[Pages 1-5] 

At the commencement of the work utterance of Victory 

to the Sole Self, who is the Lord of All beyond the 

Darkness, to Him as the Supreme Person who wears 

the embodiment of word-sound, again to the self-same 

source of the Veda, the abode of the Riks, the supernal 

Ether—thus the meaning of utterance of Victory 

thrice draws to itself the sense of salutation Beginning 

with meditation on the Light of the feet or the abode 

of the Revered Sri Aurobmdo, the revealer of the secret 

of the Veda, the writing of the work with the avowed 

object of opening the secret of the Veda is proposed 

Different views of the contents of the Veda stated The 

arrangement and division of the Vedas into two sections, 

kandas, accepted by those belonging to the conventional 

socio-religious institutions stated Great regard for 

Acharya Sayana Madhava among the commentators 

mentioned. 

[Pages 5-6] 

Sayana’s commentary is the great basis for the moderns’ 

search for the history (of ancient India), for Western- 
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ers who embark upon the task of determining the 

meaning of the Vedas, their views regarding the Vedas, 

the Rishis, their socio-religious laws and institutions. 

[Pages 6-9] 

Here, Sri Aurobmdo’s perception of the secret of the 

Veda That secret is m the foim of symbols through the 

peculiarity of the Language Then mention is made of 

the real nature of the Rishi, the Mantra, the Deity 

the Sacrifice and the Fruit (of sacrifice). 

[Pages 9-12] 

Introduction to the statement of objection raised by 

some moderns against our proposition of the Esoteric 

Interpretation of the Veda as not to be accepted 

[Pages 12-13] 

Commencement of the criticism of the essential elements 

m the statements of the adversary The three faults 

alleged by the opponent and reasons for the objection. 

[Pages 13-18] 

That the esoteric interpretation is opposed to the con¬ 

clusions of historians arrived at by western scholars 

on the strength of researches into the history of Man¬ 

kind is the first objection Answer to it with delibera¬ 

tion The statement of Sri Aurobmdo on the truth of 

the spiritual history of India cited 

[Pages 18-22] 

How western scholars though desirous of straight¬ 

forward course decide with certitude the primitive 

or barbaric condition of the Vedic Rishis is considered. 

Even at this length of time the infatuation of the Indian 
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followers of western, scholars m their trodden track is 

not reasonable 

It is necessary for these talented sons of India to enter 

into an examination of the thesis of Esoteric Interpreta¬ 

tion with a desire for knowledge of the secrets of the 

ancient sages, otherwise, their critical learning will 

bear bitter fruit~all this is mentioned with the strength 

of citations of Mantras and their purport. 

f Pages 22-26] 

Statement of the second objection Criticism of the 

statement that the thesis of the Secret of the Veda is 

opposed to the traditional Commentary of Sayana. 

Citing the statement of Yaska about the threefold know¬ 

ledge the inconsistency m the Commentary of Sayana 

is noticed 

[Pages 26-27] 

That the Secret of the Veda theory is opposed to the 

conclusions of the Purva-Mimamsakas is the third and 

the last objection stated and answered 

[Pages 27-28] 

The mdispensabihty of Sayana-Bhashya for Vedic 

study is stated its merits and faults mentioned and 

appreciation of the commentary 

[Pages 28-30] 

The fault lies m upholding the ritualistic aspect ex¬ 

clusively, the reasonableness of the Gita’s passage 

(condemning the Vedists) 

[Pages 30-31] 

Statement of our own thesis, Rig Veda is the subject 
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for consideration The Mantras have a twofold mean¬ 

ing, the outer and the inner 

[Pages 31-36 ] 

The system of usage of words with double meaning, 

nature of the language, the employment of words, 

the chiefly derivative nature of words, the nature of 

word-meaning and symbols. 

[Page 36] 

Our use of the word sanketa m a special sense here, 

after showing that cHorse’ and others indicate Strength5 

etc as m the instance of “clarified butter is life”, the 

outer meaning being symbolic of the inner is expounded 

[Pages 36-40] 

Outer sacrifice also is symbolic of the inner sacrifice 

Consideration of the nature of Ritvik priest, sacrificer, 

sacrifice and its fruits The expounding of the inner 

meaning of Hota and other Ritviks, clarified butter 

and other substances Cow, Horse and other frmts 

(of sacrifice) 

[Pages 40-41] 

Mention of the seven vyahrtis, Bhiih and others, of them 

Earth, the mid-region of sky and heaven form the 

threefold division of the worlds m the system of the 

Rishis, and this triple world is the outer symbol of the 

inner triple—all this is explained. 

[Pages 41-44] 

The true nature of the Gods who are the agents func¬ 

tioning m the Universe, or the Cosmic powers (m the 

gross outer existence and m the subtle inner) is stated. 
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The nature of Agm explained, similarly of Indra and 

others 

[Pages 44-45] 

The true character of Soma and others. 

[Pages 45-47] 

Conclusion of the first Section with the translated 
passage of Sri Aurobmdo, the seer of the secret meaning 

(of the Veda). 

Section Two (Pages 48-83) 

[Page 48] 

In the first Section the thesis of the esoteric mterpreta- 

tion of the Veda was stated while considering and 
meeting the objections raised against it by the opponent 
on the strength of modem thought and research and 
scholarship Here, examination of our position m the 
light of ancient indigenous learning is promised. 

[Pages 48-49] 

Why is Rig Veda taken up for consideration? 

[Pages 49-51] 

On the Rig Veda 

[Pages 51-53] 

The aim of the Brahmanas, the collection of the Black 

Yajur, the inclusion of Brahmanas m the Samhitas 
not acceptable to Yajnavalkya 

[Pages 53-55] 

The necessity for enquiry into the Rig Veda alone. 
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Explanation, of the meaning of Trayi, mention of 

Agni and other Gods of the Trayi who are also the 

Priests, their appropriate meaning m the inner 

sacrifice explained 

[Pages 55-56] 

Investigation into Dharma 

[Pages 56-59] 

The nature of Dharma—sacrifice external applies only 

to a narrow and limited circle, the sacrifice as 

described m the Gita is universal 

[Pages 59-61 

Before and after the Gita’s teaching, that there has been 

the secret sense of the sacrifice is established by resort 

to authoritative texts 

[Pages 61-63] 

Beginning with the statement, cIt is no exaggeration 

to say that all groups of Pundits look upon with 

esteem the skill m debate with subtle reasoning of 

the Mimamsakas’, it is demonstrated that the hercu¬ 

lean labour of the Mimamsakas has produced the 

proverbial mouse of the mountain m labour even 

though their recourse to the secondary (figurative) 

meaning m the case of cBabara pravdham5 etc is sound, 

indeed 

[Pages 64-6$] 

Consideration of the subject of Mantra, its nature, the 

subject-matter, its purposes, “it is created, yet uncreate’ 

_the disposal of contradiction m the statement that the 

Veda is eternal, and yet it is composed; deliberation on 

the lines of Patanjah’s Mahabhashya m this connection. 
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[Pages 68-69] 

That the Mantra is impenetrable without austere disci¬ 

pline, tapas, is shown with the support of authorities, 
citation of the passages from the Nirukta and Bnhad 
Devata Ritual act bears fruit only when it is done 
with faith and knowledge, not otherwise—this is stated 
with appropriate reasons 

[Pages 69-70] 

Even though the statement of uneven ideas m the 
mantras of the Rishis m the external sense is quite 
correct, it is shown that it does not affect the inner 
meamng. 

[Page 71]1 

Riks themselves are the authority for cThe secret of the 

Veda’ 

[Pages 71-72] 

The Rishis occupied with austere disciplines 
m their communion with the Gods employed the secret 
speech for revealing their meanings, m order to deter¬ 

mine this, authority is to be found m the Mantras them¬ 
selves Beginning with this statement the exposition 
of the meaning of the word mnya is given on the basis 
of a thorough examination of words m the context of 
the sense of secret occurmg m the Rig Veda 

[Pages 72-76] 

All the contexts where mnya is used are examined, Riks 

are cited and that mnyam is secret m the Vedic language 

is established 

[Pages 76-77] 

Guha, apicya, praticya—these words are used as adjectives 
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in the sense of secret qualifying Nama as a synonym of 
prayer—stotra—this is shown with citations of Mantras 

[Pages 78-79] 

Raising the question what was the means by which the 
secret was covered, it is shown convincingly that it is 
done by the words of double meaning like ghta, as 

well as by the symbols of Cow, Horse etc 
rta, Kratu, Ketu, Ghrta, and similai words taken inva¬ 
riably m the same sense wherever they, occur make 
it easy to follow the secret meaning—this is expounded 

[Pages 79-82] 

The reason for the usage of symbols m the Veda con¬ 
sidered and the theory of the mystic mterpietation of 

the Veda propounded 

[Pages 82-831 

Mention of the various classes of symbols 

Section Three (Pages 84-109) 

[Pages 84—851 
In the Second Section it was proved that the Mantras 
of ,Vashishtha, Vamadeva and others are the mam 
authority for the theory of esoteric interpretation of the 
Veda, authorities from the Mantras that support or 

hint at the theory of the secret sense of the Veda were 
given, also were mentioned the views of Yaska to 
whom Vedic words have derivative significance, on 

the Rishis, the Mantras, the Gods etc 

[Pages 85-871 
Consideration of Yaska’s view that the secondary or 
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figurative meaning must be resorted to, and its result, 
his view that the meaning of the Veda is difficult to 
penetrate, even so to determine the nature of the Gods, 
deliberation on this topic 

And the statement that at one time there was a mani¬ 
fold way of interpreting the Mantras is made aftei 
mentioning the many schools for the purpose of 
determining the meaning of the Veda 

[Pages 87-89] 

Two Riks cited by Yaska to show that the meaning of 
the Mantras is difficult to get at, explanation of the 
quoted Riks That threefold is the knowledge to be 
gained from the Veda is the view of Yaska'—this is 
shown 

[Pages 89-91] 

That the Rishis who had direct knowledge of Dharma 
gave the Mantra to otheis of lesser type through 
initiation is Yaska’s statement which is noticed Even 
though Yaska gives the gross meaning, he holds 
the spiritual meaning to be the best—this is shown 
Yaska was neither an indiscriminate believer nor a 
free-lance That he believed m the Seciet of the Veda 
is shown with proofs 

[Pages 91-93 ] 

The statement that the Bnhad Devata also like Yaska 
believes m the Secret of the Veda is made after citing 
the verses that consider the subject of the Five Peoples, 

panca janah A reminder that the Brahmanas also 
expound the symbolism of Sacrifice and confiimation 
of our position about the Secret of the Veda by quoting 
passages from the ritualistic texts—Aitareya and 
Shatapatha Brahmanas 
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[Pages 93-94] 

The purport of the sentence “That is stated by the 

Rik” etc m the Upamshads, is considered In some 
places the passages of the Upamshads are directly 
ti aceable to the Mantras—to show this illustration 
is given 

[Pages 94-97] 

The lines beginning with “The golden lid” etc of the 
Isha Upanishad and the Rik rtena rtam apihitam of 
the Fifth Mandala (RV) both have the same mean¬ 

ing—this is shown along with explanations That 
there is Secret m the Veda is again established 

[Pages 98-99] 

Authority is given to show that the Mahabharata 
supports the view that there is Secret m the Veda 

[Pages 99-105] 

Even before Sayana’s commentary there was the com¬ 
mentary of Acharya Anandatirtha for the first forty 
Suktas establishing the purpose of the Veda to be the 
attainment of Vishnu’s abode (or feet) that is the 

sublime object cf life, mentioning this the passages from 
Raghavendra Swami’s Mztatrartha-Manjari are quo¬ 

ted to show the manner of commenting on the agmm 
He Rik beginning with the statement “Of two kinds 

are the words agm etc” 

[Pages 105-109] 

The views of Westerners on the conventional laws and 

Vedic religion mentioned and conclusion of the Section 

with the statement of oui position, with the dictum 

“The shore of that Knowledge is to be reached by 

tap as.” 
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Section Four (Pages 110-137) 

[Pages 110-112] 

Enquiry into the nature of the Deity, devatd—on this 
question the varying views of scholars of the West and 
'the East and ouiselves are distinctly stated The system 
of esoteric mterpietation which admits the govern¬ 
ance by the Gods of the inner as well as the outer 
existence attaches greater importance to the inner 
meaning everywhere And the statement “Gods are 
conscious beings, not inanimate things or forces” is 
confirmed by the examination of a number of relevant 
Riks addressed to many Gods To show that the 
gross interpretation does not fit m with contexts m 
all places, the Mantras of Surya are considered 

[Pages 112-113] 

Citation of Indra-Mantras 

[Pages 113-115] 

Regarding the Maruts and Soma, the inner meaning 
fits in, the outer does not 

[Pages 115-116] 

Usa considered Mantias cited fiom many Mandalas 
to establish the truth that the Gods aie various names 
of the One Supreme Godhead 

[Pages 117-120] 

One Existent is all the Gods of whom each one 

according to his position uses his influence, helps 
the sacuficer and leads him to the One Supieme Light 
Immoital—to show this many Mantias are cited The 

One source, the One Self, the One goal of all the Gods 
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mentioned—at the same time their distinctness due 
to difference m personality and function and name 
are reiterated 

[Page 120] 

That the Devas are twice-born is explained 

[Pages 121-122] 

The nature of Agm considered 

[Pages 122-124] 

The septuple principle explained, appellations of Agm, 
Cplaced in secrecy5 explained with the help of Mantras 
cited “Immortal m the mortal, undying,55 essentials 
mentioned with citations of Mantras, Agm resides 

within the heart—mantras cited—authenticated by the 
words of Parashara, Vishvamitra and Vamadeva 

[Pages 124-125] 

The septuple principle as related to Agm explained. 

[Pages 125-129] 

Confirming of Waters and others to be symbols, on a 
close consideration of the Agm Hymn of Vishvamitra 

, [Pages 129-134] 

Agm Kumara m the Veda is Agm-bom Skanda m the 
Purana, and m the Mahabharata the Agm named 
Adbhuta, m order to prove this wherever adbhuta 

occurs m the Rig Veda it is noted and examined and 

that Agm is Adbhuta is proved 

[Page 134] 

The topic of the Puramc story of Skanda arising from 
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the context of consideration of Agm’s nature is exa¬ 

mined and the secret of symbolic meaning of the Vedic 
language is confirmed 

[Pages 134-137] 

The importance of the inner and secret meaning not¬ 
withstanding, the Riks are so formed as to be useful 
for rituals, hence m considering the meaning of Riks 

the symbolic terms like Cow, Horse need not be avoided 
m getting at the purport according to the inner inter¬ 
pretation—to this effect effort must be directed. This 

Esoteric Interpretation will be also helpful to the 
enquiring mmds who have faith in the ritual—with 
this hope the Introduction concludes 
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[Page 3] ' 

1. The utterance of victory,jayavdda, m the first verse extends 

m its full import to or draws to itself Salutation, namaskara, to 

the Deity who is the Self of all souls This kind of drawing 

to itself another meaning is called aksepa 
cThe worlds that have come to light5—means the worlds 

that are manifested The idea is that the worlds that are 
created are all manifestations only and they do not come to 

light from nothing Thus the Godhead is proclaimed to be 
the Lord of all creation, the sole Self of all souls and as such 

He is saluted m the beginning of the work 
Note—par ah is used to denote that He transcends the 

Creation, he is beyond and above, yet retains relation of 
the creator and the created 

[Page 5] 

2 He who is the Transcendent mentioned m the first verse 
is saluted heie as the Supreme Person m his creative poise 
which is expressly stated here, though implied m the sub¬ 
stance of the first verse As the Creator he assumes the 

form of the primordial Sound, nada, the Creative Logos. 

The sab da is his body, his Life-breath is Tapas which is 
Consciousness as Force To show that the tapas (as explained) 

is inherent m him an anthropomorphic figure is pressed 
into service on the strength of scriptural authority that he 

exhales and the worlds are cieated Greation is the natural, 
effortless outcome of that poise of the Lord, prabhu 

Uttama-sabda-artha is the adjective of puman The very 

ipeanmg of the word uttama is He, the Supreme Person. In 
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Sanskrit the first person T is called uttama purusa as against 

madhyama and prathama which are equivalent to second and 
third person respectively The uttama purusa, the ‘I5 is what 

it is, lives m fact, because of some stable support from 
within, the core of this support being the Person within, the 
Supreme seated m the heart of all beings, the deeper truth of 

the individual whose figure on the surface is the ego that is 

at play m the mind, life and body 

[Page 3] 

3 The Lord is lauded m his creative poise of Extension, 
as the paramam vyoma It is this sublime akasa, the subtle 

ethenal Extension spread over and beyond the Creation, 
the universe, that the ancient Rishis regarded with esteem 
as the Home of the Mantras that were revealed to them 
From this level of the heights of Being Creation also proceeds 
Thus the worlds and the word-rhythms—the Mantras—rise 
from the same source, the Supernal Ether 

Creation is purposive, sarthakam It has been created 
deliberately by paramesthin (i e Hiranyagarbha) which term 
means he who stands, tisthati, with his feet firm m the 
Supreme above, parame 

Note that the Rig Vedic hymn X 129 has bearing on the 
verse here Paramesthin is at once the seer of the hymn and 
Hiranyagarbha Note also that visrsti, release is the word 

used by the Rig Vedic seer to denote creation It also implies 
that Creation is under the control of the Over-seer, adhyaksa, 
m whom the Cause, material and efficient, preexists 

[Page 3] 

4 Aravmda-padam mahah pada means abode as well as the 
foot In the latter sense salutation is obviously meant In 

the former sense the idea is that the splendour of great parts 

is embodied m the personality of this seer of the Vedic Secret* 
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This Splendour has great parts 1 e many aspects suggesting 

the multiple personality of the seer whose field of action and 
thought embraces many spheres Mahas is significantly used 

It is the name of the fourth vyahrti explained m the book on 
Page 40 and corresponds to the Supermmd of Sri 
Aurobmdo 

Abodhaih karmabandhanaih bonds of ritual without under¬ 

standing Rituals become meaningless when separated 
from the knowledge of which they are supposed to be out¬ 
ward acts, spontaneous expressions On this subject of 

Rituals performed with faith and knowledge, see further 

Note at the end of the Notes. 

[Page 5] 

5 Sang a Veda,, Veda with limbs There are six limbs, sub¬ 
sidiary works, a study of which is indispensable for a com¬ 

plete study of the Vedas They are (1) Siksa> the science and 
art of correct articulation and pronunciation of letters and 
words with accents (2) Vyakarana, grammar (3) Chandas, 
prosody dealing with metres (4) Nirukta, etymological 
derivation of Vedic words (5) Jyotisa, astronomy, for the 
regulation of sacrificial rituals according to the Vedic 
calendars preserved m the memory of the ancient Vedists. 
(6) Kalpa, process and rules for ceremonial Vedic rites 

Note it is conceded that the Puranas enlarged upon and 
expounded the truths embedded m the Vedas, though only 
m parts Mostly the legends have served to encrust the core 
of the truth beyond lecognition “The soul is lost to sight 
m the opulence of the colours and the heavy folds of the 

costumes35 

[Page 5] 

6 According to some authorities, the origins of social 

customs are to be traced to the Veda The implication is that 
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these should remain uncharged for all time since the Vedas 

are eternal 

[Page 4] 

7 The Wise know (they not merely say) the Vedas to 
be the repository of Divine Knowledge which is Illumination 

obtained through faculties of a higher order. Inspiration, 
Intuition, besides they are records of Tap as and faith on 
the part of the seekers to reach the Divine dlavala, feeder 
basin smgificantly used, for m such a trench the sustaining 
waters do not flow, it remains stagnant This is amply 

borne out by history 

[Page 4] 

7a Purva Tantra is another name for Purva Mimamsa 
while the Vedanta is called the Uttara Mimamsa The two 
Mimamsas are two separate Shastras according to Acharya 
Shankara, while others hold that they are the former and 
latter parts of one Shastra 

[Page 4] 

8 It is held that the Mantras are invariably associated with 
the Rituals because they are m existence for no other pur¬ 
pose They are for prayoga, application, hence in practice 
they are assigned a position of subservience to Karma, 
ritual 

[Page 4] 

9 The efficient use of the Mantras for purposes other than 

the ritual is admitted on all hands even by the votaries of 
Rituals e g the Rig Vidhana of Shaunaka 

[jPage 4~\ 

10, For the first time only in the Sutra literature one finds 
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it solemnly stated that the name Veda is given to Mantra 

and Brahamana. 

[Page 4] 

11 There have been undoubtedly many commentaries 
whose names alone are known to us, their works are no¬ 

where available now The commentaries of some of them 

are found only m parts The rest are either lost or not writ¬ 

ten at all Some modern scholars mention the names of 
about 27 Bhashyakaras for all the Vedas of which 16 names 

are those of the commentators on the Rig Veda and the 

17th is Swami Dayananda Saraswati. 

[Page 4] 

12 Uwata is said to have commented on the Rig Veda, 

his Bhashya on the Shukla Yajur Veda is available m print, 

as is that of Mahidhara. Skandaswami and Venkata 

Madhava—their commentaries on the Rig Veda are being 

brought out m Madras and Trivandrum. There is another 
complete commentary of Narayana on the Rig Veda but 

not yet available in print 

[Page 6 ] 

13 “The uncritical learning5’ does not apply to the whole 

class of Pundits, for m modern times, the Pundit does not 
escape the influence of critical scholarship, besides, there 

are Pundits nowadays whose innate tendency emboldens 
them to look ahead and freely and overlook conservatism for 

its own sake 

[Page 6] 

14 “Came upon new path quite unexpectdly”. A passage 

from the Ary a (Vol I, P 277) of Sri Aurobmdo explains 

m clear terms how he came upon the Veda. Let him speak. 
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“My first contact with Vedic thought came indirectly while 
pursuing ceitam lines of self-development m the way of 

Indian Yoga, which, without my knowing it, were spon¬ 

taneously converging towards the ancient and now 
unfrequented paths followed by our forefathers At this time 

there began to arise m my mind an arrangement of symbo¬ 
lic names attached to certain psychological experiences 
which had begun to regularise themselves, and among them 
there came the figures of three female energies, Ila, Sara- 
swati, Sarama, representing severally three out of the four 

faculties of the intuitive reason,—revelation, inspiration 

and intuition Two of these names were not well known to 
me as names of Vedic goddesses, but were connected rather 
with the current Hindu religion or with old Puramc legend, 
Saraswati, goddess of learning and Ila, mothei of the Lunar 
dynasty But Sarama was familiar enough I was unable, 
however, to establish any connection between the figuie 
that rose m my mind and the Vedic hound of heaven, who 
was associated m my memory with the Argive Helen and 
represented only an image of the physical Dawn entering 
m its pursuit of the vamshed herds of Light into the cave of 
the Powers of darkness When once the clue' is found, the 
clue of the physical Light imaging the subjective, it is easy 
to see that the hound of heaven may be the intuition entenng 
into the dark caverns of the subconscious mind to prepare 
the delivery and out-flashing of the bright illuminations of 
knowledge which have theie been imprisoned But the clue 
was wanting and I was obliged to suppose an identity of name 
without any identity of the symbol ” 

{Page 7] 

15 In the body of the work i e the Bhumikd, texts from 

works mentioned are quoted to show that they do proclaim 
that there is Secret m the Veda, 
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[Page 9] 

16 Bhumika is the term used here to denote plane The 
conception of Plane looks on the face of it modem But m 

fact the seers of the Rig Veda used the figure of plateaus as 
m “They climbed from plateau to plateau” oi from “peak to 

peak”, sdnoh sanum aruhat In modern language we use the 
term plane to show the levels of Being and states of con¬ 
sciousness with its grades, gross, subtle etc The plane con¬ 
ception is absolutely necessary to grasp the method and 
teachings of the Vedic Mystics 

[Page 11] 

17 Since we are dealing with ideas that are afloat m the 
atmosphere of educated India’s leaning towards conjectures 

of modern scholars mistaking them for gospel truth, 

the name of the Indian is not mentioned, it is unnecessary 

for our purpose 

[Page 12] 

18. “To meet the champion wrestler” may imply that 
he is the foremost among the scholars—which is not the 
case He represents most effectively the opposition and 

raises all possible objections m a spirit of keen analytical 
dissection His critical acumen exhausts the possible oppo¬ 

sition m a brief compass It is for this reason he is chosen 
by us as representing the stumbling block m the way of 
Mystic Interpretation being accepted by thinking minds 

[Page 15] 
19. Note Knowledge, Power, Wealth, Service are the 

four factors that have each in its turn predominantly 
influenced the human aggregate everywhere m a de¬ 
scending order from a historical point of view The last, 

represented by the proletariate is now having its turn. 
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[Page 24] 

20 Sthali-pulaka Nydya one comes to the conclusion the 

whole quantity of rice m the pot is well cooked on finding 
a single gram of rice well cooked Similarly one example 
is given to show that the Vedic poets were the human# 
authors of the revealed poetry of inspiration that is the 

mantra 

[Page 27] 

21 Hare’s horn, it is true, has its parallel m the “Mare’s 

nest”. But there is difference here, for the former is ab¬ 
solutely non-existent, while m the latter there is the element 
of illusion, as it is a discovery which turns out to be a hoax 

So “Mare’s nest” corresponds to the ‘waters m the mirage’, 
mrgatrsna-jalam. 

1 

[Page 28] 

22. Bhagiratha’s effort corresponds to Herculean labour. 
By severe austerities Bhagiratha achieved the almost im¬ 
possible task of bringing down Ganga from the high regions 

of the heavenly sky and with its waters washed the ashes 
of his forefathers, Sagara etc By his tremendous effort 
Hercules also brought the river Alpheus to cleanse the 
Augean stables. 

[Page 33] 

22a. Sixfold change Acccordmg to an ancient teacher 

Vdrsyayam mentioned by Yaska, every creature undergoes a 

sixfold change called sadbhdvavikara They are (f) jay ate3 
is born, (2) asti3 is (3) vardhate, grows (4) mpannamate, ripens 

(for the worse) (5) apakslyate, decays (6) mnasyate, perishes 

But these six stages are not m current usage now and 

are included m the broad classification of creation, 
preservation and destruction 
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[Page 33] 

23 Kavya-prakasa, the standard work on Rhetoric, states 
that the expressive power of a word which may have many 

significations is restricted by certain factors such as (1) 
Conjunction i e presence of contact, samyoga, (2) Disjunc¬ 
tion i e absence of contact, viprayoga, (3) Constant associa¬ 
tion, sahacarya and Contradiction, s virodhita (4) Purpose, 
artha, (5) Context, prakarana, (6) Specific sign, hnga, (7) 
Proximity, sanmdhi, (8) Power to produce an effect, sdmar- 
thyam, (9) Propriety, auciti (10) Place, desa, (11) Time, kala 
(12) Gender, vyakti and (13) Accent, svara 

[Page 57] 

24 Codana definition of Dharma is given m the second 
aphorism of Jaimim stating “Injunction is the indicatory 
sign of Dharma” This is a literal rendering of the Sanskrit 
eodana-laksano dhafmah The exegetic passages of Shabara, 
Kumanla and others on the Sutra quoted above mean m 
effect that the Vedic injunction is the only reliable means 
of knowing Dharma which, as has been stated m the text 
of the Bhumika, has its root m the Veda, Veddkhilo dharma- 

mulam 

[Page 65] 

25 All this is stated to lay stress on the peculiar character 
of the Mantra, the revelatory origin of the word-rhythm 
proceeding from the Infinite and caught by the disciplined 
audition of the Rishi It is not that there is no poetical 
charm or other qualities that we associate with Poetry* 

On the other hand there is sublime poetry m the Rig Veda 
—sublime even when judged from modern standards. 

What is true of poetry m a general way is preeminently 
true m the case of Mantra poetry It must be borne m 
mind that to know the thought-content of a poem is not the 
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same as to allow the soul and substance of poetry to invade 
and possess the sense and feeling and thought m the core 
of one’s being m communion with the spirit of Poetry 
'Of the untranslatable elements m poetry, especially m the 

Mantra poetry, the word rhythm and the word order stand 
prominently as the two wings of the soaring soul of poetic 
sound Nevertheless, tp the composer of the Vedic hymn 
it was only a help, a means for his progress and a help for 
others The act of expression was just a means, not an aim 
That is why pursuit of aesthetic grace or beauty or richness 
does not act as an incentive to the Rishi for varying the 
consecrated jorrn which was an accepted principle among the 
Mystics of the Rig Veda On this point Sri Aurobmdo’s 
view is noteworthy He explains the apparent monotony 
m many places which even lesser minds could easily vary or 

break by simple or artful devices or common poetical 
conceits 

“Only out of the sameness of experience and out of the 
impersonality of knowledge, there arise a fixed body of 
conceptions constantly repeated and a fixed symbolic lan¬ 
guage which was the inevitable form of these conceptions 

We have at any rate the same notions repeated from hymn to 
hymn with the same constant terms and figures and fre¬ 
quently m the same phrases with an entire indifference to 
search for poetical originality or any demand for novelty 
of thought and freshness of language The mystic poets 
do not vary the consecrated form which has become for 

them a sort of divine algebra transmitting the eternal for¬ 

mulae of the knowledge to the continuous succession of 
initiates. 

Y 

“The hymns possess indeed a finished metrical form, a 
constant subtlety and skill m their technique, great varia¬ 

tions of style and poetical personality—they are not the 
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work of rude, barbarous and primitive craftsmen They 

differ m temperament and personality, some are inclined to a 

more rich, subtle and profound use of Vedic symbolism, 
others give voice to their spiritual experience m a barer and 
simpler dictum There are risings and fallings m the 
same hymn Some hymns are plain and almost modern 

m their language, others baffle us at first by their semblance 
of antique obscurity But these differences take nothing from 
the unity of spiritual experience In the deep and mvstic 
style of Dirghatamas as m the melodious lucidity of Medha- 
tithi, m the puissant and energetic hymns of Vishwamitra 
as m Vasishtha’s even harmonies we have the same firm 

foundation of knowledge and the same scrupulous adherence 
to the sacred conventions of the Initiates ” (Sri Aurobmdo) 

[Page 68] 

26 The apparent contradiction between the two statements 
that the Vedas are eternal and that the Mantras are com¬ 
posed by Rishis is explained m the text But the real cha¬ 
racter of the Mantra is explained m the Note No 25 above 

[Page 81] 

27 As regards the images and symbols the mam thing to 
be noted is that there is a world of symbols that are pei- 
ceived when the vision centre opens upon them These 
symbols may be certain figures, images, colours etc each 
representing a truth of that plane communicated to the 

seer of the vision These symbols in fact are vehicles of ex¬ 
pression like language, natural to that world 

[Page 86] 

28 In the post-Vedic age the Rishis were classified into 
several types, they are generally three, and often seven viz 
Devarshi, Brahmarshi, Rajarshi, Maharshi, Paramarshi, 
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Srutarshi and Kandarshi They denote the rank or the class 
of Rishis according to the real character of their Rishi-hood 

Srutaisi is a Rishi of lessei rank who becomes a Rishi 
after hearing the Veda (both word and meaning) from a 
Rishi who was a seer Yaska is called a srutaisi by his com¬ 
mentator But it is doubtful if he leceived lritiation from a 
Rishi who was a seer In any case he is generally accepted as 

a srntarsi by tradition 

[Page 90] 

29 The Rik referred to by Yaska is the first verse of the 29th 
hymn m the last Book But Sayana m his commentary while 
mentioning Yaska’s objection to the Pada Patha ignores it 
m his exposition of the verse 

[Page 101] 

30 Raja kuvalaya-ullasi here theie is double entendre (parono¬ 
masia) When kuvalaya means water-lily oi blue lotus, ins¬ 
tantly that raja means moon arises m the mind of one who 
has a sound knowledge of Sanskrit When it means the 
earth, naturally raja means king This will be clear to a 

learned mind 

[Page 101] 

31 Vrtti is the power of the word to express an idea It is 
of three kinds according to Rhetoricians viz (1) abhidhd 
or mukhya vrtti, the primary or original meaning that 
directly refers to the object, (2) laksana, indirect meaning that 
is indicated and (3) vyanjana vrtti meaning conveyed by 
suggestion, dhvam According to Maddhvachaiya the sup¬ 
remely primary meaning of the Name of a God m the Veda 

is the supreme Being Vishnu, hence he calls it parama-mukhya- 

vrtti. 
« 
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fPage 137] 

32 The Rishis considered the Mantras as not merely a mask 
m the exoteric sense, but regarded them as words of power, 
powerful even for external things So m the Vedic times 
the priest who was also the teacher and a seer knew the power 

and sense of the sacred words that were repeated and con¬ 
ducted the service effectively Later, the function of the 
priest became a routine matter, even purohits of repute per¬ 

formed the rites with a very imperfect knowledge. The old 
balance between the inner knowledge and the outer ritual 

—the synthesis—was disturbed. The material aspect of the 
Vedic worship grew like a thick crust over the inner know¬ 
ledge The power began to disappear out of the symbolic 
ritual. The light departed and only a lifeless outward form 

with a belief m its mysterious efficacy to support it remained 
Therefore if rituals are performed with a strong faith m 
the original intention and a knowledge of the external rite as 
a ceremonial and active expression of the inner truth, they 
are powerful and effective That is why the Gita advises 

abstinence from disturbing the faith m outward rites, karma, 
and also encourages the performance of rites, karma in 
accordance with Shastraic injunction as a discipline and 

corrective to the ego-fed free-lance 




